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THE FARMER’S ADVOCATE 1 HOME MA6AZIME (Sbiforiat.
inaugurating tests in order to ascertain whether 
or not our native stock ‘•must go”—out of the 
dairy business. By doing so, he has showed his 
adaptability for working in the interests of our 
farmers instead of those of our live-stock manipu- 
la tors.

WnJAUI WELD, «PITOU AUD PBOPBlKTOH, I =====

ram leading publisred | Scientific and Practical Professors

rS^SBSSsgwesas 'J22.Z1S
"■’? -«'~i b„t * ,n,„« 

Al ways Rl ve the .Name ofTiL^o^oi^^htohyour * meet,"8s ma.V fcel disposed to insist that 
'n^n>7."LioneUr ra",e oa,1"ot be fouDd °»»urboota "e should a,H)logiZv for not conceding more space

'“'noD^lV/^ï JSST'SfiKS? t0 the S1,ee,'hes of our l,,,dding l'Mlosophere, Who
SP^ÏÏS^rfEEîSSE WCU,,ied ab0Ut three fo"rtlls of the time devoted 

addrM?torgiaêne °n °ur book8 ”nle” your Post OIBro to tl|e subjects discussed.
Th^^b.e";iïlitJ?'aïï^^,U0^nS8eSbor held , rr°f; Jas- W- Robertsou> "ho had recently 
-JS*** dl^‘nti7*V- , puid. and their paper I been elevated to the -dairy chair of our Model

""fwrintion iM«id.r M * ahowa to what time your Farm, and who had just returned from the Colon- 
«ppSrÎmou.*5 rente per Une lal Exhibition, where he superintended our dairy 

interests, received marked attention, which

In his other investigations, however, the profes- 
sor has not proved a success. A professor of agri- 
culture having informed him that stock did 
require salt, Mr. Robertson set to work to test 
the validity of this “theory.” He showed by 
his experiments that his cows shrank in their 
yield of milk when salt was withheld? and gained 
up again when it was re-supplied. He intends 
repeating the experiments for the purpose of 
further demolishing the said professor. We may 
be permitted to inform l‘rof. Robertson that he 
may save himself all this trouble for the 
(1) that there

not

2

reasons
many other experiments of 

more practical value which should engage his at
tention, and (2) that his experiments, conducted 
after his fashion,

are

THE FARMER'S ADVOCATE,
380 Richmond Street, I quite natural from the standpoint of the ability 

~ and enthusiasm which he displayed. Considering 
Our Monthly Prize Essays. the short time during which he has administered

i_m,, fX)^DITî,0?80F compétition. our dairy affaire, he has accomplished marvellous
•east comes up tothe standanl f<>r*pub]?catioV at ,'es'dts for our ' ountry, our dairying interests and 
meiT^pS î'i™Self- , He Is thorou«hly practical both in
o»r Si1' grammar, punctuation or spenfng b ttcr and 1,1 cheese making, and as a man of 
joymK^ business ''apacity, he has few, if any, rivals in
on^ce”v!nADhe°firet°nH,e„SSaS’in ad5.ilion to the Canada- He is a well-educated gentleman, and 
of the question, a second prize wil” he awardetMmt tloUC houor to 0,1 r country as'a representative

f r" ,kir-Vi“" i»tere^ at the Colonial ami 
tried îigtmust h^feniT of 4ooks f« our adver- Ind,a" Exhibition. Although still a young man

f».'2US£V.h,e„55ett‘, S'r~',™„2r„”c.d, M “"“l1? f*Cik, W;tl‘ 1‘osaessi.tg „|,
83-1»- hut no balance will be remitted in tbese Vlrtues and all these rare combinations of 

about hooks" we wiuremeiftheSmo”e>"ti0n "°thing talent’ sustaincd b-V an admirable reputation and 
„ . —----  ‘ a" honorable business career, we would readily

I"”™ *"! '"i-gi-i-S- -«kn,™ t,„
'•ecu awarded to Mr. Thos. Beall, Lindsay ’Ont °f °U1 fa"neVs and dairymen are not at stake. 
Several second prize essays have ’been awarded ; The work of » professor of dairying at our Agri- 
wc shan pubhsh as lminy as we can find space for." cultural College and Ex^rimental Farm is or
issue^iias not'given u's'hri “ thta rather sb°uld *** experimental, and no

A prize of $5.00 will be given for the best l,mfossor- 110 matter how profound his learning, 
original essay on Improbity the Soil I,y Green how enlarged his practical experience, or how 
February^! 5. ** *° *" Jlot later than stained his integrity, if he has no practical experi-

A prize of $5.00 will be given for the best "T <'x|K'rimCllta! science, can succeed, all his 
original essay on The Farmer’s Garden. Essays I °"lei hrilliant qualities being more detrimental
to be sent in not later than March 15. " “ " ' | than beneficial. On previous occasions we pointed

out what injuries may be sustained by foisting 
the results of an investigation ujion the farmers 

We have lately received letters containing money I wit,l0ut prefacing them with what has been aceom- 
? ni ! tl!e Soîders have omitted giving tlieir Polled in the same direction by other investi-

your piper and siTTf t'ouhave been credited with' fflt01'S: C0,",usions of P,'of‘ K,,l,,Ttson "hicli
.'our remittance. The date on your label shows ,lllb ,S1 an“ s,'lcutifie as well as practical, and 
to what time your subscription is paid. If there tbe.v may be safely followed by practical farmers 
nriSKySv1” ^ S° tbnt !t ma-v ,le and dairymen ; he has won public confidence and

resjiect in the principle he has followed, that of

utterly worthless. This 
subject has perplexed many of the greatest inves
tigators of modern times. The professor lays great 
stress on the fact that cows go back in their milk 
if allowed to fret from any cause, but lie does not 
say whether or not the decrease was caused from 
fretting after salt. The experiment, to have any 
value, should be conducted with cows that have 
not lieen accustomed to salt ; at any rate, if he 
continues the experiments, he should tell 
thing about the chemical comjiosition and physi
cal characteristics of the milk from unsalted 
also give us an approximation of the saline 
stituents in the food consumed, the succulence 
of the ration, the quantity of water drunk, &e., 
and let us know whether the food was cooked or 
uncooked. We would raise no objection to this 
investigation at present were it not for the fact 
that the professor is scattering his theories broad
cast as if they were pure gospel. A more super- 
ficial experiment could never enter into the head 
of any

are
London Ont.. Canada.

us some-

cows ; 
con-

man.
He conducted another experiment for the pnr-

l>ose of testing the action of rennet in cheese. It 
is generally accepted that the action of 
continues until the clmesc is consumed, but lie 
thinks he has proved that it ceases with the 
coagulation of the milk, natural fermentation 
performing the rest of the work. This experiment 
has little practical value ; besides, it must be 
ducted on

rennet

To Our Subscribers. COIl-
scientific principles, ami his investiga

tion has not been extensive enough to prove any
thing. He succeeded in securing the approval of 
Mr. D. McPherson, and an immense deal of valu
able time was wasted in the theorizings. Prof. 
Arnold, who was present and who has made the 
action of ferments his life's study, could have 
settled the question in a few words ; but the
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them. So far as the animal kingdom is concernedyoung and ambitious philosophers, fearing the point of economy alone this plow will, , .
Ls of their popularity, did not dare to ask the its capabilities are known, be, as the harvesters common salt is as necessary in the composition
professor to rive the Lilts of his investigations, now are, on every good, well managed gram farm. 0f the plant as those other salts without which

The most disgraceful and iniquitous part of the This plow is a Canadian invention, and is, we cannot grow, 
proceedings was that a committee was appointed1 believe, superior to anything of the kind ma e
for the purpose of lobbying the government^for eitto m England ^v^tbe Jiu the

more money to aid m propagating the wild Amerieftn designs of sulky plows, that something
theories of these young philosophers. move was required to make riding plows a success

It is the sad misfortune of all youthful and as- for our Canadian farming, and as a result from
piring philosophers that, not suspecting the weight ^ÿ^ac^ “ne impîè-

of criticism which they are sure to receive, they a|) thos(j vaiuable improvements, have pro-
rusli into all sorts of theories without taking the ,juce(j a riding plow that has made its mark

during its first appearance in 1886, and is destined 
to be regarded as one of the greatest labor sax ers 
in farm machinery of the nineteenth century7.
The Cockshutt Plow Co., of Brantford, Ont., are 
the patentees and manufacturers. They have 
published a pamphlet giving full particulars and 
testimonials regarding it, which they mail free to 
applicants. This is a good firm. It is always 
best to communicate with the manufacturers 
direct in making purchases.

as soon as n

II n
ci
b
CCommon salt is a chloride of sodium; that is, 

a chemical union of chlorine and sodium—a gis 
and a metal. By a serie^f laboriously conducted 

experiments, its chief action in the soil has been 
placed beyond doubt, being almost identical with 
that of plaster. When a sodium salt, in an 
ordinary soil, which contains absorbed bases, 

into contact with lime, magnesia, potash,

f!
bi

I al
' ma .?■

COm cc11 I. ar.
T1g > comes

and ammonia, it sets these substances free, while 
a corresponding portion of the sodium in an 
insoluble form becomes fixed, which produces an 
increase of easily available plant food, and 
prevents too great a localization of the same in 
the surface soil. This action may be demon, 
strated by an expriment made by Eichorn, who 
caused pure water to percolate through the soil, 
and compared the results with a one-tenth per
cent salt solution percolated through a soil similar 
in quantity and composition, the depth being 

foot. The following table gives the result, 
reckoned in pounds of constituents named :

Pure
Water. Solution.

mI; l
precaution of subjecting them to rigid scrutiny. 
Our advice to venturesome boy7s who swim with
out bladders is : Boys, don’t go beyond your 
depth.

thIS

p.1M
br

Variation In the Yield of Milk.A H.
f1 : A cor. of the N. Y. Tribune gives the follow

ing bit of his experience : When I milk in seven 
minutes a cow giving nine quarts at one milking, 
she never varies. When I change cows, lest in my 
occasional absence the cow might resent the pre
sence of a stranger, and the man takes fifteen 
minutes to milk her, the cow gives a quart or two 
less. The same happened when because of a bad-

more
A cow with short

ha
: . it.

ÏS

Salt as a Fertilizer.I mI\ In our last issue we discussed the effects of 
land plaster as a fertilizer, which reminds us of 
the desirability of inquiring into those other

: one
) -J -Salt

:fjly bruised thumb I milked the cow 
slowly than usual, 
teats is milked by using the bent thumb 
and the first two fingers, and is thus 
milked as quickly as another cow with the 
whole hand. When another milker strips 
the cow with the thumb and forefinger the 
milk always falls off. If, as is most prob
able, a good deal of the milk is secreted 
during the milking, the quicker milking 
should get the most milk, and the quan
tity should keep regularly up to the 
standard yield so long as the same quick 
method is practiced.

iao117Sulphuric acid..
Phosphoric acid
Potash..............
Lime.................
Magnesia..........
Ammonia.........

This table shows that salt produces the 
greatest effect in dissolving lime and pot
ash, causing them to descend into the soil. 
The experiment seems to show that salt 
has no effect on the phosphoric acid in the 
soil, but other experiments have proved 
that it also has a solvent effect on the 
phosphates. The advantageous effect of 
this action is to distribute the nutriment 
to greater depths, where it usually be- 

absorbed more efficiently by the 
During this substitution

Ki
.
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1|; comesThe Riding Plow.
plant roots, 
process, however, injurious chlorine com
binations are formed, notably chloride of

I s]When attending the exhibitions last 
j-ear, we walked through the implement 
departments to ascertain if any new or j 
improved'implements of importance were 
to be seen. The plow here illustrated drew 
our special attention as destined on our 
best farms to take a place among the im
proved labor-saving implements. There
are in this plow many improvements made on the applications which act somewhat similarly, 
old sulky plows, and new patents have been namely, salt and lime. We pointed out that the 
secured on the improvements. Some of the prin- action of gypsum was mainly indirect; salt has 
cipal features are the even balancing of the weight almost entirely an indirect action, 
of the plow, the turning of the furrow, and driver Few substances have been more perplexing to 
on the three wheels ; the guarding of the rear the experimenter than salt, both for land and 
wheel from obstructions by a flexible steel land- for stock, and there is yet much to be learned 
side ; a flange or guide furrow wheel, and the concerning its uses for these purposes. Applied 
connecting of the plow by means of a king bolt to land, it has produced variable results under portant part in stock-feeding. The causes given 
to axle, placing the plow more under the control apparently the same conditions. Its action, for the beneficial effects of salt upon pastures 
of the plowman, enabling him to turn more therefore, being uncertain, farmers should be j are that grasses a^e not easily injured by the 
easily, cut a straigliter furrow, and to finish the ready to grasp everything that has been proved ! chlorides of caleiiim and magnesium which 
furrow more effectually. The operator also sits concerning its advantages and disadvantages. \ formed in the soil. Salt has been found to benefit 
where he can see his work, not in front of it. We pointed out that plaster sometimes acted clover for the same reasons mentioned with refer- 
It is claimed that with this plow the work can directly and sometimes indirectly, or both ; not ; ence to the action of plaster. Roots have also
be done quite as well in every respect as by the so, however, with regard to salt, for mostly all been benefited by applications of salt. It is
most skilled plowman when walking, and with agricultural plants can grow and attain perfection also noteworthy that nitrogenous fertilizers, such 
quite as much case to the horses. More particu- without the elements of which it is composed, as nitrate of soda and ammonium salts, have 
lari)7 is this the case in breaking and plowing ; which cannot be asserted of the constituents produced better results when applied with salt 
hard, dry land ; here the whole strength of the ; entering into the composition of plaster, viz., than when applied alone.
team is utilized to the best advantage, as the sulphuric acid and lime. However, as salt is i Salt should only be used on light, rich soils,
even depth of cut and steadiness of the plow found in every fertile soil, it is taken up by the and should, as a rule, not be applied in greater
can be so guagod as to keep it at just the depth 1 plant, and although, as a rule, it is not necessary quantities than 4Ü0 lbs. per acre, 
required without any exertion of the plowman, ' for plant growth, it is required in the composition 
find so much more plowing can be done that in ; of agricultural plants for the animals which feed on j tion of salt use the least of it, England uses

If P£_-r-- v
ïcalcium and chloride of magnesium.

Socially worthy of note are also the 
effects of salt on the composition of plants. 
It has been observed that applications of 
salt reduce the percentages of starch, 
and other carbo-hydrates, and have been

Ifl:
j ?

THE RIDING PLOW.

•>sugar,
known to produce an incombustible quality of 
tobacco. Salt has been^useful for hemp and 
flax; indeed, flax has flourished on soils so salty 
that they have killed the tobacco plant, 
proved beneficial for pastures, especially when 
the land is moist. It sweetens the grass, making 
it more {«datable for stock, and, thus acts an im-
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more than Germany, The soil, the climate, the 
mode of cultivation and manuring, and other 
circumstances must be taken into consideration 
before salt

mined to try what he could do by fattening a pure- "Do you give them as much as this every 
bred Shorthorn. The result was the sweepstake time " Yes. I approve of giving them 
prize at the Ontario Fat Stock Exhibition was plenty of salt ; they eat their food better and 
earned off by him. thrive better." The quantity fed we should judge

Mr. Groff now has nearly forty head of Short- from what we saw was about j of a pint. This 
horns, such as any man might be proud of. He was for 12 head of cattle. Mr. Groff does not 
will not fatten his best breeding animals for any condiment as a food, but uses large quantities 
show purposes. He has a young bull on his farm of bran. If any farmer deserves a medal for 
which we consider as good as any imported bull we oommeficing from a small beginning and putting 
have seen. The bull has the advantage of being a ^arm in order, gaining honor for our county 
a Canadian ; its dam was that magnificent sweep- and the business of the farmer in all its branches, 
stake cow, Pride of Strathallan admired by every 811,1 without any Government favoritism, Mr. 
Shorthorn man, owned by'Mr. Snyder, of Ger Groff would stand very high on the ’ list!

The progeny of this b.,11 ÏÏÜïfiliMS ÎÏÏ& “if

bably be heard of in generations to come. He a medal were awarded to any county for really 
may be seen in the front part of the illustration. g°?d>. progressive; substantial farming, good farm 
The sweepstake steer is in the corner. buildings and good roads, Waterloo would be a

Mr. (M. ri. .«..«ion i. no, given to Short- JÜTÏrf

horns. He has a good lot of horses and other ) issue. They will appear in a future number.

can bo intelligently applied. In 
Canada it is often applied to absorb moisture, 
but the soil itself, if not baked, is one of the best 
absorbents of moisture. Pure salt absorbs no 
moisture ; this is done by the impurities which it 
contains, mostly plaster. A loamy soil which 
contains a large percentage of organic matter is 
an excellent absorbent of moisture and ammonia. 
The folly of applying salt for this purpose is thus 
made plain. Moisture should be obtained by 
thorough drainage.

use

Results from Careful Farming.
It is with much pleasure we now give you a 

brief account of one of Canada’s sons of toil. Mr. 
Henry Groff is a native of Canada ; his parents 
having emigrated here from Pennsylvania. His

1 *
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VIEW OF MR. HENRY GROFF’S STOCK, DWELLING AND BARNS, ELMIRA P. 0., COUNTY OF WATERLOO.

father took pride in keeping the best yoke of 
oxen he could get when clearing his farm, took 
them to the local exhibitions, and gained prizes 
with them. His son Henry was imbued with 
the spirit of excelling, and with his hard earned 
money purchased a Shorthorn heifer, paying for 
her such a sum that his relations and friends 
considered injudicious, but Mr. Groff 
firm, took her to the exhibition, gained a 
prize, raised a calf, and bought another still 
more expensive. In connection with his brother 
they fattened large numbers of cattle for the 
European markets, and knew well how to take 

of cattle., He exhibited what was considered 
by many Americans the best animal that 
exhibited at the Fat Stock Exhibition in Chi
cago ; and although the sweepstake prize 
awarded to what most practical men considered a 
much inferior animal, he gained the first prize.
Ml. Groff’s was a grade steer. This year he deter-

stock, and an excellent farm of 160 acres, which he Curing Bacon and Hams.—A writer in the 
feeds and takes care of as he does his stock ; London Agricultural Gazette says : It is quite 
he feeds it before it gets hungry, the result being possible to smoke hams and flitches of bacon at 
most bountiful crops ; even his grass fields, despite home by hanging them up a chimney where only 
lus large numbers of stock, when winter sets in wood is burned. The best kind of wood is oak 
seem to have a good coat of grass to protect the and its saw-dust, if it can be procured : fir or deal 
roots and give strength for the ensuing year. must never be used. But when the business has 

His bam and stables are large and very con- to be performed on a largo scale, it will be found 
venient, despite the fact that they were not all much better to adopt the plan followed in Ham-
built at once ; a windmill furnishes power burg. They hang the hams and bacon in a large
to supply water in all parts of his buildings from roomy chamber at the top of a high building 
a cistern, also to drive a chaff cutter on the floor the smoko being conveyed to this room, or rooms’
above the stable. as the case may bo, through tubes from fires in

We give the accompanying diagram to show tho cellar. The vapor is thus condensed and the 
the plan of his stabling. What impressed us !^at al)sorl)e(1> so that the smoke, when it reaches

7"th“*7“'**>"-*»* saa
stables the heavy coating of salt thrown over the by the commoner method. An excellent way to 
cut feed and bran, had just been put into the mix- lleeP bacon and hams after being smoked is 
ing trough,. “ Wo asked how often he salted Put them into large chests filled with bran ,
his cattle?” “Every night and morning'.” will alwprotecdXem from maggots!"
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: Hmated clubs were entitled. The money with 
which these instruments were purchased came out 
of the funds which were to be sj>ent in the inter
ests of agriculture, and this object could not be 
attained if the lactoscopes went into the hands 
of the clubs without the condition attached that 
reports of the tests be forwarded to the Council 
for publication. The question was discussed, 
but was postponed for further consideration. 
GAS-LIME AS AN INSECTICIDE AND A FERTILIZER.

John O’Brien stated that he observed in the 
Farmer’s Advocate under the reports of 
the proceedings of
Jas.
had made inquiries through the Coun
cil if any of the members bad any experience 
with gas-liine as an insecticide or a fertilizer. He 
had made a number of experiments with gas- 
lime for both these purposes, and would like to 
give the results at the next meeting of the 

The President thanked Mr. O'Brien 
for his kind offer, and said the Council would bo 
delighted with a report of his experiments.

AGRICULTURAL EXPENDITURES.
In choosing a programme for next meeting, the 

above question was decided upon, and Henry 
Anderson was chosen to prepare a paper. It was 
held that this was a vital question at the present 
time, as several influential bodies were preparing 
to lobby the government for increased expendi
tures for agricultural purposes.
PASTURES IN THEIR RELATION TO DAIRYING.

At this juncture in the Council’s proceedings 
several members left, there beiqg nothing more 
on the programme. A few members remained, 
and a desultory discussion arose with reference to 
pasture in connection with dairying. President 
Leitch was asked to give his experience and pre
sent his views, to which he assented, and made 
the following remarks, taking for his text the 
following string of aphorisms: “All flesh is grass ; 
grass is king, and he who makes two blades of 
grass grow where one grew before is a benefactor 
to his country.” He said farmers paid less 
attention to grasses and clovers than to any other 
crop. He would like to know why this should 
be so. When we looked upon the beautiful 
carpet of green which covered our fields and 
meadows and roadsides, and thought of its vast 
importance for those animals that administered 
to our wants, the great source of wealth it was 
to the country, and the barrenness and desola
tion that would ensue were it wholly or partially 
destroyed, as was sometimes the case in Austra
lia and other semi-tropical countries, thousands 
of cattle perishing from famine and thirst, 
would then begin to appreciate the importance of 
the question. It was, therefore, no wonder that 
some thoughtful jieople occasionally paid atten
tion to these humble and lowly plants. It was 
only in recent tim^s during which these plants 
began to be appreciated, and as yet only by the 
few. Look over the fence in the heat of summer 
and mark the bare fields where the cattle, horses 
and sheep graze ; mark how gaunt they appear; 
how restless the cows were while the milk was 
being relentlessly drawn from their shrunken 
udders; and how mournful the matron looked 
while deploring the loss of the product witli 
which she was to supply her household wants. 
These pictures were familiar to all, but how 
were we to paint them brighter ? In order to 
commence at the right place, it was necessary to 
know what the plants fed on, how to supply 
their itêeds, and all their other peculiarities; how 
to prepare the soil for the reception of the seed, 
and how the varieties should be grouped together 
in order to have a succession .of growths during 
the entire season. For a permanent pasture the 
preparation must be ample and complete in order 
to realize an abundant return for the labor ex
pended. For most grasses, the best soil was a 
clay loatn; but the soil should be thoroughly

* 4the extent of the Council’s popularity. He 
introduced as President of the Dominion

clean 
Foste 
the s< 
the m 
variet 
not sc 
localit 
best 
mixtu 
be sc

ti farmer»’ ©tub*. see

/n was
Farmers’ Council, and in discussing the ques
tions, he felt it his duty to do honor to the 
Council. These flattering marks of respect im
pelled him to greater earnestness and sincerity in 
the discharge of his duties as President of the 
Council, and he hoped for brighter prospects than

!

i Dominion IFarmers’ Council.

be addressed to the Secretary, W. A. Macdonald,

Farmers’ Clubs, which will, on application to the 
Seerétary, be distributed free to all parties having 
in contemplation the organization of clubs. J______

The regular monthly meeting of this Council 
was held on the 15th ult., President Leitch in 
the chair. This being also the annual meeting, 
officers were elected, and as various important 
matters relating to the future of the Council had 
to be discussed, there was no regular programme. 
All the officers were re-elected,-viz., President, 
D. Leitch ; Vice-President, Henry Anderson ; 
Treasurer, John Kennedy ; Secretary, V. A. 
Macdonald.

top, oever.
THE VICE-PRESIDENT’S SPIRIT OF SELF-RELIANCE.

Henry Anderson, in thanking the Council for 
his re-election as Vice-President, said the Council 
had made a satisfactory beginning under the dis
advantageous circumstances under which they 
had been working. The time for tile discussions 
had been too limited, and no effort had been 
made to push matters. The growth had been 
slow but sure, and he believed slow and natural 
growth to be the basis of true prosperity. The 
farmers of our Dominion were sadly lacking in 
public spirit ; they should be at the head of their 
country and their profession instead of at the 
tail. They possessed the necessary talent, but it 
lay dormant and needed waking up. If we, 
Council, did nothing but infuse some public 
spirit into them, we would accomplish a great 
deal ; but in order to do so we must exhibit our 

enthusiasm in the discharge of our duties.
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mAN AMALGAMATED CLUB ORGANIZED.
The Secretary read a communication from Mr. 

W. J. Biggins, secretary of the newly organized 
G ran ton Farmers’ Club, stating that this club, 
consisting of Iff farmers in that locality, had been 
organized, and desired to be amalgamated with 
the Dominion Farmers’ Council.

W. Weld stated that he was pleased to see that 
the first club was organized in one of the finest 
agricultural sections in the Province—the county 
of Huron. He was well acquainted with that 
section, and knew the farmers to be an intelli
gent, progressive and enthusiastic class of people. 
Mr. Biggins had one of the finest herds of Short
horns in the country, and was one of the oldest 
and most respected members of the agricultural 
society. In that section they had also a grand 
agricultural society. He wished the club success, 
and hoped that they and the Council would work 
harmoniously together for the interests of the 
farmers of the Dominion.

mas a
I
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£

%
:own

The spirit of self-reliance amongst farmers 
too weak, and they should strengthen it by 
centrating their energies. He felt that this 
Council, with the co-operation of amalgamated 
farmers’ clubs, would yet become a power for

ifI
i
iz

:
good in the lanTl.IkI DATE OF MEETING CHANGED.

Henry Anderson, having given notice at the 
previous meeting that he would move to change the 
date of meeting, made his motion to this effect. 
He said Saturday was not a convenient day for him 
to attend, having so many municipal matters to 
attend to. He was willing to spend a$day speci
ally for the meetings of the Council, and come to 
the city exclusively for that purpose. He felt 
that the time allotted to the discussions was too 
short, and that there was too great an irregularity 
in the attendance on account of members having 
so much private business to attend to on 
Saturday.

President Leitch said he would also rather 
spend a day exclusively for forwarding the in
terests of the Council. The work was getting 
heavier and required a longer time and more 
careful attention. During the summer months 
Saturday was also his busy day, as he had to at
tend the cheese markets, and could not therefore 
attend the meetings of the Council punctually.

After some discussion it was unanimously re
solved that the date of meeting be ( hanged to 
the third Thursday of each month.

REMARKS BY A NEW (MEMBER.
Mr. John O’Brien, who had been proposed and 

seconded as a new member, said he was pleased 
at the proceedings of the Council, but he would 
never again join any secret organization where 
there was much time wasted in ceremony. He 
once joined the Grange, and did not like it for 
the reasons stated. Mr. Weld having explained 
that there was neither secrecy nor ceremony in 
connection with the Council, Mr. O’Brien ex-

t
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i! 6 THE PRESIDENT’S ADDRESS.

<D. Leitch, in thanking the Council for liis 
unanimous re-election as their president, said he 

satisfied with the progress of the Council,
II was

but regretted that his arduous duties prevented 
him from giving as much attention to the pro
ceedings as he should, but he expected he would 
be able to devote more time to the Council in the

3 SS
11II: tfuture. Farmers must be convinced that more 

science or accurate knowledge was necessary in 
their profession in order to make it 
it was necessary to set aside one day in the week 
for rest and religious duties, surely no farmer 
ought to begrudge one day in the month for the 
discussion of such questions as would elevate him 
mentally, morally and professionally, especially 
when he had a grand opportunity for edifying 
and elevating his fellow farmers at the same time.
We must place more reliance 011 our brain and 
less on our muscle ; hence the necessity for or
ganized effort for the purpose of gathering all the 
agricultural truths that were in command.
Thanks te theliberality of Mr. Weld, the Council 
had the use of the best agricultural library in the 
Dominion, as well as the best agricultural journals 
in the world, and they should firmly grasp this 
opportunity for doing good to their fellow farmers
and to themselves. With all these sources of pressed his pleasure in joining, 
knowledge at their command, and with members 
comprising the most practical and scientific talent 
which the country can afford, nothing was failing of the Council to the fact that no in- 
in the elements of success. He had recently at- structions or conditions had been prepared with 
tended Farmers’ Institutes, and was surprised to reference to the lactoscopes to which umalga-
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TESTING COWS BY FARMERS’ CLUBS.
Macdonald drew the attentionW. A.
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cleaned, pulverized, manured and drained. I upon what had already been accomplished, and
roster crops should, as a rule, be abandoned, and trusted that both the creamery and the cheese , enl1wloo . .
the seed should be sown early in spring or during factory would be more liberally patronized than are ver-v serious. During the summer
the month of August. With reference to the ever before. season we are liable to droughts lasting two or
nnf1^168 °i seeds *° jlc sown> the question was "" three weeks. At such times the crops—under the
locality should make tests for them™!ves" C Our I harden and ©tchatd. present system of shallow cultivation, which too 

best authorities recommended the following I ~ I obben Prevails—: suffer greatly from excessive
mixture, but the relative proportions could not upivp waeav evaporation, especially when high winds occur at

Seadrd lZ™Z C0nditi0U: ti™°thy, red «MfcBSSAY. the same time, which often come sweeping along
oaV grass, Snnial ryCaS8and "red" S’ PerSOnaI Observions on Effects the Parched earth for miles without any obstrue
alsike and lucerne clovers. The quantity to be Removal Of OUF Forests tion> t,le relative humidity of the air at such
sown per acre was 30 to 35 pounds. Such times being often below 30 percent thus adding
pastures should not be grazed the first season, BY TH0S‘ BEALL> L1ND^, ont. materially to the increasing aridity’ of the soil
and r^onnTbLLTfirm We" were'lamenf farm ^ T ^ WinteV tb« ^pediments to travel
ably ignorant of the feeding values of these Tl J*®" th® C6ntre of the townshlP of Whitby, along many of our highways, caused by the drift-
grasses, although many of us could discuss the lhe lami y at once commenced clearing the land, ing snow over an oiien country becoming nacked
couh!Vtolf^l^JalUeS °f 0ther/arni crops. Who My “personal observations” will be confined to a between the roadside fences, are so meaVthatir.d; r«— r™,
required to produce 100 lbs. butter or cheese, and o eL ’ ab°Ut twenty'five ln all> or about have to be taken down and new roadways made 
what the quality of these products was from 2,000 S(lnare m^es> 88 * have lived almost con- I across the open fields, very much to the incon
tTemlS’ly1“or" mJdt^Lt wera tmï ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 7™™ ^ and °ften a
tant questions to the farmers of our country. He At H i e - to tle owner °f the land,
knew from many years of observation and , the date referred to—1840—most of this A careful consideration of this subject will go 
experience that there was a great difference land waa an unbroken forest, the settlers were far to convince us that this state of affairs has 
111 ,t*1® feeding values of these plants, few and generally far apart, and mostly in the bbe result of our own acts, to a very large
and that their effects upon the dairy front townships. The clearings along tl.e few -and aso tbat remedies for these evils
products varied very materially. He had rna,lti wllJ , I , . clearings along the few largely in our own hands. For, notwithstanding
cheese factories in sections where there were hIch llaU beeu the" opened were very the idea which everywhere prevails that the
great variations in the soils and grasses, and he small> excepting a few along the old Kingston ™lnfa11 in this Province is much less than in 
had never failed to get a hard cheese from the road. Probably not more than from six to eight „™er years, the carefully kept records at the 
clovers, while the grasses produced a soft cheese, percent of this great area i„ i i a ic , Meteorological Office in Toronto show no diminu
teur native blue grass was probably the best Tn ZZZ T t 1 t,me been ton ^ past 50 years. And it may ako be
the world for quality in butter and cheese, but it ciearea. late returns show that about 70 per- I observed that the numerous springs on the “ridges”' 
was not prolific enough. A blue grass ’pasture cent is now under cultivation. before referred to as the sources of the rivers of
should be accompanied by soiling on an extensive The territory referred to lies between Take I î!’1S distric*’ arc “ act‘ve and abundant now as scale, which few farmers had the time or the Ontario on the south and several ini lit I they were fifty years since. The drying up of the 
courage to undertake. If a variety of clovers frnm ° , h a,ld s®veral ‘«land lakes streams is a natural result of the deforatation
and grasses could be made to flourish on the 1 m dU t0 b0 mlles north, which form portions and subsequent cultivation of the land. Soon
same pasture field, the expense of the soiling the Trent waters. Between Lake Ontario and f r tbe land is cleared along these streams, the 
system could be largely obviated. Land was not these inland lakes, and about ten miles north of a!' °f ,tbe llv,er, 8e.ts its share of attention, 
yet so valuable in all sections of the Dominion I flip fnrmpr , . I Stones, logs and debris of all kinds are removedthat soiling should be indulged in on an exten- .t', ’ , T *dg® ofland averagiug about therefrom ; and the course itself is often straight
sive and expensive scale. In his section 1,UUU eet above Lake Ontario, and nearly parallel ened, and every means is applied to facilitate the 
jiastures of this kind could not be made perman- witb it- Along this ridge there then existed and escaPe of the water with the greatest possible
ent. fen years ago he seeded a newly-cleared yet exists, a large number of springs producing “î®. Ge.^?.ng nd of a1’ surface water with the
held with red clover and timothy; now there rivulets each starting on its L, , UCmg utmost rapidity seems to be an article of faith of all 
was scarcely a plant to be found except blue ’ h starting on its downward course, workers of the soil. Not only arc the natural
grass and white clover. Other imported varie- some “wards Lake Ontario, and others to the water courses cleared of every obstruction, but
ties would suffer the same fate. It was related north. These rivulets in their descent at that mucb la1)or is expended jn owning ditches and
of the Hon. Harris Lewis, of Herkimer County, time received the surface drainage from large th,0Ugh c,ul‘ivated «elds to aid
New York State, that he once had a piece of , . , , ® I the water in its escape, and thereby carrying with
white clover which he saved until it was in full . f forest and swamP land, and long before it large quantities of the best of the soil 8
blossom, fle then turned his cows into it, ex- reaching the lakes, either to the south or to the . The day is not far distant when great changes
jiecting the produce to be of great value, but was north, became of sufficient size to drive the I **! our methods of treatment of lands will take
astonished to find the therefrom-obtained butter numerous saw-mills, grist-mills and carding e’ U, wl11 not bc until the principles, as 
was poor, frothy stuff, which caused white clover milic ■ ... carding- well as the advantages, of underdraining and deep
to fall 50% in his estimation. What would be which existed in this district 30 or 40 years and thorough cultivation of the soil are fairly
the result if all the clovers and grasses were so I a^* Most of them, however, have long since Iunderstood by the farming community, 
tested in butter and cheese making, feeding them ceased to be operated. I ^ ^len> but not till then, much greater efforts will
separately and also in mixtures of varying pro- What a wonderful chanfre baq kaVn» • 4.1 I be used in supplying means and appliances to pre- portions ? Here was a wide field for experfmen- ! change has taken place m the vent the flow of water on the surface than have
tation for this Council. These were questions aPPearance this great tract of land ! This great hitherto been taken to facilitate its escape. All 
which should engage the special attention of all almost unbroken forest, which 46 years ago was tbe rainfall on a fairly level farm will then 1 
farmers who had anything to do with dairying, the home of the wild deer, the bear the fox and *lllto„tb,‘ sop> and the superfluous water escajie from

KSLSt? iwsnÆî iher,r-Produce 4,000 to 5,000 lbs. of milk per sekson haS been rePlaced by smlllng «elds of grain and The remedies to be applied to prevent the 
which were remarkable results when compared with beautifully undulating pastures, stocked with the <'ss<;s and inconveniences incident to the blocking 
our present slip-shod methods of pasturing. He finest breeds of sheep, cattle and horses__thp ° our' r°adwa}^s in the winter by drifting snows,
was a strong advocate of the soiling system, whole country dotted here and there with . We" aS to. !essen tbe inJury to the crops by the
without which the most profitable results in most 016 Çountry dotte(1 61 e a,'d tl,ei e "ltb towns strong scorching winds of summer, are much more
localities could not be obtained. His favorite and Vlllages> a,K* excellent farm buildings may formidable than those having reference to the 
soiling crops were rye, oats and peas mixed, red be seeu on every hand. It would be difficult to water suPP1y> because the necessary means 
clover, and corn. He denounced the general- find a rural district of the same extent in this or td ac®oniP.llsh wbat *8 llc'e desired must, to be

consistent with the productive capacity of the surroundings of life would seem to present a more ou.r cleared farms with forest trees. To aecom-
soil, and the carrying capacity of the pasture perfect picture of rural felicity; yet upon emiuirv Plisb, tbis work in s,|ch a way as to secure for 
A small cow on a poor soil or pasture stood starv- we find some drawbacks to the happiness of this ^ a.verylalo'; sbai'1"f the protection from
atlon better than a large one. It proved nothing , l l î i ! 1 storms enjoyed by the early settler, thereto say that such and such a cow1 or breed pro- 11 drawbacks consequent on the removal of should be planted rows of trees along every divi-
duced so Inany pounds of milk ; there was a their forest surroundings, the chief of which are 810,1 ,ine between the several owners, along all 
great difference in the consuming capacities of scarcity of water during a portion of the summer l10™3?®1^ divisions of every farm, and along

at? -s,”',7 S'îi.3“i mz urzji
manufacturer, as well as the farmer, required skill II0SC< cllmlIllsh rainla11, and the injuries done to afford a protection from the evil effects of the 
and intelligence, if we were to compete in the the growing crops by high winds in the summer, high winds of both summer and winter pleasant, 
flntinn "n^i^i .Bot!Vvei'e yet far from per- and also the blocking up of the roads with snow to contemplate. In summer the cattle would 
fection. He looked with pride and satisfaction drifts in winter r 5? I>rovîd?d wl.th the 11,110,1 needed shelter

K m vvmtel‘ 1 from the sun’s burning rays. The hot, dry winds

The losses and inconveniences from these two
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a time and scatter 

have room in the
.cut down a small section at 

over the bam yard ; or if wo 
bam we take the last of the stack in to be used 
for bedding for the horses during the summer.

have the material in the

Bi i and the value of the manure greatly reduced.
fermentation arewould become cooled and moistened before reach-

ing the growing crops and the strong currents of (3) The agencies which 
wind would thereby be kept above us, while suffi- air and moisture, and to get the best results these 
tient circulation would be felt on the surface of under „ur control. (4) An intelligent
Ï££°tlLk3iWfew ”"!rW .,,d dioict of ,h, dm, of hauling ~ rfl g~ÜJ 

the snow would lie more evenly over the fields, reduce the expense of taking it to the fields, 
and not as now, when nearly all the snow becomes Ha]f the farmers through the great wheat-growing 
piled around by the fences. Then, to, there will less 0f their straw in the wood
be no more snow in the roadways than in the Delta leave mure
fields, provided the old mil fences on either are lots or fields, instead of bringing it to the ba n 
replaced by wire fences or something equivalent | yard) to be mixed with the manure and sat e the 
thereto.

|:}; cause

<v But we aim to
vard ready to turn and compost

This

Ü :
t F barn

by the time the stock goes to pasture.
is turned and rotted so as to bo ready tomanure

top-dress the wheat land for the next crop, and 
by this means wo have very little manure to haul 
over soft, wet land in the spring.

We find it a help in getting this “long” barn- 
yard manure in shape to feed our hogs on it for a 
little time in the spring, as they will work the 
surface over and put it in condition to rot. There 

foot of our barn yard but is coated so

1
v

I l! e
liquid.

The plan which I have adopted in the manage- 
ment of my manure is this: I have three stables, 

I each 30 feet long, in the basement of my barn.

Township Agricultural I The middle stable is occupied by the horses, and 
Society. | has a double floor’30 that 110 liquid can escape'

Despite the attempts which are bemgmadeby ^ ^ fom. equal apartments,
interested parties to centra ue our ^critimri with movable bars, which can be put in
exhibitions as much as possible hereby ueakem ^ ^ ^ Jn lesg than five minutes. It has 

the influence of local exhibitions, ue find d<JM8 at each end, so that we can drive
y of the latter in a more flourishing condition ^ ^ ^ ^ manure> and

than ever, the stringency of the times notwitli- ^ ^ ^ horse stablo a manger

8 Mon, most stable and influential societies extends the e^e ffingth^ and hay or

is the Ameliasburgh Township AgncidW ^ ^ ^ stand^th their heads from this stable,
ciety, of which Mr. H. Wellbanks is President ^ ^ the manuro and soiled bed-
and Mr. Edward Roblin, Secretary M ding is thrown from the stalls into it. What

just received areport from ^ |stoi is kept in tliis stable-whicli we call the
represents a good showing A1bout_ $560^were ex stabVis loose. If we have only spring
pended in prizes at their last exhibition and together with the parti-
appears to us that they have been ffistnbuted find some of them drive the
with better judgment than those other8 from the feed, two minutes' time will
more pretentious exhibitions. We wuh long ^ ^ ^ when the partitions are all
life and prosperity to our township agricultural P ^ ^ four ^ stalIs> 7*xl0 feet, each of

exhibitions. , „ which will accommodate two colts or four spring
Specially noteworthy in the Ameliasburgh So | ^ The manure from the horse stalls is 

ciety is the tendency to greater independence | ^ ^ ghed every morning, and the
which it is exhibiting The Secretary mtoms ^ ^ d SQ soiid that it does not
us that the organ agricultural papers, which were ^ ^ 0ff ammonia. We can use this

8 ’ ghed from four to six weeks when we have four
horses and ten calves stabled, before it gets so full 
that it must be cleaned. If I was building again 
I would make this stable sixteen feet wide in-

. I
;

a‘tShe 55farm.I de i

ti*31 O
A Leading Ois not a

thickly with straw and stalks as to prevent any 
loss of urine, and with from twelve to twenty 
head of cattle and horses we manage to work in- 

the straw from four to six hundred

0can
tlor box
v

■
z Clto manure

bushels of wheat and oats, and \tjic waste from 
twelve to twenty acres of corn foddeiyNmd to make

ving
d ' timan

I1 hundred loads of manure a year ; and as einear a
we also sow twenty acres or more of clover each 

we are keeping our land at a high state of
in
dim from above. year,

productiveness, without buying fertilizers of any 
kind, unless it is an occasional sack of some brand 
of commercial fertilizer to experiment with, and 

the effects with our barn yard manure.
farms where corn-fodder is fed

: . di
■ t-1 reI

x as
compare

I often see on gl1
-M

mlargely the stalks are left over a year or more 
they would rot so as to be fit 

for manure, but if, instead of allowing them to 
accumulate at one side of the yard, they are 
spread and mixed with the straw and manure, 
they can be worked up as quickly and easily

I have fed out twenty acres of heavy 
corn-fodder in a winter, and had all the manure 
in the barnyard where the waste was thrown 
ready for the field by the middle of April, and in 
nice condition at that.

co
before «al nti

th
b)

;

vâ
straw. ini

m
mi

* cai1 i
axat a premium last year, are now 

and he calls the Advocate their “old stand-by.” 
This exhibition of independence is worthy of 
this honorable body of farmers; they will find the 
Advocate stand by them and fight their battles 
so long as they persevere in the same honorable 
and independent course which has characterized

tiii! to rot and fine it, theIn turning manure
it is shaken apart and loosened the better

.1 lit
more
it will heat, as it is air and moisture which cause 
fermentation, which is a slow combustion ; and if 
at any time the heat becomes too great, so that 
ammonia is escaping, or there is danger of the 
heap fire fanging, it can be checked by tramping 
the surface solid, just as sure as the fire in the 
stove can be controlled by closing the damper.

which heats

ill||| Wa'
stead of twelve.

We manage to clean out this stable when the 
ground is frozen, and usually take it out and 
spread it directly from the wagon on the field. 
This saves one handling, and as there is little

offi
fre
Be

them in the past.«
wii

How to Manage the Manure.
How to manage our manure in winter, so as to evaporation in winter, the rains and snows take the 

save labor and prevent loss of valuable qualities, soluble parts right down to the soil. I tlnnk we 
has been a study with me all my life, and I am get the full benefit of it in this way with the 
coming nearer solving the problem each year that least trouble. If the manure is needed for some 

I think that there are few farms on | special crop, such as sweet potatoes, or to manure
in the hills for melons or cucumbers, we pile it at 
the side of the field where it will be wanted, and

On
hui!

|| J When handling horse manure, 
quickly and violently, keep the heap perfectly 
flat and trample as solid as possible, but the 
barnyard manure, which consists largely of straw 
and broken stalks, and the manure from cattle is 
of a colder nature, and should at the first forking 
be thrown up in loose conical heaps or ridges, 
and as soon as fairly hot turn again into broad 
flat heaps or beds. Usually two ridges can be 
turned together to form one heap.

There is no work on the farm that pays bettei 
than that which is done to increase the quantity 
and improve the quality and condition of the 
manure; and when we realize the importance ot 
this work, and give it the attention it demands, 
we shall be able to dispense largely with commet * 
cial fertilizers.—[Waldo F. Brown in National 
Stockman and Farmer.

A French writer says : — “ Few colts arc horil 
with defective hoofs, and if, in riper years, such 
appear, the cause must he attributed to the 
farmer’s vicious handwork. It may arise from 
his ignorance in this respect. The first shoeing 
ought to he done by an experienced farrier, one 
not likely to coerce or torture the colt, and so 
have an unhappy influence on its temperament 
forever.”

Bu
Fix
in 1
dryFn of tI farm.

which there is not a great waste of manure from 
leaching or fire fanging, and also a waste of labor
in drawing the manure to the fields when the fork it over after'’it has heated once, so as to get 
land is soft and the wheels cut down, so that it fine and uniform.
even with a half-load the horses are over-worked A manure heap should always be made flat 
and the land damaged. On most farms the the top, when it is designed to get It fine for gar- 

from the stables is thrown out of a high | den use, and in this way the heat will be uni.
form. The manure from the cow stable is wheel-

ble
liav'll the
the1 r
yea
thaon

JS I
moi 
covi 
side 
had 
of o 
alw; 
fore 
muc 
it p 
and

manure
window and allowed to accumulate against the 
building greatly to its damage, and if not under ed out every day and scattered around the straw 
the eaves it heats and tire fangs until most of the stack, so that it will be mixed and incorporated 
ammonia is driven off, and if fueler the eaves the with the straw pulled down by the cattle, and all 
soluble parts are leached out and carried away. the corn-stalks from the mangera are also dis- 

There are a few things easily understood which I tributed over the barn yard. As this barn y aid 
to the successful and economical is so arranged that no water can flow into it, 

I enumerate as follows: | either from the roof or from the adjoining land,
loss from leaching. The cattle are

: :
- i

H! 1

theare necessary 
management ol manure.
(1) To make the manure most valuable the liquid there is 
should all be saved with the solid, and to do kept at the stack 
this requires plenty of absorbents. _(2) Ferrnen, tramp the corn-stalks all to pieces, and always 
tatiun is necessary to prepare the manure for use, keep enough straw pulled down from the stack to 
and this fermentation must be under control, give them a dry bed. If we find toward spring that 
for, if excessive, the nitrogen will be driven off | they are not likely to use up the straw stark, we
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SEC©AD PRIZE ESSAY.h , •Jsztsgz ri10 ü, "n.i I Ji’âii.ïrsüd,on 10 k”"ho”
My Personal Observations on the vast wood, is the increase of cold felt in the vicinity. , , ,

Effects of the Bpmoval nf «ni> It was peculiarly characteristic. Never previ- shdc sheds l161'mde- It takes over 6,461,800 ft.
» . ously had anything ever frozen inside the hoiise, °f timber, and 62,080 bolts 36 in. long, and 200,-
lOrcglSf I all was so comfortably temperate. But ever

by ALFRED E. lussier. ,Pd'unusIa^c^S'the'ink0^ÏcMeTfroIe I 1° 0,6 0rdinalT 3now sheds such 83 used on the
... . hard ; and the full blast of the north-western lntercolonial Railway; these are used here also

11 1,0 my own observations on the effects wind whistled loudly around the now unprotected where snow is likely to drift in, but in speaking
produced by the removal of our forests, it will be wa»3 f our home. above I refer to what might more properly be
well to remark that my observations relate to the Such are the observations I have made on the called snow-slides Tliev arc built at a nnh.t
effects of the two agents by which our woodlands effects of the removal of our forests. So the w) ‘ ,7 ** bUllt,at a ,1>01’'t
, , „ , . „ ? ,y , " our woodlands epitome of pergonal observations discloses where snow-slides are apt to occur always in thec îe yceaie and removed—by fire that when forests are removed the vegetable I face of steel’ and high mountains. One side (the
and natural cutting. The importance of this mould may be often destroyed by fire ; the next high side of the shed) is built up into the side of
distinctive remark will be abundantly apparent &™wth ts inferior to the prior ; frequent, un- the mountain and has a slant over the track

“rf™8thM,tr,uce,dbf ”h ZSÏÏLi?'m., ,i,«, ro(. -n,,,-of these causes are not quite alike. At least I increase of cold follows. P ^ ° P’ I fully strong, and you may be sure none
observed that when fire removed the timber from I I too much so, as the accumulated snow of

one of these snow-

000 spikes 10 inches long. I do not refer above

it
it
1

the land, a certain phenomenon occurred, which 
was not to be noticed in the case that natural

n many years may start from the top of
... ., . these loffy hills and come thundering down in

cutting had stripped the country of its superior I Some of our readers, no doubt, will, when masses 50 to 100 or 200 feet thick, with a force 
vegetation. going to the Pacific coast, recognize the spot that nothing can resist unless it is the mountain

this phenomenon, unknown when the trees are which is illustrated in the engraving on page 52 on the other side of the valley from which the 
cut, I twice found was such that the vegetable of this issue, which locality is destined to be one slide takes place. The snow in passing down 
mould m the soil was, as it were, burned out and of the greatest lumbering districts on the conti- slides over the top of the snow-slide and passes 
destroyed, and the possibility of reproduction re- nent. 0n down into the valley and on up, may be sev-
duced to narrowest limits or totally stopped. The Waterous Manufacturing Co. is one of eral hundred feet up, the side of the mountain 
While on those tracts where the woods had been the most energetic firms in Canada. They have opposite. One can imagine what would be the 
removed by the axe, I found a rich crop of fungi, set a pattern that many others might advantage result of such a slide striking a passing train 
as if the cutting had not seriously prevented their ously follow. They do not shut down or reduce Certainly nothing but pieces of the smashed up 
growth. The reason of this phenomenon, in the number of their men on any diversity of time wreck, that would be unrecognizable, would ever 
my opinion, stood on the fact that the fire had or season. They keep on their men ; they are | be found, 
consumed the vegetable germ, which the axe did | troubled with no strikes, and keep their 
not even touch.

Lumbering in the Rockies.
8

i

$

I

*
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Near where I am one of these slides 
happened. The snow came down the mountain

_ , . , . tomers by their strictly judicious principles. For in a body estimated to be 175 feet thick. It
further, m my observations on the effects 0f many years they have striven to arrange the struck the track and carried it bodily down the 

the removal of our forests, irrespective of fire or duties on their rough material so that they mountain to the valley across the river that 
by the axe, I have been struck with the pre- mi8ht extend their business in the States and flowed through the valley, and up the 
valence of a younger growth of rapid growing but territories. To do this they are now erecting opposite side to about the same height. It 
inferior kind of timber, in the place of strong extensive workshops near Minneapolis. They are was where the railway track was found 
massive wood of great value. In fact, I never meeting with the greatest encouragement and after the snow melted, and where it was struck 
came across trees on land cleared by fire or the s«PP°rt in the U. S„ and we feel confident of Some cars were wrecked at the same time and 
axe that were even comparable to the average thelr s»mcess. We are pleased to add that they | were never found; probably the remains ’werè 
timber In the primitive forest. The timber was do not mtend to abandon Canada, but are ex- carried down by the melting snow to the Coltim- 
little and of less consistency. tending their works in Brantford. bia River, and then out to the Pacific ocean. The

Yet, one of the most remarkable features it A correspondent at Ross’ Saw Mill, Duggan’s location hear is a very beautiful one. Level 
Was permitted me to observe with regard to the Crossing (Mr. John Lyle), writes as follows to Mr. places large enough to build a mill on are hard to
effects due to the removal of our forests, was the C. H. Waterous, jr. : get up here in the mountains. There are
frequency of unseasonable and prolonged droughts. “I thought you would be pleased to hear from very interesting things up here, and one need
Before a most disastrous bush-fire had levelled a me, and thus get an accurate account of how my not get very lonesome if he has any taste for
wide expose of forest near our farm in Eastern mill worked, the amount of timber sawn, and curious nature. A little way from the mills arc 
Ontario, the soil of our lots was remarkably the expenses connected with the running of it, soda springs and hot springs, so you can have

From that eventful summer the air, the soil all I <<riow. re a ' , ,, you choose, and no thanks to anyone. I have
in fact, around that once thriving farm, has been I 1 0 t Brautford 011 the 26th of May. The been up the Roumanian, Bulgarian, and Thurin- 
dry and parched, and partaken more of the nature miU was sh,PPed °» that date. I arrived here on gian mountains, but the mountains here, I think 
of a desert than of a farm. It has been impossi- the 8th of June, via C.P.R. The mill came on are much grander It is not nossible to nictnré

wïï'.rïih'lr ‘"V1” ” M “nu,,,i°g-them- ■» » 4,the severity of that summer’s heat that caused ^ 8th of Novembei we cut 3,500,800 feet, the Canada Pacific to British Columbia, you 
the unusual aridity, but since then year in and averagi“g 31,423 feet per day (not more than 13 ean remember when passing through these sheds 
year out, the same dry weather hiU ruled over running hours.) This was cut into inch boards that Brantford saw mills with Brantford brains 
that region with periodical regularity. and ‘ix4 inch niant, s in 10 „ in- , and muscle cut the six million or more feet of

t wjii nnfp , , ... .. nd dx4 lnch Idanks> 3, 10> 12 alld 14 inches lumber that is required to build each mill. For
moval of the before mention?!^ 7 * ‘6, 'T wlde‘ A11 cuttiug and edging was done with the this is not the only one of your mills here; there 
covered a sloping^SuT*On IS-we'stem ** “*• W? ^ no edge, The timber was * » number of them and no other mill, Ameri- 
sideof the sloping wood ran a small stream, which I sPmce> Pine. fir> cedar a»d hemlock. ^cidly “ofthe f^ineî^LaUereT^r^uY’ the"
îf5unreboatkh°ouset0 ^ sl*fntin,8 floor “ Thc exI,enses for rePaira oldy amounted to mountains), have done ’as much or as good woîk
ahvavs one foot hitrher Fmm ??Uela ru’° *1-50, viz., one bolt in friction lever, one bolt in as your mills. At one of the annual shop pic-ÏÏ» TJV™V« “» »"» r,,.™ ... ,imb„ gauge. The ** «W Mk ai L

niucli as five feet below the point to which «nil was never stopped during a working hour 0fBntish North* AmH-h'a «^making a'few^ 
aiXfHs nnwrivW deSCendcd; and smce then, throughout the season, and there need never be marks and ^spokc about the great railway, and 
the floor of tbp hnutYomÜ?’ * î‘evel ns,en, to any trouble running these mills if properly said it was sure to be built, and would carry
cold water spring on the west ofourtouse, which “Sed’ The d°«* aro a complete success, ^rirntTw^tcmnet^^^nd^atto
must have taken its water from the forest, for bei»g quick and sure to hold. The only man I |7-ca7of t7 fZre lvasTo^ct I have seen 
except fL a connlp°nf ^ T'6-1' f?owed that had a,,y experience in the mill was the saw- the Brantford saw-mills go ahead and cut the
the month of May The r 8 U ] *ie ^®Ç.nning °f yer. The rest of thc men were picked up as timber to build the railway bed, the stations, and
mus, lia.e diminusheii the volume of water of the *h“r “™ *>™» 1 “>«d *"d ‘«P*

and dmd »P l,“ I** «—»1 n~“ ,,C
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m If the cowII! daily ration was for a 1,000-lb. cow.
ot (froperly fed in early spring, it was a mis-

sum-

Ibs. for his butter and skim milk made just about 
the same profits as he would have done had he 
sent his milk to a cheese-factory. No section was 
large enough to support both a creamery and a 
cheese-factory ; he enjoined the farmers in one lo
cality to stick either to cheese or to' butter. The 
cheese sold in our markets for home consumption

Lambeth Farmers’ Institute—Stock 
and Dairy Matters Thoroughly

Discussed.
F -, <was n

take to suppose that she could l>e forced in 
liter to make up for this delinquency. The profits 
depended upon the March and April feeding. 
The cow should not have access to ice water. 
The average production ot milk in Denmark 
6,700 lbs. per cow lier season. In summer sup
plementary foods should be provided to guard 
against droughts and shortage in the pastures ; he 
had increased the yield '20 liercent by soiling. A 
change of jiasture was advantageous. It was 
advisable to divide the pasture into three por
tions, changing once or twice a week. Cows 
should not have very far to walk to and from the 
pasture, especially if they were employed all day 
in picking all the grass they could eat. Only the 
best quality of salt should be used. Rock salt 
was objectionable, as the cow's time should be 
better employed than by licking at a lump ol 
salt for half a day till she gets enough.

ItP,ÏÏ Injfi
We attended a meeting of the Farmers’ Insti

tute held in the village of Lambeth on Jan. 
11th. There was a fairly good attendance of 

Some able papers were read by

Amm k was
M It:. farmers.

local men; and Prof. Saunders, Director of the 
Experimental Stations established by the Do
minion Government, and Pr >f. Robertson, of the 
Ontario Agricultural College, took ]>art iu the 
proceedings.

too poor in quality; a better quality should l>e way ( 
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Hi ■ was
sold, as it would increase our home consumption 
and demand. Creameries were coining to the

i1m
m : ■ front where stock-raising prevailed. He had 

great faith in the co-operation of butter-making 
and stock-raising.

butter and cattle per acre than any other

'i-l

Little Denmark exported' CENTRIFUGE BUTTER MAKING.
Mr. Henry Wall, who conducts a creamery in 

the neighborhood with a centrifugal separator, 
gave some of his experience He contended that 
dairying was bound to lie a success, owing to the 
small profits in other departments of farming. 
Farmers with 100 acres should keep 10 to 12 
cows instead of 4 or 5, the returns from the lat
ter numbers being too small to lie appreciable. 
Private dairies didn’t pay, g nj butter in London 
market selling last summer at 10 to 12 cents per 
l>ound. It xvas therefore necessary to adopt the 
creamery system, by which butter could be held 
for a time and then sold to better advantage. He 
obtained during last season an average price of 
20j cents per pound for his butter, and obtained 
4 lbs. of butter from 100 lbs. of milk as an aver
age. He charged 5 cents per pound for making, 
leaving 15 cents for his patrons, who also got the 
skim milk in good condition for their calves. 
His difficulty was that he could not get milk in 
(laying quantities during the winter months 
when butter brought a good price. He reckoned 
the skim milk to be worth 30 cents per 100 lbs., 
so that the butter profits compared favorably 
with those of cheese. Four pounds of butter at 
15 cents, including 30 cents for the skim milk, 
equalled 90 cents per 100 lbs. for the milk. He 
strongly advocated winter dairying.

Prof. Robertson, in commenting upon Mr. 
Wall’s remarks, contended that creameries were a 
necessity under our present conditions. Farmers 
often made as good butter as the creameries, but 
the quantity was so small and scattered that it 
made no impression upon the markets; the 
creamery made a uniformly good quality in (lay
ing quantities, which brought a uniformly good 
price. Summer creamery butter could be kept 

for better prices, but it was better to sell 
Prices here were so low in summer that

more
country in the world. As good calves could be 
raised on skim milk, as 011 whole milk, 
providing the feeding be done properly. 
Milk should never be fed cold or sour. Coldm DOMINION F.XI'KRIMKNTAL STATIONS.

Prof. Saumlevs detailed the work which 
in progress and in contemplation at the Ex peri* 
ment Stations, and reviewed the progress made 
in scientific agriculture in Germany, England and 
the United States. Agriculture, he said, 
experimental science. Practical farmers often 
differed in many little («oints relating to their 
practice, and they had no means of arriving at 
accurate knowledge without incurring enormous 

Accordingly, the matter was taken up

■ skim was injurious, and sour skim was both in
jurious and unprofitable. Sour milk caused 
dyspepsia. Oats and linseed should be fed with 
the skim milk, and chopped grain should be fed 
in the dry state, in which condition it would not 

The average calf would begin to chew

■ '1 ! 1 was

u
-

was anIS scour.
grain when a week old, before which time it 
should receive whole milk. As a rule, for most
calves whole milk should be fed for the first two 
weeks. In reference to the best dairy breeds 
Prof. Robertson maintained that the ‘ ‘scrub’j 

the best breed in Canada for profit. The
I expense.

by Governments. I11 1840 Liebig, a distinguished 
German chemist and investigator, showed 
that plants took from the soil certain mineral 
constituents which must be restored in order to

3§
1 was

first great object of the farmer should be to im
prove her. With a little care, she was able to 
turn more feed into butter and cheese, taking 
profits into consideration, than any breed we 
have. Early liberal feeding was the best pedi
gree, but he did not Ignore pedigree and 
blood. He would rather have a calf from

I

prevent soil exhaustion. From that time for
ward science had been the handmaid of agricul
ture. A body of intelligent farmers in Gel", 
many originated the first experiment station, 
which resulted in the dawning of a new agri
cultural era. All kinds of food stuffs and ferti 
lizers were analyzed, and the vitality of seeds 
was tested. There were about two hundred of 
these stations now in Euiojk-, some devoting their 
chief attention to the economic feeding of stock, 

to the analysis and testing of fertilizers,
The

t
1
f

well-fed scrub cow than one from a poorly-fed 
thoroughbred. The best blooded animals, if 
neglected and poorly fed, would rapidly deterior
ate. Climate also helped to make breeds, and 

Canadian cows were well adapted to our 
climate; but many of them suffered from ignor- 

and neglect. Last summer he made an ex-

a

ourB
=>3

some
and some t< > testing the vitality of seeds, 
attention of other countries was soon drawn to

ance
périment in this direction. He bought twelve 
common cows on the Guelph market—poor, 
starved looking creatures that appeared to have 
no breeding. He also knew that they were not 
the best milkers, because the farmers indulged in 
the practice of sending their worst milkers to the 
market. Some of them were so weak that they 
had to rest on their way from the city to the 
farm—a distance of about a mile and a half. He

: I the subject, and public and private stations 
gradually progressed. 
established a station of his own in England, and 
now most of the large States in the American 
Union had experiment stations supported by 
State funds. The Canadian House of Commons 
had instituted an inquiry as to the propriety of 
establishing stations in the Dominion, and the 
reports were favorable. He was commissioned 
to visit the leading stations ami to report there
on, the results being the establishment of the 
Canadian stations, the central one being already 
located, and situated near the city of Ottawa, 
(Prof. Saunders here gave detailed information 
about the utility and scope of these stations, 
but as the details appeared in a recent issue of 
the Advocate we will not repeat them here.) 
He had a seed-testing house nearly ready at the 
Central Station, and farmers could send samples 
of seeds at any time to test their germinating 
(lower. The arrangements would be completed 
iu two or three weeks. He was also preparing 
to test the relative productiveness of different 
varieties of spring wheat and fertilizers', especi
ally our own phosphates and ashes would bo 
tested on experimental plots. The value of ex
changing seeds would also lie ascertained, and 
samples of grain from the North-west and from 
Russia would be tested as to early maturity, etc. 
The. climatic effects would be noted; all soft 
wheats turned hard in the Manitoba climate. 
Fruit trees would be tested, native and other
wise, and 200 hardy varieties from Russia would 
be tested next season. Experiments with pota
toes would be made, and forest trees would be 
introduced from Ja(ian, Russia Australia etc.

Sir J. It. Lawes had! §* i|
!

11 *
over
at once.
butter must be kept, but there was a remedy in 
winter dairying. However, we could not bring 
this change about all at once. He did not doubt 
Mr. Wall’s statement that 4 lbs. of butter could 
be obtained from 100 lbs. of milk with the centri
fugal separator, but this percentage was much 
too high for our ordinary systems of butter-mak
ing. He had made numerous experiments with 
cows owned by patrons of the Guelph creamery, 
and found that it took 33 to 34 lbs. of milk to

Eli took these cows in hand, fed them liberally and 
treated them kindly, giving each three pounds 
of bran per day on the pasture, the result being 
that they gave an average of about 3,300 lbs. of 
milk in three months and three weeks. The 
average for the whole ot Ontario was only about 
3,000 lbs. for six months. He credited these re
sults entirely to liberal feeding and good 
agement. Cows should be well fed in March, 
the time previous to calving; hay was not 
enough. Clover cut on the green side was better 
than early-cut timothy. Feed ground grain with 
coarse foods; bulky food was necessary to develop 
the body, and the cow should he filled up with it 
once a day. Oats, peas and barley were the best 
grains; barley was regarded as an excellent butter 
food in Denmark. The ration adopted by the 
best feeders in that country was 2 lbs. bran, 2 
lis. oil cake, 5 lbs. grain, 7 lbs. clover hay, and 

30 lbs. mangels. The grain should, lie crushed 
and well mixed. It was a great mistake to feed 
more than half a bushel of roots daily. This
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He hadmake a pound of butter 011 an average.
doubt that the centrifugal system would be

ill' 1
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The Modeladopted in Canada in a few years.
Farm creamery butter was shipped to the British 
markets, bringing an average of 18c. for May and 
June, 21c. for July and half of August, and 24c. 
for the balance of the season. The export de-

f!
Î t !

mand -would take all our tine butter. Creamery 
butter could lie made for 4c. per lb., but the 

farmers were scattered the greater was the

$ ;
1 :r more

cost of production. At Guelph he had realized 
31c. per 100 lbs. for skim milk by feeding it to 
calves. The farmer who realized 90c. per 100n
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‘t&he 3l)airg. is also provided with as many small straight glass This mode of estimating the butter the cream 
tubes, some six inches long and perhaps three- furnished by the different patrons will make, is 
fourths of an inch in diameter, closed at one end I a c*,ls.e aPproximation to the truth and rendeis 
and stopped with a cork at the other, each having IL';!?se1,y measured,
a mark near the middle at the same distance butter per inch, °as the melted butt” loss's Ifo 
Horn the closed end. These tubes, which are water and casein, but it docs no injustice, as the 
also sometimes called churns, or bottles, are set s,lrinkage occurs the same in all.
in frames or “ cards ” and numbered and the An}ong the special advantages of this method 

, . . , > anu me may be named the fact that each natron skimscards set m a box for convenient handling and his own cream when and as he pleads, and that 
safe carrying. He is also supplied with blank he gains nothing by having it thin, nor does he 
forms for entering the names of patrons and their , anytlling by having it thick, as he is sure to 
measure of cream. , ra'v Pf.y according to the actual quantity of

butter his cream will make.
2nd. There is no waste. The oil after being 

from the | measured is put hack into the vat of cream.
3rd. There is no washing or working or weigh

ing samples of butter, and no injury can be done 
,, ,by over-churning, as the butter is to be melted 

and then I when churned.

Injustice of the Creamery System— 
A New Solution of the Problem.

BY PltOF. !.. B. ARNOLD.

It has always been a, serious obstacle in the 
way of extending creameries, that there 
way by which an equal division of proceeds could 
be made. The butter making value of milk, as 
every dairyman knows, varies in different herds 
by reason of breed, feed and care, so widely as to 
make a division of proceeds based

was no

, .... , . on the weight Thus equipped he starts on his round. Ashe
o. measure of milk very unfair, and to base a arrives at each farm he pours the

obviate this difficulty, and make a more just dis- ™lth a small dipper fills a glass tube exactly to I 4tli. The labor of testing 100 sanmlea 
tnbution, it was proposed to make an analysis of tj16 mark near the middle, and sets the tube or at a time is so little that all the P 
tl„ milk ,n»„ ,„d m,k, , d™„ f„m ,1„ ” ”d-
pel cent, of fat the milk or cream of each patron 
contained, but it was soon found that the butter 
product of both milk and cream did not corres
pond to the fat contained in either, and the plan 
has been giVen up as impracticable.

It has also been suggested to churn each 
l>atron’s cream by itself, and to credit him with 
the weight of butter his cream actually makes.
This would be fair so far as the patron is con
cerned, but it makes extra work for the 
and it makes too

cream

or more 
cream received

can be tested, thus ensuring the greatest 
racy.

. 5th. The system is adapted to testing milk as
JOHn.vS>U,<aCior- ive11 as .cream- and small machines can be made 

hate »eb. 2nd, 1887. I for use in private dairies.

accu-

Route No. 1. 
Card No. I,

Cream. Butter.
Eastern,Dairymen’s Association- 

Annual Meeting.
The annual meeting of this Association took 

place in Brockville on 6th, 7th and 8th ult. 
Papers were read and discussed by leading dairy
men from Eastern and Western Ontario.
United States was represented by Hon. Harria 
Lewis, who read an interesting paper on 

BUTTER MAKING,

Patrons’
Names.

1 H. Adams
2 J. Borden

3

Themanager,
many sorts of butter, each 

patron’s butter varying a little from all the rest. 
Uniformity is very essential in marketing butter, 
and this plan of churning each man’s cream by 
itself is so seriously in the way of uniformity 
that it has found little favor with practical 

Another plan, which has proved more success
ful, is that of churning a quart, or a gauge of 
cream—113 cubic inches, the bulk which

3 N. Cole.
4 W. Davis

9
7

The collector continues making entries as I ^r0IU which we took the following notes : Wheu 
above till the blank is full, when he begins with tlle ,ooks and smell of butter were bad, the price

manager, who, after they are properly ripened and etc’ ’ brought ,u8h prices. The imitation 
wanned to the proper temperature, lays the cards <dose that 60,000,000 lbs. were sold last season in 
in a frame, so that the tubes or churns will be the United States as genuine butter Grease

.“d IheTutS t*te" “?.”■>» "'•« dM on th.
comes in all the samples. When this is done the streeto’ an(* S1*68,86 from hogs that died from 
tubes are all set in water hot enough to melt the Solera, were deodorized and manufactured into
blnfoiBXleslo'-tbetopL^ld^rShtiÏt LIT'0 °UrrTthe rtk C0Wl Theiiret
line from the buttermilk, so that its depth can f requisite in butter-makmg was a love of the 
be accurately measured. This done, the inana- business,and the second was the possession of agood 
ger proceeds to determine the depth of the oil, thermometer, which was as much required as a 
and to record the results in the blank fonu partly compass to the sailor on the ocean, or a cow for
2,Th. h„d „„°„r

unit of measure the depth of oil that corresponds 0t temPerature was very unreliable when plunged
to one pound of butter from a gauge of cream, or into hot, and cold water. The third requisite
selTuT triït inrdept.h of cr'Jfm in a vc«- was the building for setting the milk for cream-
sel just one loot in diameter. This unit of I , v #» i . ,, .measure is graduated into 100 equal jarts. If ,8 “d f°r maklng tlle butter. The building
the depth of the oil is exactly equal to one unit should be for butter-making alone, and should 
of measure, the cream from which the sample have a uniform temperature at all seasons. The

WlU yield/'i8t °"e I>OUnd of butter to ups and downs of temperature ruined much butter, 
the inch or gaugei if it over-runs or falls qhnrt nf I mi i .the unit of measure, the yield per gauge will fh® br®ed was not 80 essential as the after 
over run or fall short just according to the num- dltlons ; 8ood butter could be made from all 
ber of hundredths it varies one way or the other, breeds, including the scrub. Plenty good food

As lie measures the oil the manager sets down pure water, salt, kind treatment, regular atten'- 
the rate per inch m the collector’s blank as be- , « rugumr atten
low, and by multiplying the inches of cream by ** ’ absolute cleanliness, and freedom from taints 
the rate per inch, fills out the last two columns and odors wero a necessary requisite. The milk 
with the weight of butter due to each jiatron’s should be set as warm as possible from the 
Lream‘ After long experience with all the methods, he

had adopted the large shallow pan, keeping the 
milk at a temperature of 60 ° F., at which tempera
ture, the milk not being over four inches deep, 
all the cream worth having would be thrown up 
before the milk got sour, except in the very 
hottest weather. The proper time to skim 
when the cream was all up, which depended 
upon the condition of the air than ujioii the tick 
of the clock.

men.

was so
comes

nearest to averaging a pound of butter—and 
weighing the butter carefully, and using the 
weights of the butter in the respective samples 

basis for dividing proceeds. This has met 
with more favor than any preceding plan, but it 
causes a loss on the samples churned. As the 
churnings arc too small to be sold separately, 
they must be mixed together, and the working 
necessary in mixing them evenly injures the 
butter and depreciates its value ; besides it is next 
to impossible to work so many little messes just 
alike. There is always a liability to leav 
buttermilk in one than in another, 
requires a good deal of labor to work and weigh 
the pats of butter, and unless this is very nicely 
performed injustice will be done.

The latest plan for getting at a basis for dis
tributing the proceeds of creameries is what is 
known as the

as a

e more 
Then it

con-

OIL TEST.
In making this test the cream only is gathered 
and is generally collected only every other day 
Each jiatroii skims his own milk as 
the cream is all

soon as
up, and holds it in a cool place 

to be in readiness for the cream gatherer when
ever he calls. This makes the sweet skim milk 
available for whatever use the farmer prefers to 
make of it while it is in its best condition.

The teamster, before starting out to collect 
cream, is provided with a measuring pail just 12 
inches in diameter, and of any depth convenient 
for handling, say ] 1 inches. The cream he takes 
in is all measured in this pail. When a part of 
a pailful is taken in, the depth of it is determined 
by plunging into the cream a rule graduated with 
inches, and the inches graduated with tenths. He

cow.

Route No. 1. 
Card No. 1. JOHN BROWN, Collector. 

Date—Feb. 2nd, 1887.
Cream. 1 Butter.

LPatrons’
Names. !

was

1 H. Adams.
2 , J. Borden..
3 N. Cole__
4 ,W, Davis.,

more3 1.03
.98 This must be left to the skill of 

the butter-maker. When the wind was from the 
north, north-west, or west, the cream rose much 
sooner and the milk would not sour

6 9 1.05 7
11 .94 11

so soon as

"t
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yet transportation facilities were rapidly improv- 
ing. Our reputation abroad must be maintained. 
He would not have our cheese factories opened 
till the first of June ; for under the present 
system our June, July and part of August cheese 
were bought up cheap for the English market. 
This could be remedied by changing our butter 

making it last from November till June.
con-

sizes, holding 60, 65, 70 and 75 lbs. Hundred- 
pound firkins, which the Danes used, met with 
great favor. English dealers did not want our 
packages. Dealers in Danish butter would test 

with that made in Denmark next summer.

when the wind was from the opposite directions. 
The cream should be removed as soon as any de
gree of acidity was perceptible in it or in the 
milk. No cream rose after souring, but the acid 
of the milk consumed more or less of the butter 
fat in the cream. Good butter couldn’t be produced 
from bitter cream.

ours
The salt used should be the best, and should all 
be dissolved in the butter in at least ten hours, 
leaving no grittiness. Could we not get salt 
that dissolved in one hour ? The Danes used 

Butter should not be allowed to set 
We used too much salt.

enough ; only

Tin veSsels should be used season,
We should remonstrate England against the 
sumption of oleo., by treaty, or otherwise. Farms 
could hardly be rented in England owing to the 
large consumption of oleomargarine and butterine. 
To these statements Prof. Robertson replied that 
Canadian butter was not consumed in England 
till December, and was then in a bad condition. 
We could not argue England out of oleo. and 

These imitations had too fast a hold 
They were cheaper than

From firm, thick cream, removefor the cream, 
half as much milk as cream, and put in four 

of salt per gallon of cream, or a large such salt, 
and then re-worked.

ounces
tablespoonful to each quart of cream ; stir gently 
but thoroughly, and stir each time after fresh 
cream is added. Churn every day if possible. If 
the cream was removed when acidity was first 
]ierceptible, and kept at 60°, the churning 
should take place next day, as a rule. The cream 
must be ripened in order to get all the butter out 
in churning. If part of the cream was ripe and 
part just removed from the milk, the most of the 
butter from the unripe cream would remain in the 
buttermilk, so the mass should be kept stirred 
to ripen evenly, causing the butter to come all at 

The old dash churn was as good as any, 
but was not so easy to work as some others. In 

particulars the revolving barrel chum

one oz. per pound in 
three-fourths of an ounce was used at the Model

exhibitions. Our

summer was

Farm, which took best at our 
butter should not be held for speculation ; mak
ing more butter in winter was a partial remedy. 
So long as so much butter was made in summer, 
when the price was low, suitable store houses 
should be built, which would largely remedy the 
low prices. June and July butter could not be 
kept in the ordinary way. 1 This butter went off 
flavor, but would be as good in December as in 
June if kept at the proper temperature, 
kept best below 45 ° . Chilled butter did keep 
good when restored to the normal temperature ; 
this was tested in England. Some central store
house was needed to keep our summer butter.

butterine.
and had come to stay, 
butter, and the wholesalemen and shop-keepers 
made such large profits that they could scarcely 
be induced to handle butter. Our competition 
with butterine was not great in summer, it not 
being manufactured on the continent till autumn. 
Mr. D. Derbyshire remarked that butterine 
a blessing in disguise compared with the vile stuff 
called butter which was found on the Brockville 

It was no wonder that the butterine

Butter
once. was

wassome
preferable. In preparing cream for the churn the 
temperature should first be taken after thorough 
stirring, the can being set in hot or cold water, 
the cream being constantly stirred, until 60 ° were 
reached. Box or barrel churns should be turned

market.
business flourished, and farmers could only blamePEDIGREE AND PERFORMANCE.

Mr. W. H. Lynch read an interesting and 
valuable paper on this subject. He said the 
value of an animal depended upon its qualities 
and its power to transmit these qualities. The 
ultimate test was production, 
family history as the secret of production ; some 
depended upon family performances. Neither 

sufficient in itself, although each was a par-

tliemselves.
Mr. D. Derbyshire retired from the presidency 

of the Eastern Dairymen\Association, and Mr. 
D. McPherson was elected îiKjiis stead for the 

present year.

at the speed of 30 to 40 revolutions per minute. 
Stop when the butter came like wheat kernels, 
and the buttermilk should then be drawn. But
ter should be washed two or three times in pure 
water at 69 ° or a little colder, and should be re
moved by a wooden skimmer. Salt, § to 1 oz. to 
the pound. Spread butter on worker, and sift 
salt through a fine sieve. Stir salt into butter 
With suitable paddle. Pack in white ash, spruce 
or white oak tubs, 12 inches high, 12 inches in 
diameter at bottom, and 14 inches top diameter, 
holding 50 lbs. when well filled. Remove woody 
flavor of tub by putting a quart of salt into tub 
and fill full of water, boiling hot. When brine 
became cold, throw same away and repeat the 
operation, leaving brine in tub until latter wanted 
for use. Mark honest weight of butter on side of 
cover. Pack firmly and exclude butter from air. 
When filled, place over butter a circular piece of 
paraffine paper neatly tucked down between but
ter and tub, which would exclude the air and 
show the butter as if nothing was there. Sell 
when price was good.

Some regarded

Testing Milk and Cream.
[A Lecture delivered by W. A. Macdonald before 

' the Dominion Farmers’ Council.!
No. II.

CHARACTERISTICS OF MII.K.

was
tial test. Pedigree could have no value without 
actual performance. There was too great a ten
dency to over-value the former ami under-rate 
the latter. Some paid far too much for mere 

Pedigree was only a presumption of 
merit, and herdbooks

If all milk and cream had the same chemical 
same physical charaeteris-compositiou and the 

tics, no tests would be required except fop adul
terations, and these would be greatly siniplified. 
In testing for adulterations, it cannot always be 
asserted with certainty whether the milk has 
been drawn from the cow in an inferior condition, 
or whether it has afterwards been tampered with 
by human hands. The natural conditions which 
affect the quality of the milk are 
the cow, (2) her individuality, (3) the kind of 
food she consumes, (4) the condition in which 
the food is preserved and fed, (5) the relation be
tween the carbonaceous and the nitrogenous con
stituents of the ration, (6) the character of the

names.
based on sup-were

Some outside animals imposed merit, 
stssed excellent individual merit and should

keepingbe privately recorded, each 
an account of the performances of his own herd. 
The process was not difficult. Here Mr. Lynch 
presented tables showing a system of registration 
invented by himself, which contained all the 
necessary facts relating to recording performancesj 
etc., compressed into tabular form. We after
wards examined his system, and believe it to be 
of great utility for farmers and dairymen who 
desire to improve their herds. He said that 
value depended upon information not contained 
in the herdbooks—a want which his system of 
recording amply supplied. The weighings or 
the measurings were accurate enough if taken 
once a week on stated days, except during sick
ness, or a change of food or w eather. He had 
tested this and found that the variations did not 
exceed one to two percent. The butter value 
was obtained by churning the cream separately ; 
the oftener the tests the more accurate the results.

owner

(1) the breed of

OUR BUTTER AT THE COLONIAL.
Prof. Robertson, of the Ontario Agricultural 

College, gave a bit of his experience at the Co
lonial Exhibition on the above subject. He said 
there was a defect in the cloth we used in pack
ing our butter; it should be chemically pure, 
which cost no more than ordinary doth. The 
cloth we used was too starchy and tasted the but
ter, but this condition could be partially 

» remedied by washing the cloth in water and salt
petre. Packing made of salt plaster broke up, 
and the butter to the depth of about one and a 
half inches was spoiled. He did not yet recom
mend a remedy, but thought that paraffine parch
ment over the salt might lie good. Tin-lined 
tubs met with general favor, and helped to keep 
the butter; but the butter stuck to the sides of 
the tin, so that the tin should be. lined with 
cloth, causing the butter to be readily removed. 
The cloth should not cost over three cents per 
tub. The tin should not be scratched, which 
caused rust. The tubs should be of uniform

soil on which the food grows, (7) the manage
ment of the cow. The variations caused by arti
ficial means are numerous, but may be ordinarily 

1. _.Ry addition, such asclassified as follows : 
the adding of water, skim-milk, etc., and such 
solids as starch, meal, sugar, salt, or other sub
stances which affect the color or specific gravity, 
thereby destroying the accuracy of certain instru
ments which are used in making the tests. 2. 
By abstraction, such as when a portion of the 

is removed. 3. By the practice—ufi addi-
Thesc

SHOULD WE HAVE STOREHOUSES ?

Mr. Thus. McDonald, an extensive butter dealer 
in Morrisburgh, read an interesting paper giving 
statistics to show the paramount importance ol 
our dairy interests above all other industries. 
He did not exactly agree with Prof. Robertson on 
the storehouse question, Canada having lost 
untold millions by holding butter until it began 
to decay. He strongly advocated winter dairying, 
and said that although it was sometimes desir
able to have cold storage during depressed prices,

cream
tion and abstraction at the same time, 
adulterations may be classified (1) as those which 
merely increase the weight or volume of the milk 
without producing any deleterious consequences 
to the consumer, .and (2) those which are preju
dicial to the health of man. Another phase of 
the question is the abnormal milk from un
healthy cow s, which, is included in the artificial 
classification, the owner of the cow being 
able. I have spoken of the use of one system in
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testing milk and cream ; it now also remains to variation being, in extreme cases, from 15 to 70 
be seen whether the natural and the artificial percent of butter fat.
abnormities of milk and cream can also be re- Let us now suppose the same milk to be de
duced to one system of testing. livered at the cheese factory. Milk for cheese is

The desirability of testing milk and cream valued for the percentage of total solids it con- 
hangs upon three condition's, (1) the extent of tains ; the table I have read gives an average of 
the variation in the composition and the abnor- 12.5 percent of solid matter, the extreme varia- 
nuty ; (2) the expense of making the tests, and tions being 10 to 15 percent in individual cows. 
(3) the educational value. If the variation is One percent variation in the fats would corres- 
very small, and the expense very great, the mak- pond to at least 1.5 percent in the total solids, 
mg of tests is not practical ; whereas, if the re- which would approximate a difference, between 
verse is the case, testing becomes a matter of these two herds, of 350 lbs. of cheese per 
great consequence. The encouragements or dis- from the same quantity of milk. Granting the 
couragements to be given to our dairying systems variations to be only half these figures, there still 
depend exclusively upon these questions, the remains an urgent necessity for making tests and 
answers deciding whether the co-operative or the distributing the profits according to quality, 
home rule should prevail. Under any system, | The merest attempt to do so would check all in- 
the educational value of tests should not be over- centive to adulteration, which has almost ruined 
looked. When the farmers of a given neighbor- the United States cheese industry, and which is 
hood receive the same prices for all grades of rapidly gaining foothold in 
butter, the competition is for inferiority and not | The educational value of such 
superiority. So it is with milk and cream. No

Western Dairymen’s Association- 
Annual Meeting—Interesting 

Papers Discussed.
The annual meeting of this Association 

held in Ingersoll, on Jan. 12, 13 and 14. Be
sides the leading dairymen in Canada, there 
present from the United States, Prof. L. B. 
Arnold, Rochester, N. Y., Prof. I. P. Roberts, of 
Cornell University, and Mr. W. D. Hoard, editor 
and proprietor of “Hoard’s Dairyman,” Wis.

Prof. Arnold read an interesting paper on

was

were

H

season
DAIRYING IN ENGLAND,

in which he gave his observations gathered from 
a recent tour in that country. He was present 
at a conference of the British Dairy Farmer’s As
sociation, which met at Derby. This Association 
was organized 10 years ago. Representatives 
were expected from Germany, France, Denmark, 
the United States, Australia, Cape Breton, as 
well as from different parts of the United King
dom ; but Dr. Segelke and Dr. Fjord, of Den
mark, and Dr. Fleischmann, of Germany, the 
expected delegates from these countries, did not 
attend. France was represented by Prof. Lezo, 
and the French consul at Manchester. He 
there to represent the United States. He 
sidered that this conference contained the most 
brilliant array of dairy talent that had ever as
sembled in the United Kingdom. There was 
this great difference between dairy conventions in 
Great Britain and those held on this continent, 
that the former discussed milk production and 
the latter the manufacture of milk. At this 
great conference there was only one essay read 
on the manufacture of milk. Keen competition 
would compel us to 
production of milk.

j
-

our own country, 
tests would have 

more beneficial effects than those produced by 
farmer is encouraged to produce a good quality of all other government agricultural expenditures 
milk unless he receives remuneration for his I combined, 
extra pains, and he has no facility for ascertain-

à
By these observations you may be led to

ing the quality without painstaking tests. The I elude that the percentage of butter 
country which has the most complete system of should be the standard for our creamery men, 
testing has a great advantage over other countries | and that the percentage of total solids should be 
in the world’s markets, and if government ex- I the standard for our cheese men. This is not 
penditures for dairy purposes are necessary, the I so, and I desire to make the fact specially plain 
first aim should be to promote these educational that the same system of testing is applicable to 
advantages. both industries. The arguments, however, are

The quality of milk (cream) depends (1) upon so deep-searching, involving a profound know- 
its chemical composition, and (2) upon its physi- ledge of physiology and the science of cattle- 
cal characteristics. The following table gives the feeding, that you must for the present be satisfied 
average percentage composition of cow’s milk, | with a plain statement of facts. It is well known 
also the variations which

wasCon
or butter-fat

con-I
m

:
pay more attention to the 
Britain was leading us in 

the production of milk, but we were leaving them 
behind in its manufacture into dairy products. 
Mr. Robert E. Turnbull, a leading dairy author
ity in England, calculated the annual income 
from a five-year-old, 1,400-lb. Shorthorn cow to 
be $150, made up as follows : Eight hundred 
imp. gallons at 7Jd. per gallon, $125 ; a 
thoroughbred calf, $12.50 ; and the 
$12.50. He placed the debits at $136, including 
feed, labor, rent, rates, and interest on invest
ment. This was made up of $91.25 for the cost 
of the feed, and $43.75 for labor and other 
charges. These figures showed that the receipts 
from the milk were $10 less than the cost of 
keeping the cow. The small amount of profit 
was due to the calf or the manure. The English
man, with all his having, must have beef; he 
lived on beef, thought beef, admired beef, and 
talked beef. Milk was of minor com 
The bulls were all of the beefing type, 
midland counties, the Shorthorns were as plenti
ful as the “scrubs” here, and were as plain look
ing as our common stock. The feeding in Eng
land was much more regular and liberal than 
here ; there was no grass up to the knees in May 
and June, and then bare, brown grass in August. 
With all their propitious climate for grazing, 
they raised green crops to feed in 
food was selected on the basis of its fertilizing 
Moperties, and the manure was carefully hus
banded, absorbents being used in the stables. 
Their yield of hay was double that of ours ; their 
climate was favorable to the continuous growth 
of succulent foods, and they enjoyed comparative 
immunity from droughts. Lord Vernon, Presi
dent of the British Dairy Farmers’ Association, 
an enthusiastic dairyman and proprietor of the 
Sudbury Dairy School, the first dairy school 
established in England, experimented with 30 cows. 
The average weight, 1,150 lbs., remained pretty 
constant during the trial, which began Feb. 3 
and ended May 19. The average daily yield at 
the beginning of the test was 27 lb., and 21 lbs. at 
the close. The analyzed milk gave, on an aver
age, a shade below 12J percent of dry solids. 
One pound of butter was made from 27 lbs. of 
milk, and 100 lbs. of milk gave 10 4-5 lbs. of cured 
cheese. He ( Prof. A. ) had no faith in the huge gen
eral purfbose cow. While in England he saw a 
little Kerry cow, so small that his curiosity was 
aroused to see her weighed, and she tipped the 
beam at 450 lbs. She yielded between 12 and 13

occur in normal, un- that milk is not a direct exudate from the blood, 
adulterated milk under the conditions which I I but is elaborated in the milk glands by decompo- 
have already mentioned : | sition of the gland cells. The feeding of extra

fatty foods does not, as a rule, produce milk 
richer in percentage of fat, but rations rich in 
albuminoids increase the total solids of the milk, 
the fat increasing in about the same ratio as thé 
other solids; the extra quantity of protein (al
buminoids), which finds its way into the milk 

6.0 I glands, furnishes extra material, out of which 
4.5 the fat can be elaborated.

CHEMICAL COMPOSITION OF MILK.
manure

Names of Substances. Average. Variations.

Water
Fat...............
Casein 
Albumin
Laotoprotein ) olds.
Milk sugar ..................
Mineral matter (ash)..

87.6 85.0...................91.0
3.4 2.0

f Albu
min-

3.2 2.0 Even the milk sugar 
0 ™ I is not a transudate from the blood, but is also de- 
li'o veloped in the milk glands, very largely from 
0.9 transformation of the protein or the fat. You 

will now plainly see that the fat of the milk may
£---------------------------------------- - practically be taken as a measure of the total

These figures are collected from reliable Euro- I °ï *he j^Jids may be taken as a measure
. the varlatlons indicating those I practical experience, foTit^is well TnowTthat

which have occurred m the nnlk of individual milk which is rich in fat is also rich in total 
cows ; the extremes in different breeds or herds s°lids, and the fat standard is therefore a true 
would not be so gr it. Practically, we have to m?asure of cheese-producing quality of the

d“! "*rf ; «“**. - •*» - sXrSpS. ivzatrtrs
individual cows, for the valuation should be will then show you that a constant relation, suf- 
based upon the average quality of milk produced I accurate for all practical purposes, exists
by the held ; the smaller the herd, the greater betfeeu «le specific gravity of milk and the per- 
may be the extremes in the composition °of the | SnKIl^d.” °f ^ "4ub

0.6 0.2 0.8
0.1 0.8
4.5 3.0
0.7 0.8

100.0t
uence. 
In the

pean sources,

summer. The

milk. I can find no accurate tests of the varia- I I have now reduced all milk-testing to one 
tions in a large number of herds, except with system, and I showed at the outset of my dis-
':r:™ z1, in whic" ~

s apt to be a range of about one percent, one for butter, for cheese, or for milk delivered for 
lieid giving three percent and another four. On town or city consumption. I shall not take time 
this basis, compare two herds, each comprising to discuss tlie senseless standard that all milk 
five cows, and you will find, supposing each herd sl‘?uM ,,f!. considered as adulterated which does 

• „, ., ... . * _ 8 I not contain three percent of fat and twelve of
g ves the same quantity of milk (25,000 lbs.) i>cr total solids. For our purpose, it makes no dif- 
scason, that the one herd will give approximately ference whether the milk has been adulterated by 
250 lbs. of butter more than the other, although mismanagement of the cows or by tampering after 
the milk not being tested, the owner of each 2?, f0'"P!?te<V ^ «we tihe milk
herd would receive the same sum of money from question now to be derived Is! Can thé percentage 
the creamery man. The progressive farmer °f fat be ascertained with accuracy and dispatch? 
would not suffer this injustice if he knew it and 1,1 ?rJe1'to answer this question, I shall now pro
be should and will know it. With reference to examine the various testing instruments
cream, the difference is still more alarming, the To be Continue!),
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“scrubs” rendered the business unprofitable, 
which stock was also unprofitable for any other 
purpose. A 3-year-ohl beast sold for $30 to $35, 
and in many instances for less. A large percent
age was bought at 2J to 3 cents per ]iound by the 
butchers for local demand, or as stores. There 
should be a margin of direct profit above the cost 
of production, the market prices of the food 
sumed being reckoned ; also an indirect profit by 
converting the coarse foods into money, returning 
the manure to the land. Early maturity was re
quired for profit ; no calf should be stunted in 
growth. Of the feeders who bought cattle in the 
fall and fed for the exjiort trade, few realized a 
profit beyond converting the coarse products into 

Some were satisfied with the manure. 
If an increased price per pound had not been ob
tained, it would have been a losing speculation. 
A farmer lost money by selling stores at 3 cents. 
The Northwest and Western States could make 
fine beef and compete with us at a less cost ; we 
had therefore seen our best days in this branch of 
farming. The income from a cow producing 20 
lbs. of milk per day for 9 months—5,400 lbs. per 

■alculating 10^ lbs. of cheese ]>er 100 lbs. 
of milk, and taking 93 cents per pound as the 
average price for the i>ast three years, was $50.90. 
Deduct H cents for drawing and making, and $3 
for milking, left $40, and allow $1.50 per month 
for six months pasture, 50 cents per month for 
supplementary food during the same period, and 
$2.50 per month for winter feeding, left $27 as 
the total cost of the feed, and a profit of $13 be
sides the manure ; besides, cows could be wintered 
on less nitrogenous and less costly food than 
growing stock, and could therefore use up coarse 
foods, but the manure was less valuable. If it 
were objected that 5,400 lbs. of milk was a high 
average, then he would say that the price given 
for cheese was a low average. Three years return 
would be $120, leaving a greater profit than for 
beef. Mr. Graham, of Norwich, reported for his 
herd an average of 5,700 lbs. per cow per season 
of seven months, and Mr. D. McPherson, Lan
caster, whose authority could not be disputed, 
estimated from his ex[ierience that the standard 
could be raised to 6,000 pounds i>er season.

DISCUSSION.

laxed condition of the body. The function of 
the milch cow was maternity—the unselfish 
principle ; that of the beef cow was selfishness— 
miserhood. Every function of the beef breed 
was exactly the reverse of that of the dairy 

Breed, therefore, for special, and not for 
general purposes. He found this system of 
breeding to be just as correct in practice as in 

Of all the absurdities in the world, 
exceeded that of the general

Hequarts of milk lier day—over 30 lbs. 
thought this milk was much more cheaply 
duceu than that from the beefy Shorthorns ; it 
was very rich and produced butter of excellent 
flavor. * Most all the butter was made in private 
dairies, there being few creameries. In compar
ing the dairy profits with those of wheat growing, 
Mr. Turnbull estimated that it cost i'7 to grow a 
ton of grain (2,240 lbs. or 37 bushels of wheat), 
which was the produce from an acre, the cost of 
production being $1 per bushel. The same acre 
would produce a ton of milk at a cost of £6. 
Milk was produced at a greater profit than wheat. 
The butter was not kept ; it always found a 
ready market. Irish butter was better than 
English, but he could give no reason why, except 
that the difference was in the breeds. The 
Kerry cow, which had no breeding, produced a 
richer milk and better flavored butter. The pro
fessor then gave an account of his travels on the 
Jersey Island, the home of the famous breed of 
that name. All the islands of the group had 
the same geological formation—granite rock, and 

situated about 15 miles from the coast of 
The surface was rough, the soil thin,

was

pro-

breed.
con-

principle. 
scarcely any one 
purpose cow.

WATER AN1> FOOD IN THE DAIRY.
An extremely interesting and practical lecture 
the above subject was delivered by Prof. I. P. 

Roberts, manager of the farm connected with 
Cornell University. He said he would take Mr. 
Hoard’s cow and show how to make her profitable 
in the dairy. A sjieeial cow should be on a 
special farm, and the farm, as well as the cow, 
should lie run for all it was worth. It was im
portant to feed the cow dry bran in the spring, 
not only for its feeding but also for its fertilizing 
value. He jiaid $14 lier ton for bran, and found 
the manure from that ton to be worth $10. The 
farmer should learn to see further ahead than to 
expect to find all the profits in the milk-pail the 
next morning after the food was consumed. He 
fed 2 to 4 quarts of bran lier head daily all 
through the summer. Bran had its greatest 
value in the spring when the clover was young 
and tender, the reason being that much of the 
nitrogen in the clover was in the form of amides, 
which had had little feeding value "Until they, 
later on, became converted into albuminoids ; 
bran, being rich in nitrogen, just supplied the 
deficiency in these amides of the clover. The 
seven acre field connected with Cornell Univer
sity, by his process of feeding and fertilizing, 
carried four times the number of cattle which it 
formerly earned. Abortion was caused by ex
hausting the soil of some of its constituents. 
Even Mr. Hoard’s cow could not eat sufficient 
grass to satisfy the demands of the milk (till ; 
bran was required to concentrate the ration. The 
farmer could not afford to allow a cow to toil all 
day long to get a living. Clover roots went 
three to four feet deep into the soil, and he had 
observed with the microscope myriads of minute 
fibres attached to the roots ; these were all busily 
engaged in pumping up nitrogen. In wheat 
stubble he found roots 31 inches deep. He also 
largely used corn fodder—field fodder ; he snapjied 
the best ears off for the hogs, and fed the stalks 
to the cattle. Too many farmers attempted to 
warm their Jbarn-yards with cows. He saw on 
his way to Ingersoll cows stooping down into the 
ice for water at an angle of 45 degrees ; he sup
posed the owners wanted to manufacture ice-cream 
in the cow’s body. In various tests made at the 
University, he found that the manure from each 
cow was worth 15 cents per day—just half the 
value of the food consumed. Per ton, the ma
nure was worth $3.06 to $3.56. He was a great 
friend of the medium red clover ; this plant was 
th<‘ fertilizer of the farm, 
biennial plant. (Here Mr. Hoard said he had 
seen a good clover pasture nine years old. 
It had been kept in this condition by being cut 
just as it began to blossom. In this way it kept 
growing from the roots ; if allowed to seed, being 
a biennial plant, it perished). In treating the 
manure, Prof. Roberts continued, it might either 
be kept under cover or hauled directly to the 

He mixed the manures from all the 
farm animals together, and used water and 
plaster to prevent the escape of ammonia. (Mr. 
Hoard here said he also used large quantities of 
plaster in his stables, scattering it in the gutters. 
He used cut straw for bedding, and spread the 
manure on the land directly from the stable. )

Mr. M. S. Schell read a practical paper on
DAIUYIM; AS VllMVARKII WITH FAT STOCK.

He said the relative profits depended upon 
many varying circumstances. 1 luring the past 
10 or 15 years there were few dairymen who had 
not realized direct profits above the value of the 
food consumed- even greater profits than from 
any other branches of farming, so much so that 
beef-raising, as a regular business, was becoming 
a thing of the past. Great advances, however, 
had been made in beef-farming during recent 
years, but the inferior class of stock called

on
manure.

were 
France.
rich and highly cultivated. The arable land 
worth $1,500 per acre, and rented for $35 per 

The exports were jiotatoes and stock. 
French was the official language, but most of the 
inhabitants spoke both English and French. The 
Jersey cattle were improved in size in the United 
States. The best milkers were the largest and 
coarsest cows. He was disappointed in the 
quality of the milk and butter ; the latter was 
low colored and low flavored compared with the 
butter from the same breed in the United States. 
He attributed this difference to the feed, which 
was produced from a different class of soil. The 
quantity of milk required for a pound of butter 
varied from 19 J to 25 lbs.

season

acre.

nowr

Mr. W. D. Hoard, Fort Atkinson, Wis., de
livered a most excellent and instructive address
on

THE DAIRY gOW.

He strongly denounced, in the most emphatic 
terms, the general purpose cow, and presented 
illustrations of cows to show that the milk and 
the beef temperament were diagonally opposed to 
each other. The cow was the farmer’s dairy 
machine, and if he could not estimate its value, 
he had no right to be in the business. The 
farmer who wanted the best results in beef, milk, 
butter and cheese, was like the boy who wanted 
his cake to eat, to keep and to give away. It 
sounded pretty nice to talk about getting a fine 
chunk of beef after the milking period was past, 
but this talk cost far too much. As auctioneer 
he had often observed fanners giving $10 more 
for a cow that looked beefy than for one that 
1 assessed the milking temperament, 
fanners threw away $80 worth of butter to gain 
$15 worth of lieef, and then complained that 
cows didn’t pay. The milk cow, as distinguished 
from the beefer, belonged to the race-horse organ
ization ; the nervous temperament produced milk 
and speed, while the lymphatic tenqierament 
produced beef and strength. Butter was the 
product of nervous force. The butter-making or 
nervous machinery extended from the udder all 
the way to the brain. Gentle and kind treat
ment was therefore required for animals of the 
speed and milk machinery, the brain being the 
seat of this nervous force. A milch cow must 
therefore have a broad head, indicative of intelli
gence ; a large, full eye ; must be wide between 
the eyes ; must have width of jioll, and a cleanly 
cut face. Prominence of the eye made a dishy 
face. The juncture of the spine with the brain 
must be strong this was a very inqiortant jHiint. 
The shoulder should be sharp, the loin broad and 
far away from adipose tissue, a tendency to roach 
back being a good indication. The pelvis should 
be open and not beefy—conctYe and not a beefy 
convex. The ham should be thin to make 
plenty room for the udder. A great length was 
required in the base line-of the udder from the 
front to the rear. The abdomen must be well 
developed, and the abdominal muscles must be 
strong, the back being correspondingly strong. 
The dewlap and brisket must recede instead of 
projecting forward. He did not care to look at 
the breed ; he only wanted the temperament. 
The function of the dairy cow presupposed a re-

Tlios. Ballantyne—I am a breeder of Shorthorns, 
but I have discovered that they are not a dairy 
breed. I agree with everything that Mr. Hoard
has said ; we must have sjieeial puiqiose cows, 
and go out of the general purpose business. The 
first grade of a Shorthorn is sometimes profitable 
for the dairy, providing the dam is a good milker, 
but the nearer you get to the thoroughbred the 
farther you get away from the milk. You can’t 
get the milking type of animals from the Short
horn. This is anSuch early maturing ^reed and has 
an aptitude to fatten.

Mr. Caswell—In this section, we get the best 
milkers from Ayrshire grades.

Mr. Ballantyne—The best cows I ever had 
were from Ayrshire bulls u|khi Shorthorn cows. 
These bulls I bought 15 years ago.

H. S. Losee—You can’t make a good Short
horn milker unless she comes in at two years old. 
If she does not drop her first calf till the age of 
three years, she runs to beef, and then I always

Clover was a

field.
fatten her.

Mr. Schell—It is also my experience that I get 
the best milkers from the first cross.

It is computed that there would be as much 
nutrition i>er annum in the milk of the fifteen 
million rows in the United States, if it was all 
used for human food, as in the eighteen thousand 
million pound of boneless beef ; or, to puUU in 
another form, the milk of the average good cow 
tor a year is equal in feeding value to the meat of 
one and a half steers, weighing 1,500 pounds each. 
1 he whole calculation is based on the fact that 
three and one-half pounds of milk are equal in 
feeding value to one pound of boneless beef-steak, 
[Hoard’s Dairyman,
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largest receipts of stock in one
A Chatty Letter from the States. I caîvlt septembe^ièsà: ...........  «

LFrom our Chicago Correspondent.] | Shelp. October6!'^80.......................... •" I of Prof‘ Brown. veterinary to the Royal Agricnl-
Last summer and fall it will be remembered I r»°™ Cn™ arih’'18B' ' " ■ 4^3 tural Societ.V. ®" the subject. Since the puhli-

that unusually large numbers of Oregon and largiS? receipts of stock in' one year'387 Irt" 't °" “A"imal Life’" other
Montana range sheep came to Chicago and sold I Cattle, 1886 ....................... 1 963 900 alBbonBes bavo taken up the subject, anil
to feeders at $3.50(5 .$3.80. A Michigan feeder | Hogsfisac)................................................ I a,BborBy of any distinction now conflicts with
who paid the latter price recently marketed a lot Horens •■■■•■■•■ ! ! ! ! the views we expressed. Prof. Walley, of Ediu-
of his corn-fed wethers averaging 132 to 140 lbs. Cara^lSSS 6.......................... 214 up allotbl"r distinguished veterinary authority,
at $4.85@$5.00 per 100 lbs. Last year's receipts of cattle from Texas and given the s"bjeot special attention, and al-

About two years ago an Illinois man tried the the southwest, and from the northwestern range t,longh he lloes not use such vigorous language as 
experiment of buying cheap bulls and fattening countries, were 61,000 larger than in 1885, while r‘ 0f" Br0wn’ yet llis decisions are not less con- 
them for market after being castrated. The plan the total arrivals of all kinds of cattle were’ larger clusive‘ Prob Walley discusses the question as
worked well and made money, as the stags, on than ever before. follows in an article contributed to the London
the^same feed, became fatter and were worth 50c. I A Chicago man recently sold several pedigreed St°ck Journal:—
to 75c. i>er 100 lbs. more than bulls. Lately, Hereford bulls for less than $100 a-piece, just I , As thee Christmas season approaches, one’s 
Mr. Nelson Morris has commenced castrating sucb animals as would have sold at two or three “'oughts seem naturally turned to the subject of 
W, fc. P„, i„ di.tm.ry ,h«i. toattm « m„,h . »„pl. Ig0. w,„„ 55»

put. them on hay in the ojien air for two or moneï IS and live stock and farm products past, and has been perfected or consummated in -
three weeks until they are healed before confining brmg small returns, as during the past year or ,tllf; huge mountains of flesh and masses of blub-
tllem- so, it is not wonderful that the bull market is . rThlfch meet *be eye at °ur Christmas shows,

Shortly after the holidays a western breeder of «low, even at prices that seem phenomenally low. worid, it™ said,^s mlX^ZontieTandïn
po cotch cattle, sent to this market a small At the meeting of the Illinois State Board 0f n°thing is this more apparent than in our national 
ot of very extra fat steers of his favorite breed. Agriculture, the spirited contest between the î68*?’ as inhabitants of a temperate zone, for

The animals sold to a city butcher on the market breeders of draft horses brought from France was ,w!L ,usual„ly, suPP°?ed to be fit only for the
™ -« =« P.™.-,,,.,, se.fW by gijg ebnsi«4

ct as a free advertisement of the breeder’s busi- tlon for Percherons and the French drafts. The baI)s> S1V(; a passing thought—eroppingnp in the
ness, he arranged to give the buyer a “ rebate ” Boar4 decided to hold the horse show at the ex- t*?a.t B *s not in the most northern parts of 
and so the sale was reported at “ $7, the highest P°siti°" building in Chicago, on the week com- foils somuchlnn^r a,'ld r*?**1*l*1® îhat
piue. o, «jeu ■ „e., but ,h. ro,.*„ L,e meneiug No,. 7, 1887. The il.i,, sb.w will be

a good deal of this kind of small crookedness to held durmg the same month, and no provision Centimes so greasy that one is satiated with a
contend with, and lost no time in nipping the was made fora further exhibition of oleomargarine modest C^°P even after a morning’s ride in a
little scheme in the bud. “ Honesty is the best a'>d butterine in connection therewith oroTherT Lw X°r^hir® P°rk seem somehow
policy,’’ in all cases qj„„e f , ,, . , tur to meet together in one central depot—* r. ir ' e the butterine tax was adopted the price the metropolis, and, coming nearer home, we find

year, so tar, all kinds of stock have sold of natural butter has materially advanced the fattest of the cows sold in the marts of the
letter than last year. It is gratifying to stock whether from that cause or not. north are purchased for such markets as Preston,

feeders to have a change from the discouraging The Commissioner of Agriculture has rotten bTtbnnd f TbetlexPlanati<M* “to
condition of affairs which prevailed last year and bimself into an unenviable position by publicly of the southerners’ are more capable of digesting 
me year before. questioning the integrity of the Illinois Live blub!,er tban are those of the northerners, who.

It seems quite remarkable for Texas grass cattle I Stock Commissioners who manipulated tin. !" t "‘ P38*’ Inferred to live on oatmeal and 
"“f ■“ *"« "<■ .i.*,, Chicago „,„i„i„i,i, ft fteftftyft KbjT “

C(l | i ,'TeeeT""iU"lal> lst 1,ave l)eel‘ from The Chicago horse market has been very good 1 have sai.l that the j.roiliicts of the fattening 
, , toI>000 hea<11*1, day, mainly of cows and this winter for good, heavy animals. Good, heavy Pro?ass are more thought of than is the process
largely of steers, which were ready to ship earlier, workers have sold at $150(5 $225 i,er head with ltSC“’ si"1 Probab,y> >“ the great majority of
SS,Zldhr„:”1T““ 5,Ti‘T"T “ ■» r."bd

n • 1 Llght 11,1 U'fenor horses are hard to sell. jects upon which he operates, and if all feeders
. mg to the heavy losses on the plains last Horace Stocking, of Holcomb, 111., recently 1,3,1 tbe same ff®°d fortune as that enjoyed by 

winter by cold and last summer by drouth, and seilt in 11 head of 1,599-lb high grade Short ®ne. well-known breeder and feeder who, when I the forced marketing of unusual numbe’rs of horns, which sold on the open nLlTt ^0 “

ee, mg cows, bulls, yearlings and calves, it is Tbere were 2 heifers in the lot, one of which was hable, curtly answered: “I never have any dis-
expected that there will be a very decided relief handsomer and firmer than any of the handsomest "aîe,ny cattle,” I might write here the legend, 
on the southwestern ranges during the coming engravings we see. When heifers are as good as „ ,“"r, lay,dow" ,ny I’m i bl't

. ar, been yery mild, while the western country tlmc- ________ because the subjects frequently break down in
is suffering from intense cold and excessive snow Innlhnr the training long before the desired amount of
fall. Another Word About High Feeding superfluous matter in the shape of fat has ac-

for Exhibition Purposes cumulated in their bodies. Fatty degeneration

J?**? “ ,h;* "W » known. », jft.ft? ASr'ft 3? 51
eie the hist to denounce the system of high have witnessed it in American steers; and 

feeding, basing our conclusions on physiological mel1* )-be spleen and the [rosterior bowel (the 
grounds, and we did so at a time when none of ,rect*"n) bl fataml1 fatty «alts are, perhaps, the 
the organs nfbV„ t . least ol the evils which result from the systemthe oigans of live-stock rings dared to raise their which we have learned to carry out of supplying
pen oi voice in denunciation of the iniquities of ^u<d to a from which the products can not 
the system. Notwithstanding the fact that its escaPe> but accumulate in and about the working 
rottenness is now well known the most debased gear and hamper its action, seeing that the ulti- 
of tbe nunimiliiinn, a n v I ■ mate and near destination of such monstrosities

P ill cling to it as tenaciously is the slaughter-house. Indigestion, which means
as evci, («ml our government is still squandering iucajiability to prepare the mass of materials sub
money to sustain the iniquity. Our readers ex- |,n'Fe'* ,to the digestive apparatus for its manipu-
pect us to be correct in our estimation of ,11 latl0"> ls a much more serious evil, as its natural

" °'St,niatlon 01 a11 corollaries—tym]»ny, constipation, and inflam-
llooms, we have taken a thoroughly irnle- mation of the bowels, with, occasionally, conges- 

pendent course, basing our calculations on sound turn of the liver or the spleen—claim an annual
principles, and the results have proved that we tnb,,t(‘ of victims. Of the more exceptional evils
W. si,*,............. ........................... . ,„e„g,„- ftSStftTrftftSSlt

lui tanners, xniio an ill not support organs which I apoplexy, and of the minor evils, enlarged knees

-Stock. 6,964 | att?mPt to Pl»y upon their prejudices, to sustain 
us in the course we have pursued.

In our last July issue we published the views
MONTH.
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During January there have been several days 
when more than 11,000 cattle arrived, indicating 
that, although prices are improving, formers and 
feeders are anxious to realize, and have not any 
too much faith in values materially advancing in 
the near future.

encase-

The following is a statement of the banner 
days, weeks, months and years for receipts of 
live stock at Chicago :

largest receipts of stock in a
Cattle, Jan. 12, 1886 .............
Calves, Sept. 1, 1885............... ...............
Hogs, Dec. 5, 1884............
Sheep, Feb. 24,1885...... .......................
Horses, Oct. 5,1874...
1 ars, Dec. 10, 1884........ . . .

LARGEST RECEIPTS OF STOCK IN ONE WEEK.
rsovlft WCec embnS Oct. 20, 1883............... soin»
TwT ’ iek e5?lnS Sept. 12, 1885. ... ......... 7’-»;n
Hogs, w eek ending Nov. 20. 1880 orvVfJo
bheep, week ending Dec. 19, 1885.......................... IfôOOT

I
DAY.

16.966
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have been $348, and the expenditure $248, thus 

balance of $100 to the credit of the 
As the Association had no present

our last issue. Other speakers also forced their 
points upon the attention of the meeting.

The Chairman and others pointed out in reply 

that the resolution passed in Guelph was power
less, it being unconstitutional for them to change 
the standard, and notice would have to be given 
to the Association. Mr. McQueen then signed 
the following notice and handed it to Secretary 

IV&dô *
I hereby give notice that at the next General 

Annual Meeting of the Dominion Shorthorn As
sociation it is my intention to introduce a rcsohn 
tion having for'its object a re-consideration o, 
the present standard for registration

S0The°Annual Meeting will be held in St. Law
rence Hall on Thursday, 24th February neÿ, at 
11 o’clock a.m.

Every Shorthorn breeder should attend tins 
his vote and influence to secure 

have already pointed 
be obtained by

: and hocks from bruising, and rheumatic disease 
of the joints, little need be said—they are the 
products of an unnatural system, and will anse 
so long as that system remains in vogue; but the 
greatest of the evils resulting from the practice is 
to be found in the, waste of nutritive matter, 
which again results from the introduction of more 
material into the stomachs and intestines than 
they are callable of dealing with in anything like 
a profitable manner, seeing that a large propor
tion of it is passed out witli the stream of egesta, 
and only enhances the value of the manure heap; 
while ft secondary source of waste arises in the 
manufacture of tons of grease, which not even 
the great maw of an insatiable community can
consume. , , ,

When the lesson of regulating the supply by 
the natural demand, and by the capabilities 
which animals possess of utilizing it, has been 
learned, direct losses by the breaking down of the 
machinery engaged in the manufacture of blub
ber, and indirect losses resulting fr*n waste of 
material, will cease. In the meantime all that 
one can do is to direct attention to the abuse of 
nature and nature’s laws, and to advise feeders to 
master the elementary details of their business 
bv making themselves acquainted with physio
logical ana chemical laws, and to carefully study 
the results of such labors as those recorded in 
Mr. Warrington’s “Chemistry of the Farm.

To the practical lessons therein taught 1 would 
simply add that, in order to preserve the animal 
body in a perfect state of health, judicious exer
cise is an absolute necessity, with careful atten
tion to, and regulation of, the natural excretory 
organs (the bowels and the kidneys) by the oc
casional administration of laxatives, stomachics, 
and diuretics. _______

leaving a 
Association.

for this money, it was decided to collect 
annual fee from the old members for the 

year 1887, unless it should be found necessary 
to raise more funds, when a small assessment 

would be found sufficient.
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m from Mr. Mills, Secretary of theA letter
American Clydesdale Association, was read by 
the Secretary, offering on behalf of his Associa
tion two medals of suitable design for the best 
recorded stallion and mare bred in Ontario, to 
be competed for at the Provincial Fair of 1887. 

After a lengthy discussion, in which nearly 
it was decided te

5
I

If I
I

,1of the As-I;

I : i1 every man present took part, 
hold a Spring Stallion Show, after the model oi 
the Glasgow Fair, some time next March, before 

the 15th, in the City of Toronto.
The following officers for 1887 were elected: 

David McCrae, Guelph, President; Wm. Smith, 
Columbus, Vice-President for Ontario; Hon. J. 
H. Pope, Compton, Quebec, Vice-President for 
Quebec; Robt. Ness, Howick, Quebec, and R. 
Conroy, Aylmer, Quebec, Provisional Directors; 
John E. Smith, Brandon, Man., Vice-President 
for Manitoba; Prof. Lawson, Halifax, N. a., 
Vice-President for Nova Scotia; A. C. Bell, New 
Glasgow, N. S., Provisional Director; J. E. 
Fairweather, Hampton, and Donald Ferguson, 
Charlottetown, Provisional Directors for New 
Brunswick; and the following Directors for 
Ontario: Robt. Graham, Claremont; das. Beith, 
Bowman ville; Wm. Rennie, Toronto; H. H. 
Hurd, Hamilton ; John Jackson, Graham ville; 
Robt.' Taylor, Harwich ; John McMillan, Con
stance. Messrs. W. L. Taylor and J. C. Snell 
were elected Auditors.

iI ij-a meeting and use 
justice in the manner we 
out. Special railway rates can 
pplving to the Secretary, Henry V ade, Toronto.

îli! l

I 11
1 miâl : : Clydesdale Association of Canada.

The annual meeting of the above Association 
held in Toronto on December 30th, the

lii Ü'ii
■ A! nr ■

111was
President, Mr. McCrae, in the chair.

The following members 
Messrs. Smith, Vice-President; Moore, Jackson, 
Rennie, Doherty, Snell, Cars tain, Stanford, 
Beith, Ormsby, Duff, Taylor, Geddis, McDer
mott, Hurd, Annan, Scott, Graham, Man, V . 
L. Taylor, Brandon and H. V\ ade.

The minutes of the last meeting being read 
and adopted, the Secretary read the Constitution, 
which, after some discussion, was adopted in the 
form in which it is printed in Volume I. of Stud-

i-

| :Ii:1 present:—were

-i
i -

«

nt;
i Shorthorn Committee Meeting.i

At a meeting of Shorthorn breeders who suf
fered loss on account of their animals having 
been rejected from registration in the Dominion 
Shorthorn Herdbook, held in Guelph during the 
Fat Stock Show, the following change in the 
articles of constitution was proposed: “The an. 
imal must trace on the side of the sire and the 
dam to recorded imported English Shorthorns, 
or to pedigrees not false or spurious, already of 
record in the British-Ameriean Herdbook.” The 
object of thi,s resolution was that certain animals 
might be admitted for registration which 

now rejected.
At a subsequent public meeting 

parties in conjunction with other Shorthorn 
breeders, a committee was appointed to meet the 
committee of the Dominion Shorthorn Herdbook 
Association in order to discuss the propriety of* 

These committees met

I
: » book.

The President then addressed the meeting, 
and spoke of the great number of good animals 
imported byr Canadians this year, and hoped 

importations would be as 
good. He was very sorry so many of them were 
afterwards sold to buyers from the United 
States. He also deplored the importation of 
horses with unregistered pedigrees, as it was 
generally found impossible to trace them when 

wished to have them recorded in our 
It was a rule for this Association to

as were

Dominion Ayrshire Breeder»’ As
sociation.

At a meeting of Ayrshire Breeders held in 
Guelph last September, it 
meeting for the purpose of forming 
tion some time in January, 1887. Mr. David 

Nicol, of Cataràqui, was 
provisionally. In accordance with this, 
ing was held at the Walker House, Toronto, on 
14th January last. The severe snow storm pre
vented as large an attendance as there would 
otherwise have been.

Mr. Nicol explained the object of the meet
ing in a letter, which ably dealt with all the 
ters of great importance to the Ayrshire breeder. 
He stated that the breeders in the eastern part of 
the Dominion had already organized, and it was 
time the breeders of the west should do sorne-

it

-IIMS | the quality of new was agreed to hold a 
an Associa-: '

r appointed President! j; a raeet- ■mwere!•
' -■* ■

I9 of the same owners
book.J

ii. accept only such animals for registration 
already on record in the Scotch Studbook, or 

certified to be eligible by the Secretary. HeHt I 1 mat-«were
had been highly complimented while in Chicago 
recently on the good appearance and excellence 
of the first volume. It was a book of great value

ii 1 changing the standard, 
in Toronto on the 7th ult., Mr. John Dryden in 
the chair. There were also present: Messrs. 
Gordon, Snell, Green, Shipley, Shaw, Rae, Fotli- 
ergill, Davidson, Russel, V ade, Patterson, 
Cowan, Pettit, McQueen, Hunter, Linton, Laid-

■

to the breeder, and he hoped any errors found in 
the book would be promptly communicated to 
the Secretary, Mr. Wade, in order that they 
might be corrected in the forthcoming volume of 
the Studbook. It was the intention to continue

ih j '
thing.

It had been suggested at the meeting 
of the other Association that branch As
sociations be formed in each Province, a vice- 
president and delegates to represent these at the 
annual meeting, when business affecting the 
branches would be transacted.

Mr. Nicol liked the scheme and hoped some
thing could be done. It would be very unadvis- 
able to have two separate Associations, each 
with its separate herdbook, so 
amalgamation, and one herdbook for the Domin
ion.

M : ill ■:
law and Johnston.

The Chairman explained that they had met 
for two objects, (1) To petition the Dominion 
Government for a grant to aid in the publica
tion of the Dominion Herdbook, and (2) To take 
into consideration the petition of the committee 
appointed to endeavor to obtain a change of 
standard.

Mr. Gordon said the Hon. John Carling could 
make no promises concerning a grant to the 
Association, but advised them to renew their 

He asked for the appointment of a

the appendix containing the pedigrees of all 
api>earing in the pedigrees of imported 

This had met with considerable

f ;
I crosses 

animals.
favor, as breeders did not need to consult the 
Scotch Studbook to trace the pedigrees of their 
importations. He hoi>ed something would be 
done to relieve the great inconvenience and loss 
sustained by delays in transporting valuable 
stock. At the meeting in Guelph last September • 
the subject of holding a Spring Stallion Show was 
broached, and it remained for this meeting to 

to some definite conclusion about it. It

11
!

» !
u. i

;
there should be (

! & '

S.
. 1e , Mr. Nicol then spoke at considerable length 

of the injustice done the Ayrshire at the exhibi
tions through incompetent judging. He hoped 
this could be obviated by the employment of ex
perts, even if brought from a long distance, and 
in conclusion he eulogized this breed of cattle 
for unapproached excellence for dairy purposes.

Next came the election of officers. Mr. Nicol 
declined on account of pressure of business to act

petition.
committee to draft a petition to the Minister of 

Chairman named Messrs.

3
!»

I i
:

Ü 1 :

come
had been discussed already at the Directors’ 
meeting in the morning, and Toronto 
thought to be the best place for the Show.

The report of the Secretary-Treasurer was next 
read, which showed the receipts for the year to

Agriculture. The
Gordon, Shaw and Wade to act as commit tn

Mr. Robert McQueen acted as spokesman of 
the committee appointed to endeavor to pi 
change in the standard. He repeated the argu
ments used at the Guelph meeting, published in

nii'ii.
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I ^™:^zrzrzz tins
Henry Wade, Toronto, Secretary-Treasurer. ' clover> and the growth of this plant should be 'r0™3 will not destroy them.
-Pises "ft t*2 m “* "e,dllbr,B«* * *“* *
registration ; non-members, 75c. • à certificate | ‘ 18 'a ua 6 as a fal1 Pasture- As lost. Fragments of time can be used in caring
25c. additional in each case. ‘ ’ ’ I muc 1 as scvcn bushels of seed per acre has been *°r bees, fragments of lumber in making hives

The following committee was appointed to meet Produced. which sold at $12 per bushel ; so that and franles> fragments of combs for wax ; and
the delegates from the Quebec Association: Jas. it can be doubly profitable by the bees gathering w^dirt^t can’ll fe^n ewn,th°u8h mixed 
McCormick, Rockton ; Thos. Grey, Osliawa ; honey and by the seed obtained. Thë Canada n l f 1 * ,!y .colom®8- . .

a, & K: ai a.«œar?BBK-jrai assïïtî Hf “fs?®
darker color, is gathered from the backwoods Î a 8elf; . Make, y°ur, knowledge

_ I si-iar-r/S
----- I k ^ Ï feed for fhe bees. I excel the present, increasing in numbers and in

supplflnOnteriHuS "l “dge> until evel7 pound of honey secreted
r ’ but-of course 1 haTe n°t given by the unnumbered flowers of our land is gathered

all, as that would require more space than I would _fRev. W D Ralston in ClpnminmT
It is an acknowledged fact that Ontario-is the I pf™ to glVe in this article. As Iremarked above, Culture, g

, , . , ,. I it is necessary that every one who wants to begarden of Canada, and rightly so, for from the successful with bees, should become acquainted r 
time the snows of winter disappear we have a with the flora and know just when the bloom SneaveS from Our Gleaner,
constant succession of beautiful ever-blooming I UPP6®1? i® his own locality, so that he may pre- In this country com is largely grown in lati- 
flowers which grow wild along the road-sides. It ^xtra “argeTurpluï11'8 7’ thereby 8eCUre an tudes where the winters are extremely cold, says
is also a fact that the climate of Western Ontario --------- the American Cultivator. No kind of grain is
is of such a nature that nearly all of the principal Bee Notes. better adapted to keeping up the animal heat, and
honey producing plants can be and are grown in Beekeepers should now decide on the kind of 8?me proportion should be given even to horses
the open air, and are therefore a great source of hives they are going to use during the coming r **? b* 0U* mjold weather. Oats are
wealth to the province , ., ”, , ng me coming better for giving strength, but are not so good

« f .i v , „ , , season, and provide themselves with as many as in cold weather as a part ration of corn. For cows
Some of the best flavored honey known to com- they think they will require. In deciding, it is giving milk the corn serves a double purpose, 

merce is produced in this province, and as this I better to have a few more than you need than j ja* *s Pot needed for keeping the cows warm 
delicious food is coming more and more into daily I one less. I adds *° “*e product of butter,
use, it is a matter in which we are all interested

r

?

I

A ‘©he ^fpiarg.9

' The Honey Flora of Ontario.
BY W. H. WATSON.

.

iI
*
I

The manure made by mature animals is richerli If you are going to work your bees for extract- 
to know where and from what flowers the bees ed honey make arrangements for your supply of than that excreted by growing stock. The latter 
gather it. It is remarkable the amount of ignor- I cans or jars now. You will be able to buy to need mafor*al to increase their growth, while 
ance prevailing in regard to this matter. At the better advantage, as you can compare the prices mature stock toke only enough from their food 
present day many persons can be found who do of the different dealers. to suPP'y the wastes of the system and lay on
not know the difference between one kind of I If you winter your bees but of doors, see that I 801116 ^a*’ the balance of the food material being
honey and another. In Ontario we have an the entrances are kept free from ice and snow, cast in the manure. Hence, the richest of all
almost endless variety of plants, shrubs and trees *mt do n°t disturb them in any way till thé manure is that made from mature fattening cattle,
that yield a goodly supply of honey The minci wef18 warm ell?l,gh fol' them to have a fly. This fact is one of greater practical value than it 

, ' - ,? . 11 , / „ 1 “Cl See that your agricultural society recognize the 18 generally credited to be. It is one of the points
pal ones m the spring are first, the willow, soft bee-keepers and have a class for bees and honey that should not be overlooked in considering the ad - 
maple, poplar, and silver maple, as well as the on their prize lists, as these shows help the sale | visability of buying cattle to feed for the shambles, 
dandelion;later on we have the hard maple which °t honey in your own locality and educate the 
blooms usually about the first of May (according Alfa'sTwy^^ Va'Ue °f h°ney aS a food M 
to the season). From the maple and fruit bloom 
quite a quantity of honey is gathered which is 
very useful to-stimulate breeding, and-if the

1

'

To improve your herd, begin, not by buying a 
fancy bull, but by giving better care to what you 
have. Feed higher and more judiciously, stable 

Proverbs for Bee-Keepers. I better to protect against the changes of tempera- 
1. The ways of bee-keeping are not all ways of ture' and in every way improve the conditions of 

colonies are strong a good surplus is obtained, pleasantness, nor are all the paths thereof the Üfe of the stock you have. Then buy better blood
It is of the utmost importance to every bee- paths of peace. than -vo!, kavc; ^ is ,Qlly to expect stock, how-
keeper to be acquainted with the succession of 2. Man is to'eat his bread in the sweat of his exposed L the’ wraihe^ TlÏeôndirilms^fHfe

bloom, so that he can take advantage of the face, and there is no exception made in favor of I !lmst llc favorable to the development of the qual-
honey flow, and obtain as much surplus as possi- the bee-keeper. ities )'ou desire in your herd, and they must bo
ble by working his bees right. 3 To work sncppeafiillv a man ml t 1 ■ kept so. 1 he finer strains of milk and butter

t • 11 .1 , , 6 „ _ I 10 woik successfully a man must work wise- cows are necessarily more sensitive to abuse andJune yields the great honey crop of Ontario, ly. To work wisely with bees one must know | exposure than are their “ poor relations.”
and the beekeeper is as busy as the bee, if he is their nature and habits; these can be learned only
fortunate enough to possess a number of colonies I by careful study and observation, 
at this season. White clover is in full bloom 5

- -
•i

■

In regard to the value of liquid excrement, the 
Boston Journal of Chemistry says: “How strange- 

overlook the value of the liquid excrement 
of our animals.

4- We live in progressive times, and the true ly 
during this month, and is to be found everywhere, | bee-keeper must be progressive, 
whether on the highly cultivated lawns of the

we
A cow. . under ordinary feeding

ZZZZZZZZXTZZÏS: I *? ztEBEBBIB Z stK
delicious sweet are annually gathered by the bees; culture are ignorance, carelessness being too lightly i» favor of the solid. The statement lias
I might safely say that millions of pounds “waste eager to increase the number of colonies and col,I TT a? tr,Uth over a,ld 0^er
its sweetness on the desert air.” In July we are winters Til ?• herblV0f0U8 a!lllllai8 holds nearly
, J... ... . ,, ouiy we are winters. all the secretions of the body which are capable
favored with another large yield from the linden 7. A fair knowledge of bees, faithful attention of producing the rich nitrogenous compounds so
or basswood ; there is such a decided difference to the apiary, and a thorough and timely prepar- 688entlal as ford,1g or leaf-forming agents in the
between the honey gathered from tfuhelover and ation for the honey-flow, swarming and winter- ‘‘"v The ,8°lid h?lds J1.16 Phos-
linden that n„e, ing, ft’pHnli.Sft.t ÜK'ÆnC

keep them separate as much as possible, as they bee-keeper. gen, potash and soda, is needed in forming the
sell better by doing so. 8. A tyrannical Pharoah demanded of his work- 8tflks and l6ayes. The two forms of plant nu-

ITS ‘te ” th* tel« f tat rumbled them no 5ÏSÏ5
. , ’ 1 uces a loney very similar straw. Do not demand from your little workers the urine of the animals doubles his manorial

o îe white clover, and some persons prefer it to the full tale in pounds of honey, when there is resources every year.” He, then, who allows his 
white clover honey. Red clover also yields large none in the fields, or when you reside in a region li<iuid .efrcmellt to be wasted wastes half his 
quantities of honey, but the honey bees are not poor in lmney-yielding plants mammal resources, and it will require a large
able to e-other from it 1 . , 1 „ „ „ yl g plants. expenditure of commercial fertilizers toÏ seasons (as a 9, Carefully lay up your honey-crop where | good this loss, make

I
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tual improvement and the discussion of subjects 
bearing on the art of agriculture, officers and mem
bers had only one object in view, the purchase of 
groceries, tinware, pens, ink and paper, lead pencils, 
etc , etc. Here and there through Dumfries are to 
be seen small storehouses, where the enterprising 
and for a time enthusiastic secretary and treasurer 
would deal out sugar, tea and other eceteras at sup
posedly wholesale prices. For a time the members 
appeared to be content under the full impression 
that they were saving money ; but the delusion was 
dissipated after two or three years’ trial by the con
viction which slowly but certainly gained ground 
that the Grangers were victimized in the “ house of 
their friends” by being charged full price, and by 
finding that we had middle-men among ourselves, 
who were as much “ birds of prey ” as the old- 
fashioned agents and dealers. When the members 
of our Granges found themselves sold in this matter, 
which they had unfortunately made the primary 
object of their organization, the interest in the 
meetings fell off, and Grangeism became a thing of 
the past. Now we find in our towns and cities an 
organization which is formed on a somewhat sim
ilar basis to the Grange-I refer to the Knights of 
Labor—hut they are working on different lines, and 
1 think threaten to wield an influence which will be 
inimical to the interests of the farmer. For in
stance, thev assume that all wealth should be 
equally divided among those who create it. The 
young men who join are learning to look upon the 
owners of factories, &e., as robbers, who have pos- 
s£ ssion of wealth which should be divided up. 
They therefore combine to raise wages regardless 
of the ability of the wage earner. They seek to 
coerce the employer, establish a system of espionage 
so that people outside of their Lodge soon become 
suspicious of every one, and there is mutual distrust 
in the community. In the neighboring town of 
Paris they have exhibited their power in a sudden 
and unexpected manner ; but nevertheless in such a 
way as to furnish food for serious thought. Up to 
the'end of December the fact of such an organiza
tion being in existence in the town was not pub
licly known, still they are believed to have polled 
over 125 votes in a solid body. Then, again, man
ipulated by two or three well-known sporting 
characters in tfie-interest of the Licensed Victual
lers’ Association, they threw their whole vote 
(barring a half dozen or so, who had become con
vinced that the liquor interest was making use of 
them,) into the municipal contest, and made an 
almost total sweep of the Town Council from the 
Mayor downward, defeating a number of the most 
capable men in the town and putting in their places 
a lot of inexperienced and untried men, some of 
them being mere lads. In Brantford they threw 
their vote against the excellent man who had filled 
the position for the past year, and who represented 
the solid business men of the city, and working 
with the liquor interests, defeated him. Such com
binations will soon be made to attempt the control 
of political elections as well, and it is well for 
farmers to consider what they should do in the 
premises. Divided as we now are we are powerless: 
but the Knights of Labor working as a unit, and 
bringing organized effort to bear on Parliamentary 
elections, will soon have a controlling influence. 
At their present rate of increase the Parliamentary 
elections four years hence will be largely controlled 
by them. I will delay further remarks on this head 
to a future number.—Canadian, South Dumfries, 
Ont.

[You are mistaken about the views of the Knights 
of Labor as a class. Many workingmen have so
cialistic tendencies such as those you mention, but 
a large majority are followers of Henry George, 
who is a political economist and not a socialist,and 
who contends for a principle and not for a party or 
faction, viz., the enjoyment of every citizen to the 
fruits of his own labor, which principle is as advan
tageous to the capitalist as to the laborer. He in
stigates labor and capital against monopoly. We 
admit the necessity of organizations amongst 
farmers, but warn them against being led away by 
cries ; they should discuss these questions on their 
merits. Farmers cannot defend themselves against 
all these burdens and evil influences without 
organizing.]

such a mash will go a long way, for it is a very rich 
and concentrated food. For unthrifty colts, a small 
quantity of skim-milk may also be mixed with the 
water which they drink—say H skim-milk and % 
water. 2. For feeding purposes, 100 lbs. of oats are 
worth about 400 lbs. of potatoes. You can’t keep up 
the fertility of your soil by the application of lime ; 
but phosphate of lime would likely be very beneficial 
to your soil. An occasional dressing of lime may be 
of some advantage, but you can only find this out 
by actual trial. 3. Bark-splitting at the base of 
apple trees is caused by sudden changes of tempera
ture in spring. It is prevented by placing a piece 
of board or shingle between the base of the tree and 
the sim during the hottest part of the day.]

(StorreepoTidcnce.-■ /V
Notice to Correspondents.—1. Please write 

on one side of the paper only. 2. Give full name. 
Post Office and Province, not necessarily for publica
tion, but as guarantee of good faith and to enable 
ns to answer by mail when, for any reason, that 
course seems desirable. If an answer is specially 
requested by mail, a stamp must be enclosed. Un
less of general interest, no questions will be answer
ed turough the Advocate, as our space is very 
limited. 3. Do not expect anonymous communica
tions to be noticed. 4. Matter for publication 
should be marked “Printers’ MS.” on the cover, the 
ends being open, in which case the postage will only 
be lc per 4 ounces. 5. Non-subscribers should not 
expect their communications to be noticed. 6. No 
questions will be answered except those pertaining 
purely to agriculture or agricultural matters.

Correspondents wanting reliable information re
lating to diseases of stock must not only give the 
symptoms as fully as possible, but also how the 
animal has been fed and otherwise treated or man
aged. In case of suspicion of hereditary diseases, 
it is necessary also to state whether or not the 
ancestors of the affected animal have had the disease 
or any predisposition to it.

In asking questions relating to manures, it is 
necessary to describe the nature of the soil on which 
the intended manures are to be applied ; also the 
nature of the crop.

We do not hold ourselves responsible for the views 
of correspondents.

Varions Horse Ailments—Veterinary Liter
ature.-!. I would like your advice about two young 
mares I bought this fall. They have evidently been 
worked hard and badly abused. One is coming 5 
and has had a bad callous on the lower part of the 
shoulder. How could it be removed ? I tried a 
seton just below It, which I greased with red pre
cipitate and hog’s lard. It drew a little matter out, 
but not much, I had the seton in for 10 days. 2. 
The mare was also kicked on the side of one of its 
hind legs, just above the fetlock joint, and 
ing which feels as hard as bone has come, 
be removed ? It does not affect the animal at all. 
Would it be any good to apply iodine V 3. 
mare coming four, stocks slightly in the 
4. She also seems to have blood spavins or thor- 
oughpin on each of her hind legs. Could they be 
removed, and how ? 5. Would her stock be subject 
to the same disease, for otherwise she is a fine 
beast ? 6. Have you any faith in Kendall’s Spavin
Cure ? 7. What is the best work on the horse ? 8.
Which is the best magazine published on that sub
ject in the U. S.î—E. S., Dunseith, Dak., U. S.

[1. Have the callous removed with the knife by 
some skilful veterinary surgeon : then treat as a 
common wound. 2. Would advise you to apply a 
blister to it once every couple of weeks (biniodide 
mercury 1 part, lard 8 parts) ; grease the part blis
tered the third day after each blistering. 3. Give a 
purgative drench to her once every week for about 
three times (Barbadoes aloes 6 drams, ginger 1 dram, 
carbonate of soda 2 drams, dissolved in a pint of 
water and poured down as a drench). Give her a 
dram of nitrate potash every night while the legs 
are swollen, and allow her to have plenty of exer
cise. 4. Use any strong astringent liniment; bath
ing with strong salt and wrater or oak bark tea is a 
good thing to use on them. 5. It depends a good 
deal on her breeding whether she would be likely 
to transmit it to her colts or not. 6- No. 7. Con
sult our advertising columns." ’ 8. The leading agri
cultural papers are as good as any.]
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Feeding Value of Oat and Pea Refuse—Eco
nomical Ration for Pigs White Grub- Value
of Straw and Chaff.—1. Please give the digestible 
constituents in the refuse of oat and pea mills, as 
oat bran, oat dust, pea bran. 2. What nutritive 
ratio is most economical for pigs? 3. The grub 
which a correspondent describes in the Advocate 
has done considerable damage to fall wheat in this 
section. Will it continue its ravages in spring, and 
is there any remedy ? 4. Does not straw and chaff 
mixed as found in farmers’ barns contain more 
nutriment than given in the table in the Advocate? 
—J. A. M., Mt. Elgin.

[1. and 4.—The following table gives the percent
age of digestible constituents in the foods men
tioned

fi (
i;

ill
■

th ! Nutri- 
Fat. tive 

Hatio.

Value
per

100 lbs.

Albu- ! Carbo- 
min- hyd- 
oids. rates.

i il Ï Name
ofi

Foods.
;

80.370.4 1: 45.8
0.4 1: 24.1
12 ! 1: 9.8
0.6 1: 23.8

0.8 35.6Wheat straw.
Wheat chaff.
Pea bran........
Oat hulls........
You should bear in mind that these are averages, 
and that a great deal of the wheat and chaff in the 
farmers’ barns is much inferior, and very small per
centage is superior, to the figures in the above 
table, the analyses being taken from German 
sources, where straw is preserved in a better condi
tion than here, as the German farmers know much 
more about the feeding values of farm products 
than we do. Straw and chaff, when fed alone, or 
almost alone, has no profitable feeding value ; on 
the contrary, a loss is sustained. The profits ob
tained in feeding them are based upon the know
ledge of how to compound the rations. 2. If you 
want to feed pigs for wholesome lean meat for your 
own use, give a ratio of 1:2 cr 1:3, or thereabouts, 
but if your object is to produce fat pork for the 
market, you may give a ratio of 1:4 or 1:5, which will 
usually be a little cheaper than the former ration. 
3. When the white grub, or any other destructive 
insept, gets a foothold in a section, it is impossible 
to say when it will make up its mind to go ; much 
depends upon the efforts made to destroy it. In 
spring we will give full and complete directions for 
destroying insects more satisfactory than we can 
here.] _______

1 0.421.4 32.8
4.0
1.6 , 36.6

i 0 5536.2
0.39

Farmers, Grangers and Knights of Labor.
— I have just read the remarks of Worthy Master 
Wilkie in his annual address to the Dominion 
Grange, regarding the condition and prospects of 
the farmer in this country, and his position and in
fluence in the business and political spheres. I 
think he takes too pessimistic a view of our pros
pects, because from my observation I should say 
that to-day the future of the tiller of the soil looks 
brighter than that of any other occupation. Not
withstanding the low prices of the past few years 
paid for products of the soil, the price of land is as 
high as ever before, and when $100 per acre is 
readily offered for farms in Brant Co., there is the 
best of evidence that men believe that money is 
more safely invested in land than in buildings and 
machinery for manufacturing purposes. What if 
we do have at times scanty crops and frequently 
low prices for a few of our products ? Our land 
will always bring a good fair price if brought to a 
sale. Bui give a factory a season or two of low 
prices and scanty orders, and the buildings, ma
chinery, etc., could not be sold for more than a 
fraction on the dollar of their original cost. So if 
we do not receive the large occasional profits of the 
manufacturer, we have the certainty that depres
sion in trade will not wipe out the greater portion 
of our capital. Then, again, our local taxes aver
age not more than one-tliird of the dwellers in 
towns, so that our burden is considerably lightened 
in this way. To be sure, we are deprived of many 
of the conveniences and advantages of dwellers in 
towns, but I know that in this part of the country, 
with two considerable towns at no great distance, 
we even contrive to get a fair share of what is go
ing in the way of literary, musical and social enjoy
ment. 1 protest against the prevailing custo n of 
holding up town life as attractive and country life 
as dull and uninteresting, because it is such ideas 
that induce the country boy and girl to hanker after 
pleasures which they imagine are necessary to ex
istence, but too often prove an injury. 1 come now 
to a point upon which we agree, that is, the neces
sity lor united acti >n through organization for the 
protection of our interests. Other businesses are 
organized, ours has not been successful in doing so. 
The Grange, of which Grand Master Wilkie is the 
head, has proved a failure, at least in this quarter, 
because it frittered away its energies in the pettiest 
details, by interfering with other interests unwar-
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Effects of Forests on Vegetation and Health

—Being one of the pioneer settlers on the shores of 
the Georgian Bay in the year 1844, when the vast 
country north of Guelph was in a manner a prime
val wilderness, and having carefully observed the 
gradual change that has been going on, climatically 
speaking, my observations are tendered in a local 
point of view. The climate in this district has 
during those forty-three years undergone a per
ceptible change in respect of cold in winter and 
withdrawal of moisture in summer. During the 
first decade the mercury seldom 1f ever fell under 
twenty below zero, till about the year 1860 it fell to 
twenty-four, and in 1875, Feb. 6th, to twenty-eight, 
and in 1885-6 to thirty-five and thirty-seven respec
tively. The high winds which now sweep the snow 
into blocking up highways and causing much incon
venience to all concerned, were but little felt in 
early days. And to how “ Jack Frost ” was kept in 
check by the surrounding forest : -Potatoes came 
out of the pit unscathed in spring with a slight cov
ering of straw and a few inches of surface mould : 
and turpips, if covered out of sight was sufficient. 
In respect of clothing, farmers went about their 
outdoor work with little, over one-half the weight 
they now require. A home-made woolen shirt, 
coarse brown linen jacket and satenette pants, no

-
!

Skim-milk for Foals—Restoring Fertility- 
Remedy for Bark-eplitting on Apple Trees.—1.
Is skim-milk good for foals al ter weaning ? 2. Will 
it pay me to sell 3 bush, of oats or 5 bush, of potatoes 
to buy one barrel of lime, to keep up the fertility of 
mv farm ; soil, light clay. 3. What cause.', the bark- 
spliting on apple trees ? Please give remedy.—W.C, 
P. E. I.

[1. Skim-milk in small quantities is good for foals, 
The best way to give it is to take oat or corn meal, 
or any other kind of meal which is rich in fat, and 
moisten it with fresh skim-milk. The milk should 
not be sour, and the mash should^not be sloppy with 
an excess of the skim-milk. A small quantity of
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is too great, and horses are kept because the system 
has become fashionable. The farmer who is strug 
gling for a living should break these prejudices 
go for profit every time. Oxen, to be 
should be of native stock,

I
and. 

profitable^ 
or of the Devon breed . 

Shorthorn oxen would be a failure. Oxen are more 
easily kept than horses, make less labor in every

usuallyrespect, often do as much work, and are 
less liable to accidents and diseases.^
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Stock QUotc®.moderately fed, or Is there such a thing as over
feeding hens î — Greenhorn, Upper Stewiaoke, 
N. S.

[1. The foods that give the heaviest crops have 
usually the lowest feeding value. Com and the 
grasses make the best quality of butter, but these 
rations are not good for quantity of milk. You 
should take a medium course. Peas and oats go 
well together, the former being good for quantity 
and the latter for quality. Any mixtures of clovers 
and grasses, which are suitable to your soil and 
climate, will answer. Corn Is very useful when fed 
with such foods as bran, peas, and clover ; but no 
matter how you feed, if you do not give succulent 
foods in winter your rations will be a failure In 
these days of keen competition, You must depend 
upon your climate and locality as to time of sowing ; 
make the harvesting come when the weather is 
likely to be most propitious for securing the crop in 
good condition. For quantity and quality combined, 
cut when in full bloom or just when the seed is 
beginning to form. The feeding value depends 
upon the curing of the fodder as well as upon its 
composition and other qualities. If well dried, it 
should keep well all winter. 2. High feeding 

•prevents breeding, but we can see no reason, from 
the information you give, why your cows should not 
get calves. Do you know anything about the 
ancestors? Is the bull a good getter ? Your ration 
lacks in succulent food. 3. Over-fed hens are apt 
to be bad layers ; over-feeding hens Is just as injur
ious as over-feeding any other class of stotk.]

> Swelling of Horses’ Legs in the Stable-

tions:—1. what is the cause of my mare’s leg swell
ing In the stable ? 1 give her exercise once a week, 
and feed on boiled oats with a small quantity of 
linseed meal, also a few grains of saltpetre and 
sulphur occasionally in her food. She does not lie 
down in the stable. What will induce her to do so ? 
2. Kindly give me the points in an Ayrshire cow, 
shape of horns, size of milk veins, escutcheon, etc.; 
also.points in bull, color preferred, etc. ? 3. Can you 
give me the address of any breeders of Ayrshires in 
Manitoba or the N. W. T., also any reliable breeder 
of Berkshire pigs 
form me where I can procure a good dairy ther
mometer, and price; also where I can procure a 
lactoscope, and price of same?—J. E. W„ Osprey, 
Man.

11. If she is not in foal give her a purgative ball or 
drench, the following being a good one: - Barbadoes 
aloes 7 drs., carbonate of soda 1 dr., ginger 1 dr.- 
mixed with 1 pint of water for a drench, or with 
lard for a ball. Follow this up with saltpetre and 
sulphur as you have been doing. Give her more 
exercise or more work. 2. The points of breeds 
vary in different associations and countries. We 
don’t think our Ayrshire breeders have adopted a 
set of points yet. Write to David Nicol, Cataraqui, 
Ont. 3. We know of none; if there are any, they 
don’t advertise. 4. Several dealers have reliable 
thermometers, but Messrs. J. S. Pearce & Co., of 
this city, are the only firm we know of who handle 
lactoscopes. They have also guaranteed ther
mometers at various prices. Write to them for 
price list and other particulars.]

s]1
Mr. James Cowan, West End, Guelph, has 

purchased from Mr. F. W. Stone, Guelph, the 
finely Bates-bred Shorthorn bull, “ Baron Graggs 
6th,” a very promising animal.

Attention is directed to Mr. J. G. Snell’s ad
vertisement which appears in this issue. Mr. 
Snell is well known as a breeder throughout Can- * 
ada, and should have a good attendance at this 
sale, as many choice animals are to be dis
posed of.

Mr. T. Hodgens, of this city, has sold to Mr. 
Samuel Staples, of Ida, his imported coach horse,
“ Lord Sudley,” an illustration of which appeared 
in the December issue. We regret that this fine 
horse has left this county, and congratulate the 
inhabitants of Durham upon securing such an 
animal.
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1 oni] theJohn Quering, of the township of Stephen, 

Ont., has 12 ewes that gave birth to 34 lambs, 30 
of which lived and sold for $3.25 a piece. 
Timothy Lynch, also of Stephen township, nas a 
sow that gave birth to 22 pigs in one night, 21 of 
which came alive, and 14 lived and did well.

From our advertising columns it will be seen 
that Messrs. Cowan & Pattcson again purpose 
having a joint sale of Shorthorns, and after their 
experience in 1885, provision will be madei for 
holding the sale under cover, in case of unfavor
able weather. Galt is a convenient shi 
point for east, west, north or south, an 
cattle are of fashionable pedigr 
said to be in good, healthy condition, not over
fattened or under-fed.
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The stock is

i digestion In the Cow.—Will you please reply 
to the following in the February Issue of the Advo
cate :—I have a valuable cbw that has a cough. It 
appears to be getting worse. The first I noticed of 
her being unwell was that rumination had ceased. 
She was

In
Butter Workers—Fleshy Growths on Cows’

ïeets.—1. Please say what kind of better worker 
is considered the best ? 2. If butter be made in the 
granular form and well washed, will it keep long if 
packed solid in a cask, and should it be covered 
with brine or salt? 3. Is there any machine for 
packing in two-pound rolls instead of by hand, 
which could be driven by the power working a 
separator ? 4. One of our heifers has several fleshy 
growths on a teat, interfering with milking—not 
warts, but more like small teats, the largest about 
half an inch long. Would it be advisable to cut 
them off and touch with butter of antimony or blue- 
stone ?—J. B., Riverside, B. C.

[1. In reality, butter should not be worked at all, 
but if you are tied to the fashions, you may get one 
made as follows:—Make a structure in the shape of 
a three-cornered stool, with one of the angles 
sharper than the other two. Attach one end of 
a piece of timber, shaped like a roller, to the acute 
angle, and let the other end project over the floor 
of the stool-shaped structure. This roller, by catch
ing the unattached end, can be moved in all direc-

ees.

slightly
given her physio—94 lb. Epsom salts with ginger— 
she has had also two doses of nitre. Yesterday she 
did not have any symptoms that I could detect of 
being sick. Root of the horn had ordinary warmth, 
the muzzle cool and moist. To day the symptoms 
are the reverse, muzzle dry and frequent coughing. 
She has a warm stable and is well cared for ; is let 
out for water and exercise once a day, on cold days 
she Is put back in the stable as soon as she has got 
water, which is just at hand, pure and running. She 
gets eight quarts of bran per day and half a pall of 
mangel wurzels night and morning and good hay. 
She has noticeably failed in flesh, but not In flow of 
milk.—I. D. B., Woodstock, N. B.

[Your cow most likely is troubled with Indiges
tion. Give her 1 quart of raw linseed oil as a drench 
about once a week, and continue until she shows 
signs of improvement. Also give 2 drs. saltpetre, 1 
dr. pulverized digitalis, and 1 dr. pulverized 
nux vomica every night in bran mash until you find 
improvement.]

feverish and muzzle hot. I have
The following sales of imported Clydesdales 

are reported by Wm. Rennie, Esq., of Toronto ; 
To Wm. Mulock, M. P., Newmarket, Ont., 
“ Viola,” foaled 1st May, 1884 ; sire, “Spring- 
hill Dandy” (2429); dam, “Tumloch Belle" 
(2681); sire of dam, “ Luck’s-All ” (610). Also 
to Mr. M., “Bella,” foaled 1884 ; sire, "Sun
beam” (1834) ; dam, "Nancy”; sire of dam, 
“Lord Clyde” (477). To Chas. Nelson. Madi- 

“ Wattie,” Vol. IX., foaled 
25th May, 1885; sire, “Maclean” (2991); dam 
“Belle of Ascog” (833) ; sire of dam, “Sur’, 
prise ” (845). To Henry King, Priceville, Ont.
“ Dandy Boy,” Vol. IX., foaled May, 1884; sire’ 
“Harold” (2854); dam, “ Darling” (2837); sir 
of dam, “Old Times” (579). To David Shaw 
Albion, the imported Clydesdale stallion, “ Don 
aid,” Vol. IX., foaled 2nd June, 1885 ; sire 
“Lord Erskine” (1744); dam, “Love Cecil ’ 
(4377), by “Lord Cecil” (1192). The balance 
of Mr. Rennie’s imported Clydesdales, eleven in 
number, are doing well.

Much of the future value of the horse depends 
upon the care given it during its first winter. 
There is apt to be a sudden check to growth when 
the change is made from weaning and from green 
to dry food, and unless this is prevented by good, 
substantial food, what is then lost will never be 
regained. Exercise is also very important, so 
that liberal feeding will result in a proportionate 
development of muscles instead of all fat, as it 
might if the colt was kept tied all the time. The 
value of a horse is largely in its muscles, and 
these are made by exercise quite as much as by 
the character of the feed. With little use of the 
muscles the strength-giving food will not be assi
milated, but will be passed out with other matter 
not needed by the system in the excrement.
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tions, and the butter, which is worked under it, can 
be squeezed in any manner desired. The foot of the 
stool at the acute angle should be shorter than the 
other two feet in order that the other butter-milk 
may drain as it is worked out. 2. In preparing 
butter you must study the tastes of your market, 
and know whether or not the bqj&ttr is intended 
for immediate consumption, taking also the season 
of the year into consideration. When the butter 
comes in the granular state, cold water should be 
added to harden It, and dilute the butter-milk, mak
ing a more perfect separation. Then drawoff the 
butter-milk and add cold water, at the same time 
churning gently for a minute or so. Repeat this 
operation until the water runs off perfectly clear. 
Then add brine at 60”, giving the churn two or three 
occasional turns, and leaving it to soak for half an 
hour or so. The butter may then be packed without 
being worked at all, providing it is salt enough for 
your customers, and will have good keeping quali
ties. Salt is used to cover butter in tubs, but it is 
apt to break up if shipped long distances. The best 
covering is paraffine paper. 3. We know of no such 
machine. 4. Remove the growths with a knife, and 
then cauterize with butter of antimony or muriate 
of iron; blue-stone is rather a mild caustic.]

I
i

Horse Bleeding at the Hose.—I have a driving 
mare which I have noticed twice to have bled a 
little at the nose during a hard drive on a cold day. 
There may not have been more than one or two 
drops of blood. I give her about three quarts of 
oats three times a day, wiih all the clean hay she 
can eat, also ail the pure water she wants. She is a 
good feeder, has good life, and appears to be quite 
healthy. Please let me know if there is anything 
wrong with her. She is with foal.—J. C. L., 
Desford, Man.

[There is nothing the matter with your mare. A 
vein in the nostrils may have been ruptured, but it 
will heal up all right.]
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German Millet.—Do you know anything of 
German or golden millet grass ? Would it be a good 
variety to sow in spring for bay crop ? At what 
time should it be sown, and in what quantity per 
acre ?—P. S., Vesta, Ont.

[German millet is not extensively grown in this 
country, common millet or Hungarian grass being 
used in its place. The only objection raised against 
golden millet is that the seed is too expensive ; but 
if the season is favorable, so that the seed can be 
properly ripened, there is profit in raising it for 
seed, whlch is extensively used as food for canary 
birds. The quantity per acre and time of sowing 
are the same as for common millet or Hungarian 
grass, viz., 2 to 3 pecks per acre sown between the 
1st and 20th of June, or even, In some seasons, as 
late as July 1st.] ______

Sulphur for Howes.—Will you please answer 
through your paper to the under questions :—Is 
sulphur a good medicine for a horse, and what is 
the dose ? Can a horse be worked or drink cold 
water when eating sulphur?—H., St. Therese de 
Blainville.

[Sulphur is good for various ailments, especially 
skin diseases, a dose being a tablespoonful three 
times a week. Cold water does no more harm with 
sulphur than without; but horses should not drink 
very cold water under any circumstances,]

I;| I! I
I Notices.

Our readers will see in this issue the advertise
ment of the Acme Pulverizing Harrow and Clod 
Crusher. This implement is spoken of in the 
highest terms by many who have used it.

The attention of Carriage Builders and users 
is directed to the advertisement, in another col
umn, of the Adjustable Sand-Box and Improved 
Concord Axle. These Axles are far superior to 
any hitherto placed on the market, and are so 
acknowledged by all practical carriage builders 
who have given them a trial. The increasing 
demand for them proves their superiority 
others. Anyone addressing A. F. Miles, Stan- 
stead, Que., will receive a cut showing the ad- 
aptibility of the Sand-Box, and the preference for 
the Axle,

i
ï i

iVariety in Winter Feeding- Getting Cows 
in Calf — Over-feeding Hens.—1. In sowing 
grain for green feed—that is to cut green, dry and 
put in mow for winter feed for cows—what grains 
mixed would give the heaviest crop and make the 
best feed for butter? What time should it be sown and 
at what stage should the feed be cut ? Is there anv 
difficulty in keeping it through the winter months ? 
2, I have several thoroughbred Jersey cows that 
have been milking, since calving, for from five to 
ten months, and I cannot get them with calf. Is 
there anything in the way they are fed, or can you 
give any information that would assist? They are 
young cows, not very fat, and are fed on dry hay, 
wheat-bran and smashed oats and peas. 3. Are 
hens that are over-fed as good layers as those only
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’jiPowItrjj. three dollars will often increase the value of the 

flock ten dollars the first season, but be sure to 
get good stock in thi case, and recollect that 
such can not be bought at slaughter prices.

Honors for Canadian Harvesting 
Machinery in Europe.Edited by J. W Bartlett,

It will be remembered that when Lord Lans- 
downe visited the Machinery Court at the Indian 
and Colonial Exhibition held in London last

The Poultry Shows.
The show of the Ontario Poultry Association I Early Chicks

thnl , every way a success. The display, al- Get the chicks out early whether for nroducimr I SeaS°“’ h® exPressed his appreciation of the 
though not as large as we have seen, was uni- eggs or formarket It £ h b 1 8 excellence of many of the Canadian machines,
formly the best we ever saw. Birds scoring 98 Zm them out in “d “■ “<>» to di™‘ his bailiff to make an
po nts were moderately plentiful, and very few for them and make them comfortable even earl lnsIx;ction of the>‘* with a view to purchases.

disqualified; in fact, we learned of but ier. The March and April pullets’ will, with This has since been do“c- and one of the self-
most breeds, begin to lay in September or Octo- hlnders made by the Masse , M mufavturiitg

w. «. jz t zrz ^d."rr lt. rr, ta,8hl .......
were few birds but the winners at previous shows getting early setters is greatly obviated Again R may ,lot> Perhalw- b« of place to mention
the exriTr ®ntneS bclow ^e cockerels, if hatched in March are fiTfor that many of these «dfbindei. underwent
reeeint1^ T °f tile commlttee- The door broiling by the latter part of June and will tnal at Edinbur8h. Campbelltowu and elsewhere

defatiTblh ? the C0™mittee were “■ autumn, by which tüne Zy IriU haroVtcn the“r I m°st successful> thia particular trial being that
tigable in their efforts to make it a succès?. | heads off ; and if this matted were given more at- °f th® machine purchased by the Marquis of

Questions and Answers. I tention and the market suPPlied with a finer class Lo™e’8878 :
For each HAw-» fn„,i n . , of broilers, there would be many more used and “Altogether although the test applied was of

fJ- fillÜT f ^f 1 haVe 3 Pen S1X by ten better prices paid. There are, no doubt obstacles h® SeVerf8t ®baracter- the results of the trial 
feet filled m for them to roost in, and feed them in the wav of this but thev k ’ "ere most satisfactory, and the agriculturists
on a large floor. Feed bran and shorts mornimrs xm>i, 7 ., ’ b Î. 7 0811 be overcome Present expressed themselves as highly gratified

Sritrr; *"rvr: p”or rhrtime. Some of them” link very^ite in thlfa^6 Eh^îLT f th markets.U toa considerable extent Canadians have every reason to be proud that L .
and some get light headed. I lost some Zl " m̂achinery produced solely by Cana-
summer by it. I thought there was something ~nng sbould have won such laurels,
on them and so burnt sulphur in the house but Bohemian Oats. This swindle, which seems he following article we quote from the North 
they do not get any better. Please let me know ^ had itS day “ 0hio> Pennsylvania, and Bntlah Agriculturist of Sept. 8th, ’86, which is 
where I can get best game cockerel for fiirhtimr 8 f®W °ther States’ Ls rt>w having a run in other the representative agricultural paper of Great 
purposes.—[J. D. Warkworth P O | I>8rtS °f tbe country, says the National Stock- Britain North. At this trial a large number of

Ans.-You did’not give us the breed you keen ““ ^ F8™er- We hc8r of in New York, distinguished scientific agriculturists were 
Many pure bred fowls and more mongrels get the P60?1® ,laving been put somewhat on Present.
white in the face naturally. Do not feed corner ^ ^ thr°Ugh the Press> jt should not be *° a J,ublic invitation, over fiftyp~ “ “ -r rrr ^ — =s: strrir ■ca;morning ; feed lightly of this, and by ten o’clock d Indlan8> *he farmers of which States have no last, to inspect two of the Massey Manufacturing 
feed liberally of oats, burying them in straw a IT® eX®Uaethan thelr New York brethren for Çmnpany’s; Toronto Light Binders at work, 
foot deep on the large floor and let them beln8 taken in by it. In these days when such Although these machines liave for some yearsr., U . -JL.“TZT rr ESsasssassassrj- *
evenmg. Chopped carrots two or three times a is strange that enough gulliblfvictims should’be f° TIiT*’ the? bavc not until this 
week, and chopped meat scraps as often, in very found to make them profitable. jT? their way into Britain. Along with a
moderate quantities. Free access to clean gravel There never was so large an exhibit of self- l0110 of them was sent from Toron toTs^rtof thé 

ana apply sulphur to the fluff of the birds, and binding harvesters made as at the late exhibi- Canadian exMbit at the Colonial Exhibition in 
the trouble will dissappear, unless there is some tions. Perfection appears to be so near attained TT a T® tbat0Mr; Ford, who has
ZrÆ»"*"',rom,h'r“*“•*tl"*,otth= “k<s"

y were troubled the same way last summer, ment some of the old plans have to be rejuven- with their light and compact appearance ordered 
We do not keep posted in fighting stock. | ated. Most of the firms make a good implement aconsignment of them from Toronto. Seven of

All the manufacturers of harvesters have greatly Siîg dbS “°W * °“ the

r.ft,,,. - , . reduced their prices ; $140 to $160 appears to be The field in which the binders were in opera-
' UU oH the mfenor stock and use only the best the pnee of implements that formerly sold at tlon 011 Thursday consisted of a heavy crop of 
for^reeding purposes, whether breeding birds to sell $300. In purchasing, if possible, write direct to wheat! which was. cut round about, forming a 
as breeders for exhibition stock-or for market, the firm from which you intend to buy ; be sure ^elve^thev^t*ou?gîlapndr,effliCien7fi , 
t is much better to select half-a-dozen of the very that they sanction the statements made by the bound, and the stubble was left Tery* even "and 

best fowls about the farm and mate them to a agents, and it is well that you should be sure clean: The tdt ol‘ the machine, it was explained, 
strong, vigorous cockerel, to secure the eggs used that the firm is a responsible one and that their Pelm'ta °^tbe «utters being lowered very close to
numteffT lIff k k ;leSimble t0 keep 8 8Ieat m8chine is 8 Sood one. You cannot depend on they^aÿ be miJd^cS’aïbble ‘leTnches’ 
number of fowls for producing eggs and to raise what all agents tell you, however plausible they Mr. Bradley, the Massey Company’s expert* 
clucks, do so, but it is not necessary to feed half, may be ; in fact, the readiest talkers are often who bas been sent to Scotland to assist in thé 
a-dozen cocks, as the hens will do equally as well, the most subtle. Do not think of buvine an im starting of their binders, was in attendance dur-

timblbT’ "'T “r-T,j'to v'rmt b““~11 » “» ■>“* » .h-nate up the bieetlmg-pen by the middle of cheapest. All will try to make you believe “Toronto.” Some of its peculiar attachments 
ebruary, and the eggs will be all right for theirs is the best, even though they know it may attracte(l special attention. Among others may 

hatching by the first of March, and if a suitable be the most defective implement made We if ™nf.tio!*ed„a V(:r/- "?cful i,llventio" ,allcd the 
place is available for the hen and chicks, begin would expose some of the fraudulent operators, I corner oUhé platloro^md i^cîïiaî shZ 

latching at that time, but if not, better wait bnt, to our cost, we mentioned such a case once, and motion serves to push the butts in line keen- 
until the first of April or even later. The * ha , i*8-'' ,or If our Board of Agricul- ing the corners clear at all times, and prev’entinir
trouble of such selection and isolation is not fn Tttéinntin^ ro ^ dr r”1® °f e”er8iea anX dela-v in the upward flow of the grain, 
great and the result will l in attempting to protect fanners from frauds and Another special feature pointed out was the
Zn té té f result will be an increase of from pvmg a warning, having the Government at its construction of the cutter bar, which permits the 
ten to twenty percent in the value of the young back> ,lt; mi8bt do more good than asking for in- platform canvas to run within half an inch of the 
stock in autumn. This is a good time too to ®,re8Se, 8rants\ ,It: 18 not the quantity of money cutters. The advantage of this 
introduce new blood. A cockerel costing twé or what*ïcommémf jUdid°US ^ °f 1 that k a,loW3 tbe

■1 was in
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The Solitude of Sleep.cutter bar clear. The attention of the onlookers 
was also directed to the peculiar make of the belt 
guides. These are fitted with self-adjusting 
springs that receive and relax the tension result
ing from wet and dry weather.

About mid-day, one of the binders was drawn 
out from the grain for the purpose of giving an 
illustration of the way in which the “Toronto” 
may be transported from field to field. For this 
purpose, a triangular truck with three cast-iron 
wheels is used. The rapidity with which the 
binder was placed upon this truck was quite sur
prising.

The special feature of the “Toronto" appears 
to be its extreme lightness of draught ; the two 
horses that were yoked to each machine drew it 
with remarkable ease. The practical agrieultur- 

present expressed themselves thoroughly 
tied with the way in which the binders .did

‘tShtf household. ti
Seek some spot where no foot of man has trod. 

There the wild bird gives you shrill, sweet greet-- 
ing, and the cheery insect' vibrates in- -îtà hidden 
nook with a murmur of companionship. Forsake 
humanity as far as may Ire, and the echoes of the 
great, pulsating machinery, of which, even against 
your willy you are a part, will never leave you. 
You may be lonely—lotrely itt the heart of a 
crowd. You may itt the circle round tire fireside, 
in the busy streets, itt great assemblies or friendly 
gatherings, feel yourself utterly alone. That is a 
different thing ; it is loneliness, not solitude. 
Life has no solitude save the strange, sweet soli
tude of sleep For it is only in the sleep-world.

I:Advantages of Crying.
A French physician is out in a long disserta

tion on the advantages of groaning and crying in 
general, and especially during surgical opera
tions. He contends that groaning and crying 
arc two grand operations by which nature allays 
anguish ; that those patients who give way to 
their natural feelings more speedily recover from 
accidents and operations than those who supjwse 
it unworthy a man to betray such symptoms of 
cowardiee as either to groan or cry. He tells of 
a man who reduced liis pulse from one hundred 
and twenty-six to sixty in the course .of a few
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SCENERY ON THE C. P. R., BRITISH COLUMBIA —THE FIRST CONSTRUCTION—SAWMILL-See page 39.

hours, giving full'vent to his emotions. If people 
are at all unhappy about anything let them go 
into their rooms and comfort themselves with a 
loud boo-hoo and they will feel a hundred per
cent. better afterwards. -

In accordance with the above the crying of 
children should not be too greatly discouraged- 
If it is systematically repressed the result may be 
St. Vitus’ dance, epiliptic fits or some other 
disease of the nervous system. What is natural 
is always useful, and nothing can be more natural 
than the crying of children when anything occurs 
to give them either physical or mental pain.— 
[flood Health.]

Roots and shoes may be made waterproof by 
soaking them for some hours in thick soap water. 
The compound forms a fatty acid within the 
leather and makes it impervious to water.

so Sphinx-like in its reserve, so grave-like in its 
absolute silence, so death-like in its complete 
separation, that we go away off by ourselves, 
leaving even our nearest companion this dearly 
cherished body of ours, and wandering, who 
knows where ?

their work, and Mr. Ford was congratulated upon 
the marked success of his introduction. Sir. 
Hugh Dalrymple and party were among those 
who visited the field.

A New Independent Paper.
We welcome to the ranks of independent jour

nalism the newly established paper, Arcturus, 
published in Toronto, and edited by Mr. J. C. 
Dent, one of the most talented and brilliant of 
Canadian writers—our national “Junius.” We 
judge from its high moral tone that it seems 
destined to become a moulder of Canadian senti
ment, and cannot be questioned as an authority 
in politics, literature and art. We wish it success.

We have just received from the publishers, 
Messrs. O Judd & Co., Mew York, a revised and 
enlarged edition of “Gardening for Profit,” by 
Peter Henderson. This work contains the ex 
perienco of the well known author for the past 
eighteen years as a practical and successful culti
vator, It cau bo had at this office. Price, Ç2.

<

ti
An Applicant.

An applicant for a school in the backwood was 
a man of about forty years, with a cheap east of 
feature and a body half as broad as it was long. 
He said lie didn’t claim to know “everying;” he 
"xva’u’t a graduate,” but that lie did know enough 
to tcacli "them heathen in that back country 
town, ’cause he’d teached there four years, and

v

theey didn’t know nothin’ yit.”
The examiner said he’d ask a few simple ques

tions, and began with,—
“ What is a letter ?”
“ A thing crooked sometimes, and sometimes 

’taint.”
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“ What is a syllable !”
“ A word split in two,”
“ What is a verb ?”

Hit s suthin’ that tackles onto suthin’, or
Rh-<Whaatt8lS' ^kS °nt0hit” I My DbarNieces,—According to promise,

« Hit’s talkin’ from a book.” 8‘vc tbls m°ntb the result of the competition on
“How do you teach reading ?’’ “The Sayings of the Wise on Conduct and

Sometimes by coaxin', and sometimes by a I Character, which was far from being an easy
>0“What is geography !” T’ T °Ur y°Ung6r r°adcrS evi,le,lt,y fou"d>

“ Hain’t no clisses hi that.” th®re bemg 110 papers’ we are sorry to say, in | tor.
‘But you might have. How would youteacli | olt . the lst or 2nd class, but some excellent

ones in the 3rd class. Of course success could

QJÎliume agV tyepH. The rules ar&—
1st, The quotations are to be arranged in 

alphabetical order.
2nd. Quotations from eitherwo prose or poetry 

may be given, but must lie worth copying and 
worth remembering.

The collection of quotations must be solely 
the work and in the handwriting of the competi-

3rd.

4th. The meaning must in all cases be complete 
-that is to say, it must never bo necessary for 

not be hoped for without much time, thought any one reading the quotations to turn to the 
and perseverance; and we are glad that so many | author to complete the 
at least of our older nieces have given evidences

it?”
“ By askin’ ’em questions.”

sense.
Obituary. 5th. The length of each separate quotation, as

In deep sorrow we announce to our readers in I , ,ndustnous research, which, doubtless, has also the number of quotations under each separate 
this issue the death of Mr. Henry Weld, third , 811 lml,ro'™g effeot on their own “conduct heading, is left to the judgment and industry of 
son of the editor of this journal, which occurred and character-” ... . the competitors. (We will here suggest that
at the family residence, Ridout street, London . ® gYCat satlsfactlon m stating that the quality and not quantity is of greatest import-
on Monday, 17th January last. This is the first 1’,™° °.S'i ha® been awarded to Miss Agnes M. ance “That it is better to do little well than a
death which has occurred in the large family of ra‘8, <-y0rnwad> 0nt-> whose paper, as a whole, great deal carelessly.”)
eleven children. In his youth he had the mis- g°°d b°th m 1uality and quantity, as well as 6th. The competitor must give, at the end of 
fortune to contract a very severe attack of fever 116 vanous works consulted. each quotation, an exact reference to the source
and ague, which weakened his constitution. bave one fault to find with nearly all the from whence it is obtained. This reference must
He went to Texas, where he engaged in I competitors, that they had no title page, or even state the author, the work, the edition of. the
fruit farming, but his predisposition to fever a bead-line to say what the paper was about. w°rk and the page, except in the case of the
and ague rendered that climate unsuitable I Some papers were very promising at first sight, Scriptures, when the book, chapter and
to him, and he was obliged to return home. He judging by their formidable appearance, but upon wd l do' Tbe edition is to be indicated by giving
then entered into the seed and commission busi- examination were quite disappointing. The quo- tbe date, or, if no date, the publisher’s name. A 

in this city. This undertaking required I tations were frequently incomplete ; others, quotation, followed only by the author’s name,
considerable travelling in the country districts, though they contained the word asked for, did wil! llot c°unt for very much,
and on one occasion he passed the night in not illustrate really that particular point in con- 't,L Quotation books may be made use of, but 
damp and unaired bed, from which it I duct or character. All quotations should be a refercnce to the page of a quotation book will 
firmly believed he contracted a cold which settled passed over unless they contain some “ truth or not sccure 80 many marks as a reference to the
on his lungs and ultimately caused his death, beauty ” relative to the subject that makes them I page of tlle original author.
From this time he never recovered his former | worth remembering. It would be better in 
health, and although the winter of 1884

verse

ness

8 th. Four marks will be allowed for quotations, 
cases had the contestants been satisfied with do- ! given correctly and according to our rules, on 

more discriminating in their eacb subject, with extra marks for spelling,
neatness and variety of authors consulted, and 

of different kinds tlle two gaini»g the greatest number of marks

some
was

spent in the Bermuda Islands, and the following I ing less and been 
winter on the Pacific Coast and New Mexico, | choice of passages, 
he considered that any benefits derived from I would hint here that the
these climates were obtained at too great a cost I and sizes of paper, as well as careless corrections, I wd* bo awarded the prizes,
in the sacrifice of home comforts. The last year make a manuscript look very unattractive. 9th. Competitors must write on one side of the
he spent at bis home in Westminster, near A few papers were sent in with simply the paper only’ and fasten all neatly and securely 
London, conducting his business and in hope class, and not the age of the competitor according to8ethcr at the left hand toP 
of recovering his strength, but during the last to rule 10. And other contestants’went to a 1.0th’ The ful1 name and address of the corn- 
few months he became weaker and weaker, and great deal of unnecessary trouble by writing their petit°r must be written upon the back page of 
finally passed peacefully and quietly away on name, age and address on the back of eachna.ee Cach collection of quotations,
the morning above mentioned. How true it is: instead of on the last page. One paper was ar- I _„llthl The I’al,crs mmt bc 86111 in by April

Whapumm!’’W8 We ar® and what shadows we ranged in alphabetical order, to be sure, but back-
^ Deceased was for many years connected with I wards prom ‘ ‘ ^ to “A," which was exceedingly

awkward.

use

comer.

20th.
12th. Send the papers (without letters) for a 

cent stamp, marking “Printers’ Manuscript”
Some of these points would not be worth men- I °D the uPPcr kft-hand corner of the wrapper.

Ravelled largely in its interests throughout all I tio,,in8 llad we not teken l)ai«« to draw up rules '^Tof n!’ ^ ^ °f festbvities
the Provinces of Ontario, Quebec Nova Scotia about them- 80 we ask °«r nieces to be more care- }, . ’ ade,s wlU be lnduced to enter
New Brunswick and Prince Edward Island and bd about little details, the observation of which f V.8 c°mpe 1 |on ’ cve,‘ t 1080 wbo bavo now 
his many friends in connection with the seed and add 81400 and ele8ance to whatever wo undertake. thVfo’llowin^nvouiarin words^^^'^'^ ^ 
commission business (from which he retired some I As the younger nieces have taken no part in “No mdeavorTln^alm 3 _
time ago) will hear of his death with regret. I this competition, we will make a change in the Its reward is in the doing:
Mr. Henry Weld, in his business career, was prizes this time, and offer a 1st prize of $3 and I Is the prize1the vanquished*galn.”

energetic, honest, courteous and successful, and a 2nd prize of $2 for the two best collections (irre- We also offer this month a prize of a hand- 
was highly respected by all who knew him. He spective of age) of quotations on the remaining list somely bound copy of Longfellow or Tennyson’s 

His loss has created a of words, which we will again publish, with the lieras for the best “Essay on Gratitude,” the 
sad blank in the family and is deeply mourned n'les> for the sake of some who may be new sub- papers for which must be sent in by February 
by many relatives and friends. He was married scribcrs to our magazine. The list for the present | 25th. 
about five years ago to a daughter of the competition is as follows: 
late John McDiarmid, of Westminster, who, Idleness, 
with one son, survives him. Deceased was 34 Ignorance 
years of age; his remains were interred in Wood- Independence 
land Cemetery, and. were carried to their last Innocence ’ 
resting place by six of his brothers. Jealousy,
“Thou art gone to the grave; but we will not de- Kindness, 

plore thee. Modesty,
L<gmde':K WaS thy ,ansom- thy guardian and Perseverance,

He gave thee. He took thee, and He will restore ’
A thee; Pride,

An<J death has no sting, for the Saviour has died.” Prudence,
—Bp. Hebei'. Punctuality,

one
this journal, and will, no doubt, be kindly re
membered by many of its readers, having

are

was a sincere Christian.

To clean hair brushes. The best way in which 
to clean hair brushes is with spirits of ammonia, 
as its effect is immediate. No rubbing is re
quired, and cold water can be used just 
cessfully as warm.

Purity,
Revenge,
Self-control,
Self-knowledge,
Self-love,
Selfishness,
Simplicity,
Suspicion,
Truthliilyess,
Vanity,_
Virtue,
Wisdom/-'

as 8uc-
Take a teaspoonful of 

ammonia to a quart of water, dip the hair part of 
the brush without wetting the ivory, and in a 
moment the grease is removed ; then rinse in cold
water, shake well, and dry in the air, but not in 
the sun. Soda and soap soften the bristles and 

I invariably turn the ivory yellow.
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■ basket, and finish the upper edge with a puff of 
satin or of heavy silk. A handsome basket may 
be lined with cashmere with a ruching around the 
top, and hanging over the edge a sort of lam
brequin made of strips of red and white cash
mere, rounded at the bottom and pinked on the 
edge, and completed by having a bouquet of 
flowers in applique or in Kensington embroidery. 
A tassel on the bottom of each piece is a good 
addition; the pieces keep their shape better with 
a tassel. Another pretty way is to put a band 
of canvass, either drab, blue or scarlet, around the 
basket ; below this put a band of black velvet ; 
brighten both by embroidery ; one design to 
work on the velvet is a procession of Kate Green
away children. A handsome ribbon bow adds to 
the good effect.

Itcornerwise on the top, completes it. The ma
terials required are: One yard of silesia, one yard 
of cheese cloth, four and one-half yards of lace, 
two and one-half yards of ribbon. The lace is 
of the coarse kind used for trimming summer 
dresses, and costs twelve and one-half cents a 
yard.

A Knitted Rug.—Take a clean piece of old 
carpeting twice the size of the mat which you 
wish to make; double this and baste the edges 
together after turning them in. Then take any 
pieces of zephyr wool that you possess, join them 
together without any regularity asj to color, al
though if you have enough of blue, white and 
yellow, or dark and bright red, pink, green and 
a small proportion of other colors, it will be richer 
and handsomer. The border is to be knit first, 
and is to be of black or of some very dark color. 
Use ordinary small steel knitting needles, putting 
on twelve stitches, knit backward and forward, 
garter fashion, until you have a strip as long as 
the longest side of your rug; then bind off, dampen 
thoroughly, and press until quite dry with a 
moderately hot iron. If your mat is to be a large 
one, you will need seven of the strips; if smaller, 
five _will do. In knitting the stripes for the 
center, you begin and finish them with black to 
the length of three or four inches, according to 
the width of black allowed in the border. When all 
the stripes are knit and pressed perfectly dry, 
cut each one lengthwise right down the middle, 
thus making two strips from each. Ravel the 
stitches to within one or two stitches of the edge, 
leaving just enough to sew on the carpet you 
have already prepared. The ravelled wool will 
have a crinkled appearance, which is very pretty. 
Sew on the half strips of black, using coarse 
black thread, and allowing the outer one to ex
tend beyond the edge of the carpet, thus con
cealing it. Next sew on rthe colored rows, the 
length of black at either end serving for the 
border at the sides. There must be enough 
strips to have them placed very closely together 
when sewed on, so that they may form a heavy 
mass, not separating and showing the carpet 
foundation. You may use in knitting these 
stripes any old wool articles that you have—old 
mittens, nubias, hoods, comforters, sontags, 
shawls, bright-colored stockings and socks. If 
any wool has to be bought for this work, get the 
heaviest Germantown or Atlantic.

A Home-made Plaque.—A pretty plaque is 
first painted in a light blue, deepening color to
ward the lower end. When quite dry, a photo
graph, which has been removed from the card by 
placing it in tepid water for half an hour, is cut 
into an oval and gummed on, and surrounded by 
a wreath of tiny flowers and leaves painted in 
oils, and the whole varnished with a clear white 
varnish. Another pretty ornament made from 
photographs is to arrange them on cardboard 
with a surrounding composed of dried flowers 
and grasses, and then placed in a deep velvet 
frame.

A waste-paper basket in the library’is a neces
sity, and may be a pleasant object to contemplate 
as well. Choose a well-made basket, and one 
that stands squarely on the bottom. One way to 
ornament the basket is to trim it with three 
bands of ribbon, of different colors; on the upper 
band embroider a vine of something green with 
ox-eyed daisies to brighten it. Where the ends 
join, cover them with a large and handsome bow. 
If inclined to take so much trouble, line the

Work Baske .
A Useful Table Scarf, and one that is par

ticularly pleasing to the eye, because it does not 
suggest almost endless labor, is made by taking 
a strip of all wool Java canvass of the proper 
length for the table on which it is to be used. 
Line it with some still" cloth and then with si
lesia. At about three inches from the outer edge 
sew on two strips of black velvet ribbon two 
inches wide. Through the centre work a hand
some scroll pattern, using bright yellow silk ; the 
velvet stripes may be put on perfectly plain, or 
may be worked in old-fashioned cross stitch, or 
in some modification of feather stitch. Finish 
the bottom of the ‘scarf with yellow silk balls. 
This is suitable for the common sitting-room ; it 
is so bright that the dust can be shaken from it 
with ease.

Crocheted Shawl.—Material: six ounces of 
Shetland wool.

Make a chain the length of the longest edge of 
thé shawl, which is three-cornered. The chain 
should be a multiple of six. After making the 
chain * throw the thread over the needle and 
catch into the third stitch from the needle, draw 
the thread through, thread over, draw through 
two, thread over, through two. This is the 
treble crochet stitch. Make eight more of these 
stitches in the same chain stitch. Put the needle 
through the third stitch from the shell and draw 
the thread through this stitch and the one on the 
needle. This is single crochet stitch. Repeat 
from * to the end of the chain and break the 
thread.

2. Catch the thread in the middle stitch of the 
first shell of the preceding row * Make three 
chain stitches, thread over the needle, put the 
needle through the next stitch to the one in 
which the thread is fastened, draw thread 
through, thread over, through two; keeping this 
loop and the former one on the needle, put 
thread over and make the same kind of stitch in 
the next stitch of the shell.Continue in this 
manner until there are ten stitches on the needle, 
then throw the thread over and draw through all 
the stitches, four chain and single crochet into 
the middle stitch of the next shell. Repeat 
from *.

8. Catch the thread in the same stitch as the 
preceding row and * make nine trebles in the 
middle of the first shell of the second row, single 
crochet into the single crochet at the end of the 
first shell in second row. Repeat from *.

4. Like second row.
5. Like third row.
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Mock Turtle Soup.—In four or five quarts 
of water boil a calf's head and harslet until 
tender; cut the meat, the light part of the heart, 
part of the liver into pieces about an inch square; 
put these into the liquor, with two onions cut 
very fine, a few cloves, a little mace, pepper and 
salt to your taste; boil gently one hour and a 
half. Put the whole yolks of four eggs boiled 
hard, and the whites cut fine. Pour the soup in 
boiling hot. One or two lemons out in slices 
and put into the tureen will add richness to the 
flavor and give a delicate relish. Take the 
remainder of the harslet and chop fine half a 
pound of lean veal and a slice of salt pork; add 
the brains, pepper and salt, sweet herbs and sage; 
break in one egg and mix the whole well together, 
and then make them into balls the size of half 
an egg, and fry them in butter, a delicate brown ; 
put part in the soup and serve part on a dish 
garnished with curled parsley and slices of 
lemons.

Celery Soup.—Take a chicken, boil it all to 
pieces and strain. The next day put into it 
small pieces of celery; simmer till thoroijghly 
cooked; then add a cup of cream or milk; thicken 
it with a little flour; add pepper and salt.

Oyster Pie.—Having buttered the insides of 
a deep dish, line it with puff-paste rolled out 
rather thick, and prepare another sheet of paste 
for the lid; put a clean towel into the dish 
(folded so as to support the lid), and then put on 
the lid, set it into the oven and bake the paste 
well; when doue remove the lid and take out 
the towel. While the paste is baking, prepare 
the oysters; having picked off carefully any bits 
of shell that may be found about them, lay them 
into a sieve and drain off the liquor into a pan ; 
put the oysters into a skillet or stewpan, with 
barely enough of the liquor to keep them from 
burning; season them with whole pepper, blades 
of mace, some grated nutmeg and some grated 
lemon-peel (the yellow part only) and a little 
finely-minced celery ; then add a large portion 
of fresh butter, divided into bits and very 
slightly dredged with flour; let the oysters simmer 
over the fire, but do not allow them to come to a 
boil, as that will shrivel them. Next beat the 
yolks only of three, four or five eggs (in proportion 
to the size of the pie), and stir the beaten eggs 
into the stew a few minutes before you take it 
from the fire; keep it warm till the paste is baked; 
then carefully remove the lid off the pie and 
replace it after you have filled the dish with th 
oysters and gravy. Oyster pies are generally' 
eaten warm, but they arc very good cold.
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A Dainty -Toilet Set, the materials for 
which cost only about one dollar and a quarter, 
can be made as follows:—The foundation of si
lesia being of any color that suits the fancy or the 

for which it is intended. The one I saw
f

room
was blue. Take a piece of silesia twelve inches 
square for the large mat, and cover it with cheese 
cloth, turning in the edges of both neatly. 
Gather a piece of lace one and one-half inches 
wide, allowing one-third extra for fullness, and 
baste it between the edges, feather-stitching the 
whole together with silk the color of the silesia. 
The two small mats are the same, except that 
they are only six inches square. Make a cusl'inn 
nine inches square of the silesia, and at each cor
ner place a bow of satin ribbon one and one-fourth 
in lies wide, with the loops the same length as 
the ends. A five-inch square of cheese cloth, 
imbued, edged with lace and stitching, placed

it!
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Icing that will N0T Break—1 cup of above it is difficult to say. John Howard Payne 

white sugar, white of one egg; put water enough was the son of William Payne," a school master, 
to the sugar to dissolve it; put it on the lire and who was favorably known as an elocutionist in 
et it boil till it will hair. Beat the white of the Now York, where young Payne was born April 9, 

egg to a stiff froth, pour the heated sugar on the 1791. Much against the desire of his father, the 
froth and stir briskly until cool enough to stay | future author abandoned commeroe, for which he 
on the cake. The icing should not be applied was intended, and took to the precarious profes- 
nntil the oake is nearly or" quite cold. This will sion of actor. He was not without ability, for 
frost the top of two common-sized loaves. I he made a very successful first appearance at the

Puff Pudding.—1 qnart of boiling milk, 9 I Park Tlleatre, New York, in the character of 
tablespoonftils of flour; when cold add a little | Noruai in “Douglas." This was in February, 
salt and four well-beaten eggs. Bake in a buttered
dish and serve with lemon juice thickened to a | *n var*ous parts of America, and occasionally con

tributed articles to New York papers and journals. 
Not satisfied with his successes in America, he 
was anxious to secure the verdict of a British 
audience. He entered the metropolis with ex
cellent credentials, having letters of introduction 
to John Kemble, Coleridge, Lord Byron, and 
other celebrities of the day. In 1813 he made

buried at Tunis. His remains, after a lapse of 
more than thirty years, were removed in 1883 to 
Oak Cemetery, Washington, where a monument, 
erected by public suscription, marks the spot 
where rest his ashes.

For the benefit of those who have not read 
“ Home, Sweet Homo" as it was first written, I 
quote the words entire :
*Mld pleasures and palaces though we may roam,
Be It ever so humble, there’s no place like home ; 
a charm from the sky seems to hallow us there. 
Which, seek through the world. Is not met with else- 

whôrGt
Home ! home 1 sweet, sweet home 1 

There’s no place like home, there’s no place like 11 
home.

An exile from home, splendor dazzles in vain ;
Ob, give me my lowly thatched cottage again,
The birds singing gayly, that come at my call - 
Give me them with the peace of mind, dearer than all.

Home I home I sweet, sweet home !
There’s no place like home, there’s tno place like 

home.
How sweet, to sit 'neath a fond father’s smile.
And the cares of a mother to soothe and beguile ;
Let others delight ’mid new pleasures to roam.
But give me, oh give me ! the pleasures of home.

Home ! home ! sweet, sweet home 1 
There’s no place like home, there’s no place like home.
To thee I’ll return overburdened with care :
The heart’s dearest face will smile on me there.
No more from that cottage again will I roam —
Be it ever so humble, there’s no place like home !

Home ! home 1 sweet, sweet home I 
There’s no place like home, there’s no place like 

home.
The sweet sadness that pervades this simple 

little poem is exquisitely expressive of the malan. 
choly felt by jioor Payne when he penned the 
lines, alone in a foreign country, away from all 
that he held dear.—[London Musical Society.

1807. For some years Payne continued to act

paste with brown sugar.
Gelatine Apples.—Peel and core the apples, 

leaving them whole; put in a kettle and boil, 
adding a slice or two of lemon, a little 
ginger and sugar. Cook the apples till tender.
Take them up carefully, boil down the syrup, 
and add two tablespoonftils of gelatine, which 
has been dissolved in four spoonfuls of water to S bow at DrUry La“6’ choosinS for his dehul 
a cup of this syrup, Pour this over the apples hlS f°rmm' T°U of Norval> and> according to all 
and set where the whole will cool. I accounts’ he *«^1 Pleaaed the critics as well

the playgoers. But it was very difficult in those 
days to continue a favorite with the fickle public, 
nothing short of a genius—which Payne 
not—being required to satisfy their desires. So 

I have often wondered whether John Howard I Payne deserted acting for writing, and took to 
Payne, the rather unfortunate author of perhaps translating French melodramas and operas. “The 
the sweetest song in our language—a song that Maid and the Magpie" was his first offering, and 
will only cease to live when all nature is dead it enjoyed a very fair meed of favor at Covent 
and Time is no more—whether he ever read the Garden Theatre. Edmund Kean made “Brutus,” 
old holiday and breaking-np song, “Dulce Do- | a tragedy by Payne, a success by the force of his
mum,” so popular at Winchester school. For it subtle and dexterous rendering of the title part; 
certainly contains all the elements of Payne's but it was a bad play. For a groat number of 
plaintive ballad. Here is the first verse with its | years he still continued to adapt pieces, and 
chorus :

11 Sing a sweet melodious measure.
Waft enchanting lays around.

Home ! a theme replete with treasure !
Home ! a grateful theme resound.

Chorus.
“ Home, sweet home ! an ample treasure !

Home ! with every blessing crown’d ! 
ome ! perpetual source of pleasure !
Home 1 a noble strain resound.”

green

as

“Home, Sweet Home."
BY S. J. ADAIR FITZGERALD.

was

The Duty to be a Lady.
It is the first duty of a woman to be a lady ; 

good breeding is good sense ; bad manners in 
woman is immorality ; awkwardness may be in
eradicable ; bash fulness is constitutional ; ignor
ance is etiquette, and is the result of circumstances. 
All can be condoned, and do not banish

from the amenities of their kind, but self- 
possession, unshrinking and aggressive coarseness 
of demeanor may be reckoned

although over two score of his dramas 
duced, they have nearly all been relegated to the 
chambers of forgetfulness. As a matter of fact, 
very few of his pieces exhibited great literary 
skill or power.

were pro

man or
womanAs to “Home, Sweet Home," it is doubtful 

whether the version as written by Payne origin
ally, was ever set to music. In its revised and 

Brand says, in speaking of “Dulce Domum," I condensed form it was sung by Miss Maria Tree, 
which was originally written in Latin and trails- in “Clari, the Maid of Milan,” also an adapta- 
lated into English by a writer in the Gentleman's tion, for which Charles Kemble paid Payne £260; 
Magazine for March, 1706, that “it is doubtless not a mean sum for a libretto at that period, 
of very remote antiquity," and that “its origin 1823. The music of the opera was composed by 
must lie traced, not to any ridiculous tradition, Henry Bishop, who adapted an old Sicilian air 
but to the tendcrest feelings of human nature.” to the words of “Home, Swee Home.”
The story runs as follows: Upwards of 250 years Tree created quite a furore by her singing of the 
ago, a scholar of St. Mary’s College, Winchester, touching melody, and the words going straight 
was confined for some misconduct, by order of home to the audience, it was not not long before 
the master, just previous to the Whitsuntide the song became marvellously popular all over the 
vacation, and was not permitted to visit his country, soon to penetrate to the farthermost 
friends. He was kept a prisoner in the college, parts of the world. It is stated that more than a 

The reflections on the enjoy- hundred thousand copies of “ Home, Sweet Home” 
ments of home inspired him to compose the well- | were sold the first year of publication ! 
known “Dulce Domum.” The student must

as a state prison 
offence, and certainly merits that mild form of 
restraint called imprisonment for life. It is a 
shame for women to be lectured on their manners 
it is a bitter shame that they need it ; 
the umpires of society ; it is they to whom all 
mooted points should be referred ; to be a lady is 
more than to be a prince ; a lady is always in her 
right inalienably worthy of respect ; to a lady 
prince and peasant alike bow ; do not be 
restrained ; do not have impulses that need 
restraint ; do not wish to dance with the prince 
unsought, feel differently ; be such that you 
fer your honor ; carry yourself so loftily that 
men shall look up to you for reward, not at 
in rebuke ; the natural sentiment of man toward 
woman is reverence. He loses a large means of 
grace when he is obliged to account her a being 
to be trained into propriety. A man’s ideal is 
not wounded when a woman fails in worldly 
wisdom ; but if in grace, in tact, in sentiment, 
in delicacy, in kindness, she should be found 
wanting, he receives an inward hurt.—[Gail 
Hamilton in the Dorcas.

;
women are

Miss

con-

tied to a pillar. you

Affairs seem to have gone badly with Payne 
have been of a very sensitive nature, for he died I after this, for in the year 1832 we find him in 
soon after, “worn down with grief at the dis- New York almost penniless, and having a benefit 
graceful situation he was in,” as well as disap- got up for him at the Park Theatre to start him 
pointment. In commemoration of the event, the afresh. He then subsisted on the income derived 
masters, scholars and choristers of St. Mary’s from journalistic work until he was appointed 
College, the evening preceding the Whitsun Consul at Tunis, but he soon lost his appointment 
holidays, attended by a band of music, walk in owing to the change of government ; and he 
procession round the court of the college, and the more contributed to the press. However, some 
pillar to which it is alleged the scholar was tied, good friends used their influence, and in consider- 
and chant the verses which he composed in his | ation of the fact that he was the first American 
affliction.

once

God made sunsets and flowers and all things 
beautiful, to be enjoyed as such, and the girl who 
can note all these things around her will bo 
tented amid the humblest surroundings. The 
soul which can observe and enjoy the beauties to 
which every-being has access more or less, unie 
enclosed in dungeon walls, is lifted greatly above 
the common cares of life,

con-dramatist who had made any name at all, Payne 
Payne, as far as can be gathered, wrote the was eventually reinstated at Tunis. But lie had 

"ords * H°mei Sweet Home” one dreary day barely undertaken the duties a twelvemonth 
in October, 1822, when he was particularly de- when he succumbed to the grim king. He died 
pressed, but whether he was acquainted with the on his sixty-first birthday. April 9, 1852, and was
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An Old Dutch City. Its interest is purely pictorial. I do not pretend 

to an extensive knowledge of Holland; but I am 
told by those who do possess that knowledge 
that this quaint old place is to this day more 
like an old Dutch city than any other south 
of the Zuyder Zee. I do know that, in the 
course of a long day’s wanderings through the 
narrow streets and beside the shady canals, I 
counted less than a score of houses which looked

Answers to Inquirers.
W. 0. 17.—White satin neckties are not con

sidered good form, sheer lawn ones being given 
the precedence.

Sfsif. K.—1. When a gentleman has specified 
a certain hour for the drive, the greatest polite
ness is shown by your being entirely ready when 
he calls, so that he may not be kept waiting. 2. 
A first call should be returned in person within 
two weeks; if then the acquaintance is not de
sired, no other visit need be made. 3. It is 
mere matter of taste whether gloves are removed 
or not when refreshments are served.

Economy.—1. We can recommend no method 
for renewing worn silver-plated ware, except to 
have them re-j>lat- 
ed by some reliable 
manufacturer of 
such wares. 2. We 
think the best way 
to secure your chro
mo to a card-board 
mat is to use com
mon flour paste ; put 
all over the back of 
the picture and 
then put on very 
smoothly, pressing 
with a clean cloth 
all over, then place 
under an even 
weight until 
thoroughly dry.
Wo are glad that 
you find our de
partment a help to 
you.

i! f cTwenty minutes by rail from the heart of 
Rotterdam, or seventy minutes by steamer from 
the Boompjes, lies the most pictorial of all the old 
towns in southern Holland. Whether or not it 
be true that Rotterdam is more picturesque than 
Venice, Dordrecht is certainly more picturesque 
than Rotterdam. It is a typical Dutch town in 
almost every aspect. If it has not the historical 
associations of Leyden or Haarlem, it is cleaner 
than either, livelier than either, and, to all 
appearance, more prosperous than either. Grass 
does not grow between the stones of the principal 
street at Dordrecht, as it does at Leyden. That 
famous university city is a mere ghost of its
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new, and that I took note of so many dozens of a
buildings bearing dates prior to 1650 that at last 
I lost count.

tla tl«Dordrecht is a paradise of old 
houses, brown, red and yellow, brought together 
in tangled confusion, large and small elbowing 
each other like people in a crowd.

Dort is picturesque as approached by 
from the river, but it is a picture inch
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picture indeed when 
first seen from the railway station. The railway 
is not ten years old at Dordrecht yet, and this 
is, of course, the newest, end of the town. Two 
or three of the brand-new French villas which 
are such hideous abominations in the outskirts of 
every Dutch town, dot the road and damp the 
ardor of the visitor. But soon the true Dordrecht 
reveals itself, lying straight in front, the delicate 
spire of the cathedral rising from the midst of 
crow-stepped gables and autumn-tinted tiles. It 
is useless to adopt landmarks or to take bearings 
here. Make up your mind to be lost at once and 
you will have no further anxiety.
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In Dordrecht 
there is something 
new,or rathersome- 
thing very old, in 
every street, 
houses are tall and 
fantastically ga
bled, and as the 
streets are mainly 
very narrow, one 
ran take a walk in 
the grateful shade 
on the hottest sum
mer day. Nine- 
tenths of the 
houses are at least 
two hundred years 
old, and many of 
them are a century 
and a half older. 
In many of the 
busier streets and 
along most of the 
canals, t h e o 1 d 
gables lean tottcr- 
ingly forward, as 
though to meet their 
venerable friends on 
the other side of 
the way. The buil
der’s men were very 
gingerly demolish
ing a fine gabjed 
old place, colored 
mellow russet-

sdf, an echo of the day before yesterday, danger of falling down,owing to'.som'e settlement in 
Dordrecht is ghostly likewise, in a sense, for in the sandy shifting soil. Great figures of beaten iron 
the Middle Ages it was the wealthiest of Dutch upon the front attested that it was built in 1580. 
cities, rivalling in its trade Amsterdam itself, Every now a,‘d again, in the streets of Dort, I 
whereas now it counts no more than some 25,000 “n® iTan ^nS^kf'Tdoïbîe ’lights 
or 30,000 inhabitants, and its trade is almost steps, well-nigh wide enough for the tradftional 
entirely in timber. But Dordrecht, although coach-and-six, led up to a massive front door, 
eclipsed, is not ruined like Leyden. The commerce behind which, when it was occasionally open, I

caught a glimpse of a hall ample enough to hold 
an ‘ eligible detached villa residence.” There 
are very few old towns anywhere which have 
retained the olden homes of the departed mer
chant princes in such numbers or in such admir
able preservation as Dordrecht.
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.1j of, =E. A. M. — The 
following makes a 
simple but very 
pretty bootee for 
the baby. Two colors 
of saxony are used, 
say white and pink. 
Make a chain of 33 
stitches with white 
wool.
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thaFirst Round. —

Join the chain in a 
circle and work a 
short (or single) 
crochet stitch i n 
every chain, the 
next fourteen 
rounds arc made in 
the same way, only 
you take the front 
part of the horizon
tal stitch and not 
the back or both 
upper parts of the 
stitch. This may 
give the work a 
vety pretty appear
ance, entirely dif
ferent from the or
dinary short crochet stitch. For the instep, 
work ten short crochet stitches, taking the back 
part of horizontal stitch, back and forward 
twelve times; break the wool. Fasten on the 
pink wool and work six rows in short crochets 
around the instep and leg, always taking the 
back part of the stitch. Sew the foot neatly to
gether; finish with a shell edge around the top, 
and a cord and tassel drawn around and tied 
the instep.

A. J. 1‘.—We cannot tell you how to mend''^ias nlainly gonc. the population has dwindled, 
overshoes when the rubber begins to break, but but there is not the sense of loneliness and 
woidd be very glad if some reader could provide emptiness which chills one at Leyden. Its 
us with information on this subiect, as we have . . , , r „ , .. . J ,thrown away many pairs of overshoes for the Greets are busy and full of attractive shops, the 
same reason. fairly-laden tram-car runs from the river-side
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Many of the buildings are contorted as though 
in agony; some overhang the water, into which 
they seem ready to fall. Fantastic little bal
conies, seemingly hardly large enough for the 
owners long pipe and flagon of beer, are perched 
outside the windows. So vividly do they re
mind one of the embellishments of a doll’s house, 
that one is startled when

to the old gates, and there are no rows of empty 
Unslacked lime cleans small articles of polish. 1 or half-furnished palaces, as in the city of the 

steel, as buttons, nickles, etc. To remove grease i seige. 
from coat-collars, apply benzine, and after an 
hour or so, when the grease has become softened, 
luh it or remove with soap suds.
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Dordrecht is not a city of sights. It has 
famous cathedral, no Renaissance Hotel de Ville 
no museums, no historic remains in particular.
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out upon the balcony and sets to beating 
bant Eastern rug.

One long, narrow, tortuous street bisects the 
whole of Dort. It runs from the banks of the 
Maas, where the Rotterdam steamer lands you, 
right away to the Vuilpoort (the Dirty Gate) at 
the opposite end of the city. No other street 
leads anywhere, so far as I could discover, and 
this one soon takes us to the Market Place, 
there is nothing remarkable about this stony 
square but a fine statue of Ary Scheffer, who was 
a native of Dort. It was a very commendable 
thing for the Dordrechtors to put up a statue to 
*11 lr j™ous townsman; but they need not have 
allowed it to become covered with contumely, in 
the shape ef spiders’ webs.

That French

a bril- The Great Ant-Bear of South 
America.

Pass through the wringer and hang upon the 
line. Quilts can be washed in the same wav 
easily. The soap in which flannels are washed 
should contain no resin, as resin hardens the 
hhre If this precaution is used and bluing put 
ill the scalding rinse-water, blankets may be 
washed a great many times, and still retain their 
original softness and whiteness. The nap on 
them may be raised, as it wears off, with a pair 
ot fullers cards. These are excellent to raise 
nap on the inside of woollen hose, thus adding 
greatly to their softness and warmth.—[Chicago

The species are few of the ant-bear. They 
perfjctly toothless, theii food being insects, and 
particularly ants, which they procure in large 
numbers by thrusting among them a very long 
cylindrical tongue, covered with a viscid saliva, 
and then retracting it into the mouth, 
tongue is doubled up in the mouth when not in 

for catching prey. The ears and

are

The

use eyes are
very small. The toes differ in number in the 
different species but are united as far as the base 
of the claws, which UlCncle Horn's department.. will carry one all over Europe is 

quite an idle legend. Since I made the acquaint
ance of Holland I know better. When I lunched 
at Dort I did it in this wise. I first assaulted 
Die landlord of the hotel in the most guttural of 
rrencli, for I thought he would be more likely 
to understand French spoken with what I con- 
cmved to be a Dutch accent, than the elegancies 
ot Parisian diction. But it was useless. I was 
courteously waved into a seat ; the landlord dis
appeared and presently introduced his little son, 
aged about twelve, who, between the whiffs of a 
cigar, informed me that he 
spoke French, 
tha

very large and strong,
adapted to tearing up the habitants of ants. The n XT
great ant-eater is a native of the warm parts of • UEAR -Nephews and Nieces,—With what 
South America and called in Demerara the ant- * W‘nt*y greetln8 has 1887 come to us ! For 
bear, as here given, is about 4J ft. in length from I, ^ snow-blockade has been “ boycotting ”
the snout to the origin of the tail, which is more , ® J*™0™ 1 0nly the brave8t of lada and
than 2 ft. long, and is covered with very long P uckiest of lasses dare brave the storm-king and 
hair. The body is also covered with very long Ventureto ®ch“°L I hope my boys and girls 
hair, particularly along the neck and back. It W61e notea8lly daunted in this respect. When I 
spends much of its time in sleep, the long snout J.âSyoun8 teacher used to say it was an in

i'- ë uolu dication of character to brave the storms-that it
made one stronger in the deter
mination to overcome obstacles 
and conquer difficulties in life. 
Experience has taught me that 
our wise old master was right. 
A boy or girl who is afraid of 
a little extra exertion to get 
to school need not hope to ac
complish much as a scholar. A 
man or woman who fears any ex
tra exertion in the work of life 
must be content to remain at the 
foot of the hill while his or her

are

I soon found 
at he had been taught one 

sentence in that language upon 
each birthday. He took my 
order for lunch with professional £ 
alacrity, but it was never exe
cuted. I got a lunch, and a 
very fair one, too, for Holland, 
but of what it consisted I have 
never discovered—certainly not 
of what I had ordered. My 
young friend was very talkative 
but our method of communica
tion was cumbrous. Having 
come to the end of his French, 
he brought out a huge volume 
of dialogues in French and 
Dutch, and pointed to the ... 
fences which most nearly repre
sented what he wanted to say, 
and he desired to say so much 
that I had to read most of the 
sentences in that book before 
he had done with

t’i

-
more energetic fellow-travellers 
reach the top. You remember 
how a few months ago, when the 
autumn leaves,—beautiful even, 
though that beauty meant de
cay—dropped from the parent- 
tree, carpeting the earth below. 
Uncle Tom found “tongues in 
trees.” Since then other wonder
ful little voices have whisper
ed to him and bidden him tell 
their message to the nephews 
and nieces ho loves so well.

concealed in the fur of the breast, the hind and I think we shall have to name our little 
fore claws locked together, and the bushy tail 
thrown over all, as if for a shade from the 
It is very unsocial in its habits, and is regarded 

veiy stupid animal. It has great strength 
in its fore-legs and claws and is said to hug like 
the bear, so as to crush an enemy to death, 
female produces one young one at a birth, and 
carries it about for some time on her back.

sen-

>.«ame.
Every one who goes to Hol

land should see Dordrecht, par
ticularly if he does not intend 
to penetrate to the north of the 
Zuyder Zee. It is as characteris
tic a bit of Holland as Amster
dam or Haarlem. The travel
ler may - see sights there,

. Jn tlle midst of that environment of rivers, which 
he cannot count on seeing elsewhere in the 
Netherlands. At the proper season the rivers 
which flow into and around the town are blocked 
up with the huge rafts of timber which have 
been floated down the Rhine from the Black 
forest. Timber is the staple trade of Dort now 
and the hundreds of windmills in the outskirts 
are merrily occupied nearly all the year round in 
sawing up Swiss and German logs. The pic
turesque might almost have had its birth at Dor- 
drecht There is a flavor of the Dutch school 
about it, which the nativity there of Cuyp and 
Scheffer may perhaps account for. There is 
many a bit in the streets of Dort which might 
have been taken bodily from an old Dutch pic
ture. Strolling in the outskirts of the town I 
came upon a smithy which looked familiar. Not 
that I had ever before physically beheld it ; but 
it reminded me vividly of many a little master- 
Ifce- The tab gables of an opposite granary 
threw the entrance into shadow which deepened 
into gloom within the open door. In the myster- 
mus twilight the sparks flew vividly around the 
wiry smith as upon an enormous anvil of ancient 
make he fashioned the heavy shoe of a draught 
horse. The scene lacked but two or three armed 
loungers at the door and a litter of rapiers 
arquebuses and dinted breastplates, to recall ’ 
armorer s shop as it must often have 
little more than two hundred 
streets of Dort,

Ff8=rs=i
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THE GREAT ANT-BEAR OF SOUTH AMERICA.

messen
gers “ Whispers from Whirls,” for it was when 
Passing a huge drift of snow, whirled there 
by the cast wind, that I heard the 
wintry voices. I am sure you must have observed 
the chaste sculpture in the curved and fretted 
banks, spotless in their purity and defying imi- 
tation of design, 
manship of the Divine artist upon marble created 
by the northern frosts with chisel of eastern blasts, 
the setting sun gilded the fretted work pdth a 
golden roseate hue which a Raphael might strive 
in vain to paint,Mb delicate were the tints. Al
though the frost-elfin pinched my cheeks and 
ears, I lingered to gaze upon the picture, giving 
audible expression to my thoughts in the follow
ing words:—

sun.
weeas a

The
As I looked upon this work-

Something About Washing.
A very good washing fluid may be made by 

bringing to a boil one pound salsoda, half a 
pound unslaked lime, a small lump of--borax and 
five quarts of water. When cool, pour off and 
bottle. Use one teacupful to a boiler of clothes. 
This will not injure the clothes, 
blankets, put boiling hot suds into the washer 
with a tablespoonful of borax to each gallon of 
suds. Put in the blankets, one at a time, and 
wash each five minutes, adding more liquid soap 
(that is, soap dissolved in hot water) as is needed. 
Wring from the suds and put into a tub of scald
ing water. Rinse thoroughly in this, sousing 
the goods up and down with the clothes-stick.

To wash
“IMS
And the years in the sheaf how they come and they

°n the river’s breast with its ebb and its flow,
As it glides in the shadow and sheen.”

And then more softly “Wash me, and I shall 
be whiter than snow.”

an
appeared 

years ago in the
J. Penderal-Brodhurst,

I turned to go, but a 
strange impulse made me stand and gaze again, 
and then it was that the voices, in tones as soft
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(Sommerciat.8—CROSS READING.
BJHcre'are^"two "stanzas of'poetry"with the wonts 
placed in a certain way out of order. Read it.

come

as the falling of a snow-flake, spoke to me : “We 
have heard thy wonts, 0 ! mortal,” we have seen 
how thou hast admired our marvellous pùrity, 
and we would tell to thee the story of our wonder
ful birth and mission here. We are pure, because 

from God—has thou not read “He giveth

fron
is nc 
dredFarmer’s Advocate Office, 

London, Out., Fob. 1, 1887.

The three first weeks of the month of January 
have seldom, if ever, been equalled for cold, 
rough weather, accompanied by a very heavy fall 
of snow and heavy drifting. So bad has this 
been that nearly all the country roads have been 
impassable, and even now that the snow is nearly 

11 gone, many roads cannot be travelled unless 
with an empty sleigh or wagon.

WHEAT.

The sudden January thaw which set in on tho 
22nd caused some little flutter among the wheat 
gamblers, but has again subsided. • Cables the 
past few days are somewhat easier in tone, with 
the reports at best no more than quiet and 
steady. Tho visible supply has begun to decrease, 
having declined 520,000 bushels during the last 
week, but yet it is 5,750,000 bushels larger than 
the corresponding time last year.

The receipts of wheat at winter and spring 
wheat centres in the West for the weeks men
tioned and the weekly average previously have 
been as follows, as compiled by the Cincinnati 
Prices Current:

■li ' Come, fed, little be birdies, and 
BKÏ.A I’ve bread, brought crumbled you a nice of 
r*-t lapful.

Then tree, fly the away, on'birdie, perch "and W 
While me”you and sing'AliceTa'dear "sweet 

for song. A. C. Whittekf.r.

9—illustrated rebus.
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ilike wool, and seattereth the hoar-frost assnow
ashes ?”—we know not of sorrow or sin. The
Almighty One breathed and behold we were. He 
wanted a mantle to enwrap and protect the 
beautiful earth He loves so well. "\\ e flew to do

I :,B

s

His bidding—thus it is we have come to thee. 
Learn for thyself and tell to others-to those whom 
thou lovest. If thou wouldst be pure, live near 
to God ; if thou wouldst be useful, do His bid
ding.” A merry peal of silvery bells, a fleet 
horse, a kindly hand, and I am soon borne 

As I got the message earnestly do I give

_•!

0-

*r away.
it: “If thou ivouldst he pure, live near to Ood; if 
thou wouldst be useful, do His bidding." MW $

&Uncle Tom.
i 11 Puzzles.

10—ARROW-HEAD.1—ENIGMA.

Puzzled, bewildered, mystified am I,
As though I had fallen down from the sky; 
Of my central letters take four in your hand, 
And, surrounded by water, alone I do stand. 
Nor do I grumble at my fate,
For armed men upon me wait.
Five hundred behind and a thousand before 
Stand in the water around my shore.

1, a consonant ; 2, an 
interjection ; 3, supreme 
power ; 4, to make void ; 
5, a brownish-red min
eral ; 6, the act of stop
ping; 7, not understood ; 
8, the American ostrich ; 

ooooooooooooo 9, a plant, native of Am
erica. My primais is su
perior to all others, and 
my centrals is a small 
present. Fair Brother.

Diagram.
o•f:

0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
ooooooooo 

00000000000
Winter. Spring. Total. 

Week ending Jan. 15... 386,000 1,291,000 1,677,000
Week ending Jan. 8 . .. 478,000 2,108.000 2,586,000
Week ending Jan. 1. . 414,000 1,911,000 2,325,000
Average weekly, Dec.. 570,0C0 2,174,000 2,753,000
Average weekly, Nov.. 598.000 2,96."000 3,56“,0(4f
Average weekly, Oct.. 705,000 2,813.000 3,618,000 
Average weekly, Sept.. 1,296,000 2,850,00 I 4,148,000 
Average weekly, Aug.. 1,749,000 1,053,000 2,802,000

Notwithstanding tho favorable influence of 
decreased visible supply, and liberal export 
movement, prices of wheat have not been 
sustained. It is remarkable that, with foreign 
markets showing so much confidence and 
strength, there should be so much lethargy and 
weakness in the markets of this country'; this 
condition of things gives color to the reports that 
a large part of the visible supply in this country 
is oyvned by exporters, who consequently are not 
obliged to cover their shipments by purchases in 
the market.

Local markets in Ontario are firm, owing, to 
some extent, to the very meagre deliveries by 
farmers, owing to the impassable state of the 
roads from snow drifts.

, 0 0 0 0 0 
0000000

Ada Armand. *1
2—square word.

1, to clothe; 2, limit; 3, ardent; 4, an exhibi- 
Arthur T. Reeve.tion; 5, a fragment.

I 3—CROSS.
1, artful ; 2, to spread; 3, 

arid; 4, firm; 5, long and 
slender; 6, separation; 7, fre
quently; 8, not on; 9, by; 
10, a shriek; 11, a metal ; 
12, an animal.

My centrals name one of 
the most popular Governor- 
Generals that ever governed 
Canada.

Answers to January Puzzles.

I
1— Seek to be doing, but aim not to be great.

2— The same littleness of soul which makes a 
man despise his inferiors and trample on them, 
makes him obsequious to superiors.

3— Self interest rules the world.

4— The fruits of true wisdom are modesty and 
humility ; a vain or proud man is in a positive 
sense an ignorant man.

5— The most innocent pleasures are the sweet
est, the most sensible, the most affecting and 
most lasting.

i; *********
1 ********* Very 
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II' !
j Henry Reeve.

! *1
4—numerical enigma.

Jr My 11, 17, 8 is an animal.
My 7, 4, 23, 18 is to convey.
My 16, 12, 15, 14 is part of the body.
My 1, 13, 21, 10 means to stir.
My 9, 2, 19, 5 means sacred.
My 6, 20 means that is.
My 22 is a vowel.
Mv whole is a wise saying.

W.M. H. Whitteker.

6— Uncle Tom’s Puzzledom.
7— Welcome.
8— Persist.
9— Good luck.

AGE 
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PROPAGATE 
10— SWEETNESS 

LIQUEFIED 
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■ The London, Eng., Miller, of Jan. 3rd, in its 
-''weekly review, says:

Fog and frost, markets moving, wheat and 
flour advancing in price, made jjje closing days 
of 1886 remarkable. If the physical aspects of 
last week were depressing, commercial aspects 
were really quite cheerful. Political economists 
could not refrain from saying (as if the contrary' 
would be a pleasure) that, “all round, business 
and the prospects of business were better than 
they had been for some time.” Thanks, then, 
for 1886 plucking up spirits and saydng “good
bye ” cheerfully. Doubtless 1887 will have

:

;;i; f 5—CHARADE.
Come one and all, raise a hearty cheer— 
First, our beloved Queen so dear;
This is the year of Jubilee—
Join in the song with mirthsome glee.

Draw near, my puzzleistic friend,
And a moment with you I’ll spend;
I think you are sadly out of Last,
Ye act so down-hearted and overcast.

r
i. 41

-.i.
-. it

Names of Those who Sent Correct 
Answers to January Puzzles

Drusilla A. Fairbrother, Topsie, Harry Pepler, 
Stella Pepler, Robert Wilson, Annie Lackie, 
Wm. H. Whittaker, A. C. Whittaker, Louise F. 
Redmond, A. Hawkins, Henry Reeve, F. J. Rob
inson, Marie Deering, Emma Dennee, Wm. 
Faris, Gertrude Pomeroy, Eulalie E. Farlinger, 
Ada Armand, Helen Corinell, A. R. Boss, Arthur 
T. Reeve, W. B. Anderson, Mary' Morrison, Wm. 
Webster, E. Manning, Orrie Dixon.
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Cheer up, and join us in our song,
Ye may your Total find ere long; 
Hark ! hear the beating of the drum, 
The year of Jubilee lias come.

enough to do to hold its own without a legacy of 
leaden dullness from 1886. In the Miller, an 
advance of 5s per quarter on wheat was antici-Fair Brother.J
pa ted several weeks ago. Readers solemnly shook 
their heads, and only hoped the forecast might 
come truo. Here reference is made to the opin
ion expressed in order to point out that the pre
sent advance, 8s to 9s per quarter on many 
samples of English wheat, must not be attributed 
to luck, but to logic; there were good reasons 
that prices should advance, and these good reasons 
are now acknowledged by the market, It is no

6—DROP-VOWEL PUZZLE.
!

Th- h-m-n m-nd -s 1-k- - f-Yt-1- s-1, c-p-bl- 
pr-d-c-ng -II k nds -f fr--ts.
-ff-nd-d n-r s-rpr-s-d w-tli th- -p-n-ns -f -th-rs; 

m-nds th-nk n-th-ng r-glit wh-cli 
11 v. Reeve.
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Mothers, give your daughters a good practical 
education, such as you see their needs call for, 
but do not, as you would have them contented, 
fail to develop in them in every way a sense of 
the beautiful.

A sense of beauty lightens the “load of human 
misery” beyond belief,—Home Journal,

S- b- n-tli-r

- Sn-rr-w 
-b-v- th—r c-p-c-ty.c i

7—transposition,
Paypli si het amn lieows odog tinnetinos vueh 

i-vbon tliur ni esdde nad eshow live gottshuh achv 
shipreed ni dit soobmsl,—[Tostc,Pi
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from the action of a ring of speculators that wheatj on - i buyers indifferent and the market weak in i Manitoba marketsisnow Bgsperquarter, but to the action of a hun. tone. Finest Canadian steers were at lOjc., I The prices below are corrected for each issue of 
dred thousand men, sellers and buyers, who are £ooc* choice grades at 10c., poor to medium at ^he Manitoba News, just before going to press :

........ for th» «bierof 1886.7, 82, for wle.t’ »„ | «Sir.l“4ÏÏyS‘rd/?lb.™fhJpTem wfit RISsî

cabled at 13c., secondary qualities at ll@12c. Wheat, No. 1 regular... 
mermoes at 104@lljc., and inferior and rams at Wheat, No. 3 regular.......
8@9ic- 1 Fiax’seed.:::

dressed hogs. I Flour, patent process.......
, , The market for dressed* hogs has ruled firm & Snowflake"’*.......

the exchanges are no longer gloomy gatherings of a»d steady, and will in all probability continue Shorts, pe?cwt .'
disappointed men. And yet, on all sides only 80 for tbe balance of the season. Montreal prices Butter, per lb.....................
moderate views are expressed. No one desires to$6S@6 25 frToO !bS°’ a“d jobMnS lots UP I Eggs! ^ ddiJ : J : : : T : J J ; J J 

value to rise and fall spasmodically, and each clover seed
shiHing. per quarter advance during the past The trade in clover seed rules very quiet and 
seven weeks has been satisfactorily established there seems to be very little doing. Dealers do 
before a fresh advance was attempted. With not .seem anxious to buy, and farmers are I ADVERTISING RATBS.
stocks in granary diminished in Liverpool bv laboring undel' the impression that seed will „.The regular rate for ordinary advertisements is100,000 quarters, with a decrease in London and | Me^wUl be'Valized wiîl ZXd IT" Femem'ins’e^^f^Ss^ha^lb" Sptial^ntt 

other ports, and with imports regularly below I demand (of which there is little as yet) and1 the ^dvertlseLmt^unfcooi^anted0 by^sptoifio" in- 
current needs, the situation has gone on ranS® of prices in the States. At present prime ^ructions inserted until ordered out, and charged
gaining in strength, whilst wintry weather ^ #4’65,in Toledo. At 8 The'Fabler’s Advocate is the unrivalled odver-

i $4.50 seed can be laid down here for $5.30. Our tisino medium to reach the farmers ofCanadalx'
, readers will see from this that at the prices now ceding m circulation the combined issues of all the 

quarters. Accordingly, the disposition of millers offered them they are making 75 cents to one agricultural publications in the Dominion.
to buy wheat, of merchants to speculate in cargoes, dollar Per bushel more for® their setd than 1 Lisina circular and an estimate.

of retail dealers to replenish stocks, has become Alucri“)n farmers are realizing. The quantity
l—l ™«"8h «0 ‘«PPort «1. .dvmced SS tLÎp„ri™7)JL

quotations now realized. There has been quite | cheese

$0 65
0 53cause

really a ridiculous quotation. Anyhow Clirist- 
mastide has been rendered cheerful to the wheat 
markets by the reconstruction of confidence. 
Buying and selling have resumed animation, and

0 63
0 60
0 48
0 46
0 34
0 SO
3 85
1 86

........  IN)
0 50
0 30
0-10
0 80

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

has placed its barriers to transport in various

IMPORTANT AUCTION SALE
—OF—

SHORTHORN CATTLEakening of interest throughout the Englishan aw 
markets.

The cable has moved up 6d. to 63s. 6d., which 
naturally has a stiffening effect on holders, who 

Present firmness and demand are doubtless I s?em .determined to secure full prices. The
justified by the belief that the first three months be^nten^tn a?d if,bolders W|U I TJAVING leased my farm for a term of years I

glut appears impossible, whilst a scantiness of clean sheet by the time new cheese begins to move,
supply is not at all improbable. Besides, the I we may *oob for a healthy trade next Spring. ■’ I 35 head of cows, heifers and buffs. Certificates of 

autumn value of wheat and flour, and of maize , -utter. ^efonday K™ Te^s-Y* (tonfm'onth^
and oats, barley and beans, appears lower than The fitter market was quiet but firm in ap- n?'^i™,Unchr?t
reasonable for the mid-winter campaign. pearance, although the actual demand was re- W. Œ MrtaMSS* after Ut *eb’y’

1 8 I stneted to jobbing lots. There is no doubt that 351-d
SILVER AND Indian wheat. I the advance is well maintained, and if the ac- I ------

Very nearly 44,000,000 bushels of wheat were cou?tsfrom the country are borne out subsequent-
shipped from India during last year. A little hn’nrice sure,!:Mt butter wil1 not go off
i .1 i i « n ,i • I m price and is more likely to advance Somecss than half of this went to Great Britain, but choice Townships in good-sized tubs have sold at 
the effect of the whole was felt in competition 24c. for local distribution, while fancy creamery
with the wheat and flour of the United States, as is duoted as high as 26c. Culls have sold at 14c. , ME3SRS. J. COWAN & BONS and T. C. PATTE, 
the latter would have been taken by Italy had n , c. c. I dVl SON will hold a joint sale of
she not been able to buy the other on cheaper reamery, ^anc,y......................  25 @26
terms. Lying much nearer to India, by the Suez „ good. .7.7.777 '.77 22 @23
Canal route, than England does, “the boot of Morrisburg, finest..................................... 700 @20
Europe” naturally takes supplies from that w ." fair to good............................. 17 @19
source, and will continue to fill its deficiencies in I M ®m' folrto good..................................lP@I7

Wednesday, March 16th, 1887,

JOHN D. PETTIT, Paris, Qnt.

SHORTHORN

COWS, HEIFERS and BULLS
at C3r- A.TiT, on

THURSDAY, MARCH 24thspite of a protective tariff, though probably 
smaller scale. Similarly it may be reasoned that 
the Indian growers of wheat will obtain 
as possible for their property, whatever may be 
the price of silver, and will do precisely as 
American wheat-raisers do in ceasing to offer the 
property only when the price bid to them is less 
than the cost of production. It needs 
sidération of the silver problem to tell how much 
wheat is likely to be offered by India on the 
world’s market of the future. The ordinary- 
principles of commercial economy will dictate in 
case of India, as in that of all other countries 
which have anything to sell, and the idea of 
making her an exception to the rule is so absurd 
that it is a wonder the talk about the price of 
silver in connection with wheat was ever indulged 
in by merchants except as a matter of exchange. 
—[Chicago Tribune.

[Montreal Gazette.
Elgin, 111., January 24.—The offerings of but

as much | ter to-day were in excess of the demand, and the 
market ruled weak, with sales at 28@30c. 
Cheese quiet and unchanged. Full 
12@13c. ; quarter skims at 5@10c.

Chicago, January 24.—A special to the Inter- 
Ocean from Elgin, 111., says : On the board to
day 6,880 pounds of butter sold regularly at 28@ 
30c, with several late offers unsold. ' Private 
sales were 1,712 boxes of cheese and 42.621 
pounds of butter reported sold. Total sales $23 - 
757. Market ruled weak.

on a

Catalogues on application to T. Cowan & Sons, 
Galt, or T. C. Patteson, Postmaster, Toronto 

Stock all guaranteed to register in Dominion Herd Book.
Terms—Six per cent, per annum discount for 

cash, or six months credit on approved security.

creams at

364-b
no con-

ATTRACTIVE PUBLIC SALE
------OF------

HIGH CLASS SHORTHORNS
PRICES AT FARMERS’ WAGONS.

Toronto, Jan. 37, 1837.
..$0 81 0 83

... 0 83 0 86

... 0 70 0 74

... 0 83 0 86
... 0 48 0 59
... 0 35 0 36
... 0 53 0 54
... 6 00 6 50
... 0 45 0 55
... 0 53 0 25

on Thursday, April î, 1887.
Wheat, fall, per bushel.........
Wheat, spring, do. .........
Wheat, goose, do.
Wheat, red winter, per bushel 
Barley,
Oats,
Peas,
Dressed hogs, per 100 lbs.,.
Chickens, per pair..........................
Butter, pound rods.........................
Eggs, fresh, per dozen...................
Potatoes, per bag..........................
Apples, per barrel..........................
Onions, per bag...............
Carrots, do. ...
Turnips, yellow..
Turnips, white....
Cabbage................
Hay, per ton........
Straw, “ ........

lS ,ï: ermite
miles from Brampton, G.T.B. and C.P.R. (twenty 
miles west of Toronto). 40 head of flrat-olaaa 
Shorthorns, of the popular Scotch families, includ
ing seven Imported cows and their produce by 
imported Cruickshanta and Kb ellar bubs. There 
will he 12 cows with calves at foot, which will go 
with their dams, and about 30 cows and heifers will 
be in calf to the imported Ouicksbank bull Count 

85 0 95 of the Empire (51037). This magnificent young bull
2 00 3 00 W||1 also he sold, together with a fine selection of
1 75 2 00 young bulls from 12 to 34 months old.
0 40 o 50 Terms—Seven months’ credit on approved joint 
0 30 0 40 notes, or a liberal discount fui cash. Catalogues
0 30 o 40 rea(ly by 1st March, and sent on application.
0 30 0 59 J. C. SHELL, Edmonton, Oat.
9 00 15 GO JOHN SMITH, Auctioneer, Brampton, Ont.

do
do
doLIVE STOCK.

The following is from the Montreal Gazette :
Our special advices of the British cattle mar

kets, dated yesterday, indicate that the trade is 
in no better condition than at the close of the 
shipping season. During the past week receipts 
from Canada and the United States have been 
heavy for the time of year, added to wdiich there 
have been large arrivals from other quarters. 
The demand in Liverpool yesterday was slow,

0 26
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Fe1 r■tit ik
rpHB CLYDESDALE ASSOCIATION 
A ADA proposes holding its

FUST ANNUAL SPRING STALLION SNOW,
s&ssKSiS.’tsftrM’ftMSÆ;
three classes : 1st—Stallions foaled previous to 1st 
Jan., 1884,5 prizes. 2nd—Stallions foaled in 1884,5 
prizes. 3rd—Stallions foaled in 1886,4 prizes. En
tries to be made by the 1st of March, in order that 
a catalogue of exhibits may be made. N. B.—Fur
ther particulars will be sent by circular on applica
tion (to the Secretary. D- McCRAE. President; 
WM. SMITH, Vice-President; H. WADE, Secretary.

264-a

OF CAN-ii s ,8lJ
yotn ■ rai
ali«
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-ism1 BRUCE’S% :i

>

FRESH and GENUINEm I!ii: SEEDSi

I
I<

FOB THE FARM, VEGETABLE AMD FLOWER GARDEN,
are unrivalled for Purity, Vitality and General 
Excellence. The thirty-sixth annual edition of our 
descriptive Priced Catalogue beautifully Illustrated, 
will be mailed free to all applicants, and to cus
tomers of last year without ordering it. Every 
market gardener in the Dominion will find it to their 
interests to use our Seeds. 254-b
John A. Bruce & Co., Hamilton, Ont.

iJ
cI;

m

<
SAILLIE BRICK and TILE MACHINE %I4LL£U Unsurpassed for economy, efficiency and variety of work, for quality of material, and amount of bricks 
and tiles produced at a minimum cost. Send for the circular of

STEVENS & BURNS, London, Canada,
who have the sole right to manufacture the Baillie Double-acting Brick and Tile Machine in Canada.

$5^" We also make a specialty of manufacturing the Western Empire Double Traction and Portable 
Threshing Engine and the celebrated J. I. C. Separator.

N.B.—Sell your old machines for what you can get, and procure the best.

e
the
wil. It is Impossible to over estimate the value of 

warm feet at this season of the year. 1 housands of 
valuable lives are sacrificed every year in conse
quence of damp, cold feet. Cold feet lay the 
foundation for Pulmonary Diseases, so fatal to the 
people of our land. Could we make the world know 
how valuable our Magnetic Foot Batteries are for 
keeping up a warm, genial glow through the feet 
and limbs, none would be without them. These In
soles warm the whole body, keep the vital forces 
up, magnetize the iron in the blood, and cause a 
feeling of warmth and comfort over the whole 
body. If no other result was produced than to in
sulate the body from the wet, cold earth, the Insoles 
would be invaluable. In many 
alone will cute Rheumatism, Neuralgia and Swel
ling of the Limbs. $1 a pair, or three pairs for $2, 
to any address by mail. Send stamps or currency 
in letter, stating size of boot or shoe, and we will 
send free by mail to any part of the world. Send 
for our book, “A Plain Road to Health.” Free 
to any address.

CHICAGO MAGNETIC SHIELD CO.,
254-b No. 6 Central Music Hall, Chicago, 111.

A254-a pri
CalT PULVERISING HARROW, CLOD J.

(i
“ACME j Crusher and 

Leveler. FE-MAM*
j

Best Selling Tool on Earth.AGENTS WANTED.‘5 cases the Insoles
T

C2

C3i
>

LUI,

-

THE BENNET FURNISHING CO. «3
■Iti’rijS'V- Ï

Subjects the soil to the action of a Steel Crusher and Leveller, and to the Crushing, Cutting, Lifting, 
Turning Process of Double Gangs of Cast Steel Coulters. Cutting power is immense. Absence of 
Spikes or Spring Teeth avoids pulling up rubbish. Only Harrow that cuts over the entire surface 
of the ground. Sizes 3 to 15 feet wide. With and without Sulky attachment. We deliver free at 
Distributing Depots Send for pamphlet containing thousands of testimonials from 
forty-eight States and Territories. 254-d

I London, Canada.
6

;

DUANE H. NASH, RrLÏÏNSoà.ttsctrNEwjE.sEY.
■KJjh—“ TILLAGE IS MANURE” and other essays sent free to parties who NAME THIS PAPER. ÜL

I. is.
T See on

MANUFACTURERS OFt .

SCHOOL. HALL & LODGE
FURNITURE.

M
■

j f
!IN! Send for Illustrated catalogue and price list. 254-y i '

BOlONT ORDERD GRAPE
VINES BOOOr Prwit lants

of any kind until you see my
Catalogue for 1887,

Giving descriptions and directions for planting and
Lawyi

--
V

This cut represents (imperfectly, as our electro is an old one from iron-beam plow,) our best Wide Plow, 
Ho. 21, of which we are the Original makers. Wherever introduced in Ontario it has at once taken the 
lead of all others. We believe the mould-board to have the best shape for Ontario work of any used on a 
wide plojv. It is not made to compete in price with rhmi> material and thrumi together plows, but is made 
to excel them in every point, in quality of steel used, in temper, in fi iish and in work. It has steel beam 
and steel coulter—a simple and perfect skimmer. Besides this plow we make a variety of narro v and 
medium width plows; some specially made for the trade in the Maritime Provinces others for Ontario, 
for Manitoba and British Columbia. AGENTS WA NTED, lint none hut those who can give best refer
ences need apply. If we have no agent in your district, write us for circulars. See November, December 
and January Advocates for Straw Cutters, Root Cutters, and Crain Crushers. Correspondence solicited. 

254-a

I rice
Of new kinds and old, costs only the trouble of writ
ing your address on a postal card. Free.

-A.. <3r.

itone
The

Picture
Private
supply
Cost Pi
order.
tinentà
notice.

ULiXj,
St. Catharines, Ont.252-f

AGENTS WANTED
pies sent for 10c. 
LOUCHE, Guelph.

Address for terms to DE 
254-a ar. FLBURY’a SOWS, Aurora, Ont.i,
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Per, 188* the FARMER’S ADVOCATE. 61

BRICK
AND

TILEand Ornament-
*7 Trees. Shrubs, Evergreens, 
rjoses. Grape Vines, etc. Be-

Nn l TS»^ «U regular customers free. To others :

- ________________ Wh

? MACHINERYk^TmsTREES iEEDS TESTED
RELIABEL

Catalogues CDFC The Finest 
Mailed 1 . in Canada,n

Send for It IT WILL PAY YOU. Adding

TEELE BROS & CO.,
TORONTO, ONT. '

Address •
i-SsSSil 'll Ip.o. BOX 7.r.O.

?>VS .™7Z {FRUIT TREES
J. 8. COLLINS, Nooregtown, S.T.

the platform ^
—OP THfr-

cI FOREST ram. Improved, Double-Acting£ V°

ffi'vWr

Catalpa Specima Seed. 
Forest and Evergreen 

Seeds.
R. DOUGLAS â SON,

Waukegan. HI.

a 1 «

y
v1

TORONTO MAILCARDEN, FIELD, FLOWER PITCHING MACHINE
FOR UNLOADINO HAY AHD AIL KINDS OF LOOSE GRAIN.

The Great Independent
Canadian Newspaper.

Loyalty to Britain, but Loyalty also to Canada. 
Refor none UaUty f°r Boo^aatioal Privilege

Protection to Native Industry.
Prohibition of the Liquor Traffi 

Dominion.
Manhood Suffrage for all who can read and write, 
senate Keform.
“n^ MtiftoîMg;for the encdurage-

The Daily Mall, $7.00 a 
The Evening Mail, $3.00 
The Weekly Mail, $1.00 a

Address,

A{VD tree

SEEDS «t^îî= mTa.chlne. can be used In barns, sheds or on

JB5 ".M
a:iâs„"ti&‘s%1s4us,6rag;

sat* r,1ïs«3

a a
guarantee satisfaction or no sale. Agents wanted jn a great many parts of the Dominion, where Is till 
*“we .no y6"™ established. Liberal discount to

BaBSpss*”»»

STERLING WORTH AND QUALITY HAVE MADE o throughout the

^«‘nKnTste^’ SOW them »nd

Catalogue, free on application.

*!■ A. SIMMERS, Seedsman, Toronto.
(Established 1856.)

year, 
a year, 

year.
353-d TUB MAIL,,

254-a Toronto, Canada.

FENCING MATERIAL
X--X » . x -m~ If ; X -*-x ~x~* *-■* h u H -K -H-

I
3

*
*

SB
- 'friNy W/fefMr

/ /V received the highest awards at
['YyZ all the leading fairs in 1885 and 1886, and has 

given entire satisfaction to my numerous
get^E^HEHErEEE^SSEe, a very important fea- 

as well Z XnT^t SSSSlZSW gtë&ïïS&S*' ^

See omamenta, fence » K£? 'ShBffiffiMSb.

X 3 THE COMMON-SENSE SHEAF LIFTER
J&SSSrtS

rSSISSSis,?' S1“' 'TrflkOT»
t§|)

254-a Manuflaoturer, Inferaoll

THAN COLONIALSFifty per Cent. Less. Fifty per Cent. Less.
t " •.

BOOKS ! BOOKS ! ! BOOKS ! !; ! sale Bookbinding and Stationery at exceedingly low 
rates. Remit by Bank or Postal Draft with order. acts as General Agent, and executes with econ

omy and despatch, commissions entrusted' to him 
for anything large or small that may be wanted 
from Europe. Correspondents In all parts. Manu
facturers and Patents, also Financial and Com
mercial Undertakings placed on the English Market. 
Preliminary Fee, £25 Sterling. Relatives Traced. 
Schools and Tutors recommended, 
made In best securities. Save time, trouble, and 
expense, by communicating with Mr. PYB, 164 
West Regent Street, Glasgow. A remittance 
should in every case accompany instructions.

BOOKBINDING ! STATIONERY ! J. MOSCRIPT PYE & CO.,
Export Booksellers, Stationers and . pub

lishers, 154 WEST REGENT ST., GLASGOW, 
SCOTLAND.

Lawyers, Doctors, Clergymen, Merchants, 
Schools and Colleges Supplied.

Investments ‘
the undersigned, who attend Leading Book and 

Picture Sales, and are Purchasers of Valuable 
Private Libraries In Englapd and the Continent, 
supply Books at about 50 per cent, less than usual 
Cost Price. Pictures, Books, and MSS. bought

can GOOD NEWS FROM HOME!
for the convenience of “Kin Beyond Sea,’’ J. 

order. All new and second-hand English and Con- Moscript Pye (of the above firm,) who has had 
tmental Books and Reviews supplied on shortest ; great experience of the varied requirements of 
notice. Libraries furnished throughout. Whole-I ladies and gentlemen abroad

on

N. B.—Exhibition Agent for the Scottish 
International Exhibition 
Glasgow in 1888.

to be HELD At 
268-0and in the Colonies'
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BELL

OrcanS
----- AT THE------

COLONIAL EXHIBITION
were patronized by the following 

distinguished persons :V-4

The Marqnis^Lorne and
H.R.H. Princess Louise, 

Rt. Hon. Sir Robt. Bourke,
Governor of Madras.

Lady Douglas, of Victoria, B. C., 
Sir Robert Affleck, and

The British Government
a fine Organ for the use of the 

forces at Aldershot.

These Sales were made after a 
thorough test of all the Organs in 

the Canadian Court

W. BELL & CO., Guelph, Can.
CATALOGUE FREE. 253-y

%mm. mi

For 1887 is a richly illustrated book with illuminated 
cover, over 60 pages and 200 engravings, giving i 
practical instructions for planting, pruning and manage
ment of FRUIT TREKS and PLANTS : for obtaining 
them, and honest descriptions of all valuable varieties 
both New and Old, and low prices. Headquarters of the 
Erie Blackberry, Golden Quern RAspRr.rt.iY, Mon
mouth Strawberry, Lawson Pf.ar, Spaulding and 
Japan Plums, Mbech’s Quince. &e. Small Fruits, Apple, 
Pearh and Nut Trees specialties. Guide with right Col
ored Plates, 10c; without plates fir. Price lists free. ^-Trees 
& Plants by Mall a leading feature. All who mention this 
paper will receive a copy Orchard & Garden gratis.

J. T. LOVETT, Little Silver, N. J.
2">4-c

)lain and

Qr to $8 a Day. Samples and duty FitEE. 
■BJ Lilies not under the horses’ feet. Address
w BREWSTER'S SAFETY REIN HOLDER, HOLLY, MICH.

DARVILL & CO. S
----- NEW-----

PATENT PRESS BRICK MACHINE

I BBf* L[NLcb

m^h%tia/e;StBa^kBrickUMa,'hmyè Wif,work 

either strong or quick-sand cliy;ean be driven either 
by horse or steam power. The clay is pressed in the 
moulds, which are connected together, forming a 
revolving chain of moulds, lubricated with either 
oil, water or sand—the moulds passing: through a 
tank or trough, which thoroughly lubricates them, 

that the bricks leave the moulds perfect and 
smooth, being pressed on the revolving carrier, 
which extends any length on the yard. The brick 
is equal to any re pressed brick. The bricks are 
taken from the carrier and put on the achs, requir
ing no man to sand the moulds, striker-off, or set
ting on the barrows, and the wheelers,—which is a 
saving of three or four men. Capacity : No. 1, 8,000: 
No. 2,16,000; No. 3 24,000 per day, making a perfect 
pressed brick, superior to either stock or wire cut 
brick, which are apt to warp, and are difficult to cut 

SEN 13 FOR CIRCULAR

so

MANUFACTURED BY
L DARVIXjXj ct5 OO.

Cor. King and I hames Sts ,
LONDON, ONTARIO.253-

SEEDS
Illustrated Catalogue for 1887,[containing descrip

tion and prices of the best

Field and Garden Seeds
mailed free to all applicants.

WILLIAM RENNIE,
TORONTO.253-a
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CHALLENGE WIND MILLS
IN USE IN^THE U. S. AND

,-jLp For Power Jt Pumping Purposes.
UHI Have been made 15 years, and bave
fH never blown down without tower

breaking, a record no other mill can 
UlI show. Write us, stating nature of 
M»n work to be done, and we will give 

contract figures for the job. Send for Catalogue to 
247-tf SI. «’alhitrlnes Pump «t Wlmt SI III Works.

WANTBD.AGH33XTT8 
Steady employment to good men. ITone need 

be Idle. Previous experience not essential 
We pay either salary or commission. Ml smart 
men want» d at once to canvass for the sale of 
Canadian Grown Nursery Stock. The Fonthill 
Nurseries. Largest in Canada. Over tOu acres. 
Don’t apply unless you can furnish first-class refer
ences and want to work. No room for lazy men, 
but can employ any number of energetic men who 

Address,
STONE WELLINGTON,

Nurserymen, Toronto, Ont.

want work.

252-c

l

STUMP MACHINES!
STONE MACHINES!

SPINNING WHEELS!
manufacture four different sizes of Stump and 

Stone Machines, also Bryce’s Pat. Spinning Wheel. 
This Wheel fastens to any ordinary table; can be

We

worked sitting or standing ; for speed and ease beats 
them all. Sent to any part of the Dominion on re
ceipt of price, $5.00. Every wheel guaranteed to 
give satisfaction. Send for Illustrated Circular. 
Agents wanted. Address 

24i-y iJ. W. ANDERSON. BARRIE. ONT.

W. Stahlschmidt & Co., Preston, Ont
—MANUFACTURERS OF—

OFFICE, SCHOOL, CHURCH & LODGE
FÜRNITÜRB.

THE “MARVEL" SCHOOL DESK. 
Patented Jan. 14*h, 1886. Send for circulars and 
11rice lists. Name this paper. 253-y

R. McDougall & Co., Galt
We are the only manufacturers in Canada of the 

now well-known

SCIENTIFIC
-

ALL

IRON

WIND MILLS
Adapted for Cutting, Pumping and Grinding, and 
all general power purposes. The late very severe 
storms have demonstrated the need of a mill prac
tically storm-proof, and the results given by our 
mill have been entirely satisfactory; not a mill has 
been damaged without tlie derrick blowing over or 
breaking. Intending purchasers bear this in mind 
and write us for prices.

R. MoDOXJG-AliUdb Co
GALT, ONT. 250-y
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Per, 188? THÉ FARMER’S ADVÔCAtÊ.

-A.H-0-A.DE, TORONTO

252 b c. O’DKA, Secretary

place In America to get a 
good Business Education 
or leam Shorthand, is at 
the Detroit Bus! ess Uni
versity, Detroit, Michigan. 
This institution embraces

sent free.year' Flnest sch°o1 catalogue punished

, ATTEND THE best, a»aI ft""—sSgaasRssj»is- &iKïïil,îî,SBi£ï
= | ŒŒIffiS.WAtï1 S'.

course is eminently practical, and the instruction 
thorough. The Commercial Law alone is worth 
F}™*® in is chYg5d tor the whole course. It em- 
wii f'L f 3'i,taff °f experienced teachers than

«'2tts,;&ii?st;sesarr„ 2
„„ , ESSS3.

• °®T., opposite Gore. fl)', 8taJ'ds at the head of Canadian Business Ool-
For full particulars send for Circular. &pK^t^arine^OntW' ” ANGE£flBy A”

Z

a « Comer of King and James Stree'e, Ht MILTON

é^&Wïs? Kî'ssS'si'sar o'"”~
tA^t-t-rivi'HAY, Chartered Accountant, E. A. GETGER, Chartered Accountant, 

_______ Vice-Principal.Principal. Ontario Veterinary College
inritua STREET, TORONTO.

*1 M. & ï- ^ CÜEEIE & CO,
Calf REARING MEAL!

^ „„ , saMffir™ N ° st,,"kman shouw be with.
Igr For directions and testimonials send for “ Pamphlet on Feeding,” issued and mailed free by

251 f E- W. BLATCHFORD & ÇQ.t CHICAGO, ILL.
COGENT REASONS SWHY

E-------

(RADE
mark

100 Bray Inn St., Montreal,
MANUFACTURERS OPV,

SOFA, CHAIR AND BED SPRINGS.
A LARGE STOCK ALWAYS ON HAND.

IMPORTERS OF

of PaU^Borori IvmtUn?eter
______China. Clay, ete. sta y

----- T

T)8S-, ANDERSON AND A-P BATES—Eye and Ear 
Surgeons, 34 Jamts Street, 
Hamilton, Ont. Exclusive 
attention given to the treat
ment of the various diseases 
of the EYE and EAR.

244-y

j

CROSS RYES STRAIGHTENED

procure the best.-**
Adopted by the Government of the Dominion of Canada as the STANDARD 

WAGON, should command your preference s
The intrinsic cost and value of it is at least «10 more than any other wagon made in Canada and 
unprejudiced practical man will tell you so, and the thousands who now have them in 
It is not only made from the best, carefully selected and 
the Skeins used, made only by us, are

any
Ï

use say so, because 
thoroughly seasoned timber and best of iron, but

an„ . „ t , 8Uperi°r to any skeins made or used in Canada, and are constructed
specially to receive our Climax Truss Rod, which doubles the
hubs are pressed, not wedged in ; a guarantee for a

strength of the axle ; the boxing of the 
... ..... year accompanies each wagon, and notwithstanding
th,s additional cost and superiority, the Chatham Wagon can be purchased at no greater price than is

Liberal Terms to Parties buying in Carload Lots.
constructed wagon.

Correspondence solicited

CHATHAM MFG. CO. (Limited).
Wliat Mr. Beyer says ^^7

best thanks for the splendid seeds received from your*tirm^ 
l^it would ho a rather lengthy list if I should name all, but 

will say that amongst 38 first, and 3 second p rendu 
awarded mo at our fairs in Northern Indiana and 
Southern Michigan, 28 first premiums were for vege 

—... 0 ^tables raised from your seeds. What firm can beat' 
Vga t .v v —. August Beyer, So. Bend, lud. 

mw7 Hc(,d of this quality I am now ready to sell to every 
■T who tills a farm or plants a garden, sending them FREE my 
^Vegetable and Flower Seed Catalogue, for 1887. Old customers 
need not write (orit. I catalogue this season the native wild 

potato. JAS. J. H. GRE60R1 , Seed Grower, Marbl^MOd, Maas

249-y

THE WHITFIELD STUMP EXTRACTORv»»

eg*®»*!
rSEEDr,»
aStuictis

rJ,h,fitfUpTi0rit^ of this machine consists in the 
rapidity and ease in which it can takeout the largest 
stumps ; its great strength and durability • its easr operation by man or beast. y ’ ltS ea8y
. It leaves no holes to fill 
in the ground.
ahn^,ntdi/>‘ircu,ar ‘;f testimonials and particulars 
about it before purchasing an Inferior machine.

All purchasers ordering direct from 
agent’s commission. Address
Dominion Chain Works,^4?^nUS?i^t,Toronto

up, or any stumps or snags

one

V me will save
8-tf♦
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KEITH’S
!m The BAIN WAGON COMPANY’S

... ;1

il1
$
1 .

Gardener’s Assistant and Illustrât* 
ed Catalogue of Garden, Agri

cultural and Flower Seeds

\

\
m

Iand will be mailed free on application to any ad
dress. I call special attention to my

I* t r ' * j -1

bC!

CHOICE SASKATCHEWAN BED FIFE WHEATn :

'i\ • <j
Price, $1.25 per 60 lbs.

Clover and Timotlyr, Orchard. Bine and Red Top 
Grasses, Flax Seed, Tares, Seed Wheat, Oats and 
Barley, &c., &o.

GEO. KEITH, Seed Merchant,
124 Klng-St, East, TORONTO.
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THE BEST IN THE MARKET FOR
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JP?
<J TORONTO ENGRAVING Tj

| BRI G den
Çeale

FARM WORK, LOGGING, TEAMING, ETC.
:3H STBZIL SHOES.
Address BAIN WAGON CO., Woodstock, Ont
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L. D. Sawyer & Co. Hamilton, Ont.
MANUFACTURKKS OF ' * \^MjL

“L.D.S.” ENGINES,

■
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DEDERICK’S HAPRESSES.

iwm
I tic

!..v pn
T<i fci; Zsistss™

"v best Æ
: 1 i Awarded FIRST FREER, 1885, at Provincial Fair, London; 

Central Fair, Hamilton; and Northern Fair, I 
Walkerton.

i S’I : Tl
;, tti ; ItI (t Grain Saver” % “Peerless”* i1 •

"bl :

5
Al

1 ■i T • Manufactory at 90 College Strtet, Montreal, P. ft* 
«ddrstafordrcubrP.K.BEDEWCKItCO» Albany, r

Dl: « .

• Pitta” Horn «-Powers, for *, 6,8,10 and IS Horses.
Blind Powers, for 1, 8 and 3 Horses.

Light Separators, for Tread and Sweep Powers.
nd for Illustrated Catalogue.

114 .j i

ONTARIO PUMP DO,, (Limited) v
Tl

WTO, ONT.’
MANUTACTURKBS OF

V"
Tl■; 246-y I A<WIND MILLS,

FEED GRINDERS,
IRON and WDOD^PlStraf

! M■51: V A

f. i The riatforaa of this Seale 
to « feet hy « feet.

No Farmer, Meeh Halter 
or Prodace Dealer sheald 

be wlthent owe.
It weighs Aceerately from
half pound to 4,000 poeads

mIURW0W STEWART A MILNE.

:
CM

■ AND A FULL LINK OF

Railway, Town, Farm and Orna
mental Water Supply Material.

v ;
-'A.

1XI let
■f ;s': m<

anDAIRY SCALES,
SPECIAL FAMILY SCALES, 

COUNTER SCALES,

'4t? ou
jo

i i 4 on
OfEli PLATFORM SCALES, 

HAY SCALES,
th<! Fitv,
pa&c., &c.

Quality, Accuracy and Beauty 
of workmanship unsurpassed.

BURROW, STEWART 4 MILNE

tis<X V. th<
we
pri14 exi

X cas: a hiHAMILTON, ONT.
244-y■

:i » i
O The excellent record of this Engine as 

the years roll on has brought it so 
prominently in favor that the suppl, 
has not been equal to the demand, 
but we guarantee a full supply for 
188fi. AGENTS WANTED IN SOME LOCALITIES

1 Oil
i bci

* Th
hii t

oriuê,< to
II1; It to Ueensed by all Inseraeee Co’s 

da™î>îe.PrOTed “*elr *• •»« tbe most
Cf The Engine for the Northwest is 

made to burn either coal, wood or straw
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Geared Windmills, for driving Machinery, Pumping 
Water, &c., from I to 40 horse-power.

Send for Descriptive Catalogue. ' 247-a
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